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Bluebirds and Bees

Asparagus

Melons for the North

COM PARE THESE
TO A N Y OTH ER S AW S
AN D LET THE
CH IPS FALL W HERE
TH EY M AY
Once you know one chain saw from another,
you'll know why Stihl® is the largest selling chain saw in the world.
The Stihl 010AV. Lightweight

homeowner s saw, built to profes
sional standards. 2.3 cubic inches
of power packed in an almost in
destructible magnesium housing.
Comes with Stihl's anti-vibration
system. The quietest gas chain
saw on the market today.

The Stihl 032AVE. Stihl's
ultimate mid-size saw. Strong
enough for professional forestry,
contracting and farm use. Incor
porates Stihl's best pro features,
r" ■■ n 'v such as antiJ vibration and
a
■ ■ '■""^electronicignition.
The newest and most powerful
mid-size saw Stihl makes.

M ILLER’S —the 103-Years Young
FR U IT S P E C IA L IS T S ca n h elp you
LIVE BETTER, EAT BETTER, and
SAVE!

is there a way to protect yourself against ever-rising food prices? You bet there is!
Set out a few trees and vines. Then the luscious goodness of Nature’s bounty is
yours free for the taking, year after year after year. No yard is too small for Miller’s ...

DWARF HYBRID FRUIT TREES
Bring back childhood memories
with Miller’s

ANTIQUE APPLES
Varieties Added for ’81
We’ve always had the largest selec
tion anywhere of these old-time
favorites. They were (and are) great,
but no longer grown commercially.
But you can have them in your own
yard and enjoy their wonderful, dis
tinctive flavors and aromas. Canan
daigua Quality 3 to 4 ft. trees:
Golden Russet, Snow (Fameuse),
Summer Rambo, Granny Smith,
Roxbury Russet, Wolf River, Sheepnose, Winter Banana, Pound Sweet,
Grimes Golden, etc. New for ’81:
Maiden Blush and Yellow Newtown
Pippen.

£

Pick vitamin-rich food with little work and less cost. Just
stand on the ground and reach out for extra-delicious, extra
size apples, pears, nectarines, peaches, cherries, plums,
apricots, grapes, berries and more! Smack your lips over
fruits sun-ripened in your own yard. They’re fresh, juicy,
bursting with flavor. Those $1 a pound market fruits seem
tasteless in comparison. Eat your harvests fresh. Pack the surplus for winter eating.
N o th in g e q u a ls th e d e lic io u s tas te o f tre e -fre s h o r v in e -fre s h fruit, s u n -rip e n e d in y o u r o w n s o il!

Miller’s “Big Red”
Delicious

NUT TREES • GRAPES • 3-YEAR BLUEBERRIES
VIRUS-FREE BERRIES • ORNAMENTALS • AND MOREI

Canandaigua Quality Makes The Dlflerencel
In harsh climates, there’s no substitute for quality
planting stock. That’s why our family-operated Nursery offers the finest stock human beings can grow,
Generations ago, Grandfather Miller pioneered
grapes now standard for quality. We pioneered virusfree berries to end the bugaboo of crumbly worthless
berries. We grow a strain of Carpathian Walnut that’s
one of the few pure, hardy strains available.

__ - r i - \ r \ b S F O B

Canandaigua Quality meians trees so vigorous
some may even bear fruit this year. Good crops the
second year are normal. Beautiful in bloom or
fruiting. Winter hardened, winter-proven for worst
Northern climates. Qur blueberries yield faster,
plumper crops as they’re 3-year, winter-hardened,
Miller asparagus is 2-year, extra-heavy for transplanting. Miller strawberries are strictly premium grade.

Get your copy of this enjoyable catalog . . ,
richly illustrated in full color throughout, with many
other offerings not described here.

■

©Miner Nurseries, 1981
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8 PAGES ADDED FOR 81!
NEW, DELICIOUS RECIPES!
Again this year, we equalled past years’ record by eating
Criterions from storage on July 4th! It’s the best keeping
apple of all time. Fact. Last year, we introduced a new
SWEET CHERRY THAT POLLINATES ITSELF. This
year we introduce Brandy-wine Raspberries, Jewel
Raspberries, our Chojuro Pear that looks like an
apple— and more. If your space is limited, be sure
to see our section on “Backyard (tub) farming.”

I For your free copy of Miller’s new 1981 j
(Garden Catalog and Planting Guide,
(mail this coupon to:

Canandaiaua N Y 14424
j
(Please send your Planting Guide and
(Catalog to:

I
l Name
Address

J. E. MILLER NURSERIES
A Fam ily-O perated Nursery • Canandaigua, N.Y. 14424

Mall the coupon and have some fun reading our ’81 Catalog
and Planting Guide.

i State-
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FAINMTHE
OU
S
FAILURES
HISTORY OF ENERGY

Over 700 men have been killed or gone insane trying to gather
static electricity from animals. Frank Krell of Tuckertown, N.J.
was no exception. He was a strangely quite man who admired Vol
taire Franklin and Watts, but ignored the advice of his sister
Diane, an attractive nurse.
By day he ran a hamster obedience
school while at night he labored feverishly in his laboratory
trying to unravel the secrets of animal static. After years of

study, he determined that the fur of purring cats generate the
most electricity while that of opossums and frightened hamsters
generate the most heat and noise.
The townfathers considered
these revelations an abomination and ordered him to put an end
to the experiments which so angered Krell that he attacked the
Mayor's dog on a crisp day in October and was electrocuted in
the struggle.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY QUAKER STOVE CO.
Life is no picnic. It's enough

insert pictured here. The Quaker

to make you want to curl up next

Box Stove is available in

to a warm fire with your favorite

sizes, the Moravian Parlor Stove
two

sizes, and

the

three

hamster and contemplate sharing

in

a cabin withThoreau, or build

Fireplace Insert also in two sizes.

Moravian

ing a puramid with

or

The Moravian design offers a va

what sensible fun it is to own

riety of options including enamel

a good wood stove. Wood is really

trim, sol id or glass doors and for

a much better energy source than

the insert model a blower system

cats because you don't have to

that neatly sits

hold it

shelf.

it's

still

Ramses,

and,

abundant and

like

cats

under the

ash-

For further information,

see your dealer or write to us.

renewable.

The best place to burn this re
markable
Stove,

fuel is

in a Quaker

a stove that will amaze

you with its excellent design,
craftsmanship, and efficiency.
We have three models to choose
from, including

F & M DISTR.
Magazine Road
Sumneytown, PA
(215) 234-4831
NJ.DE, MD. & PA

2

the

200 West 5th Street
Lansdale, PA 19446 215-362-2019

fireplace

H & H SALES
RFD 3, Box 119
Laconia, NH
(603) 366-4683
New England

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

IRONWOOD, INC.
115 N. 1st St.
Minneapolis, MN
(612) 339-2520
Minnesota

MINN. ENERGY SAVERS
55 Copeland Avenue
Lacrosse, WI
(608) 784-5222
Wisconsin

NAT'L TRAIL STOVE
Routes 235 & 40
New Carlisle, OH
(513) 845-1937
OH, MI, & IN

NOVA WOOD HEAT
10120 Colvin Run Rd.
Great Falls, VA
(703) 759-9166
Virginia

FIREPLACE DISTR.
103 "H" Street
Petaluma, CA
(707) 778-1235
California

PUT A SAW-MILL IN YOUR TOOL-BOX!

Here’s a saw mill that fits into your tool box!!! Yes, a saw mill that's small enough to fit in a tool box, and, with your chain saw, turns
logs into valuable lumber, RIGHT WHERE THEY LIE, too, for a fraction of the usual cost, putting dollars into your pocket day in and day
out, giving you good basic lumber for hundreds of projects. It’s HADDON’s LUMBER/MAKER chain saw accessory.
This special little tool fits all chain saws, all bar lengths, installs in seconds and WEIGHS LESS THAN 4 lbs!! It comes to you completely
assembled and ready to go to work for you the very first day you get it. Needs no special chain.
Anyone can now make basic boards, beams, dimensions, any size, any thickness, wherever lumber is used, such as framing, siding,
steps, benches, tables, settees, repair lumber, workshop lumber, ramps, braces, cabins, sheds, lean-to’s, docks, piers, gates, lifts,
fences, boxes, the list is endless- all these and hundreds more are now available to the chain saw owner, because of this new and special
little tool, often from “ waste” logs.
It uses common boards for guides, such as 2x4, 2x6, etc, works in any position, adjusts for log diameters by tipping, works any place on
the bar, any angle, and IS GUARANTEED TO OUT-PERFORM ANYTHING ELSE ON THE MARKET, REGARDLESS OF COST.
The price? Just $44.95, including delivery, too.
Thousands and thousands of HADDON LUMBERMAKERS have already
been sold, all over the world. Just read what some of the users say:
It’s about the best invention since the Chain saw-I really think i t ’s
great.
W arren J. M cGinnis, Nevis, MN

“Saved us $400.00 at least!!!”
Arlene Upton, Newry, Maine

Made some beautiful rafters out o f “ju n k ” timber. Last year I was
cutting that s tu ff up fo r firewood!!!
Frank Kupfel, A nchorage, AK

I never thought a sawmill would fit into our mail box, but it did!
You know, the wild cherry cants we cut probably paid for the
LUMBERMAKER 10 times over, and that was just one tree!
John Droesch, Ferguson, Missouri

Now, thanks to m y LUMBERMAKER I have a huge stack o f woodo f all sizes, with which to build my solar house. The cost? shucks it
was practically nothingJohn F*itt, Hatley, Quebec, Canada

The HADDON LUMBERMAKER not only"makes lumber, it helps you in many other ways to save time and money. If adapts to use as a
cut-off saw for firewood, a vise for sharpening saw chain, saws windows and doors in cabins, worth many times it’s cost and usually pays
for itself the first day you use it!
With every tool comes a 28 page manual and booklet, with 92 pictures showing just how to use the tool, with projects, and complete plans
for a log cabin. Shows how to “ square out’ ’ , quarter saw, saw braces, saw “ to length" gives practical tips on best and safest ways,
how to sharpen, AND THE BEST GUARANTEE WE CAN GIVE, If not “ Completely satisfied," within 30 days, just return, for full refund, no
questions asked.
So treat yourself and get one, it makes your saw lots more valuable as a tool, will let you be more “ on your own" and save money too- no
way you can lose. No COD’s outside the Continental USA, do not send cash, please. Just use the order blank below.
ORDER BLANK

□ Send me a LUMBERMAKER, enclosed find $44.95 (Check-Money order) III residents send $47.31
□ Send me a LUMBERMAKER COD. I will pay $46.45 when I receive it. Ill residents pay COD $48.89
Name

Street no, route, box

Mail to HADDON TOOLS 4719 West 120 (Elm Street) McHenry, IL 60050

City, State Zip
(2)

Phone No: 815-344-2915
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Opening Up
he energy spent in directing
day-to-day editorial and busi
ness functions of our publi
cation leaves little extra for me to
prepare thoughtful messages for our
readers. Nevertheless, I feel I have
been negligent in not communicating
with you more regularly. It’s time that
I changed this situation, so beginning
now, I will make every effort to share
more of our ideas and report on our
actions as they relate to the progress
of FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE.
As you read this in our Spring
issue, the buds on your fruit trees
may be about to burst forth into
blossom....or may already be in
flower. There may be birds and small
animals on your property making
nests in preparation for a new
generation of offspring. Some of you
may have already begun spring
planting in your gardens.
However, as I write this it is still
only the first month of the first year of
a new decade-January 1981. It is still
bitterly cold here in Freedom, Maine.
There is much snow on the ground
and the chickadees hop among the
evergreen boughs in search of winter
morsels. I suppose that is why my
thoughts are still as much on the past
year as on the present one.

T
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A Year of Growth and Challenge
The year 1980 was a turning point
of sorts for The Farmstead Press. Our
first challenge was to increase the
magazine’s frequency from six to
eight issues a year. The decision to
bring out two more issues of FARM
STEAD was the result of our contri
butors providing more good how-to
articles at a time readers were asking
for more. However, the economic
considerations were complex, and it
was necessary to manage financial
growth to accomplish our frequency
change.
As it happens, we were successful.
Both subscribers and advertisers
supported our efforts, and we were
able to add two issues in 1980 without
economic hardship. Another project,
however, did not have the same
happy ending.
Shortly after we had committed to
publishing eight issues of FARM
STEAD MAGAZINE, we also decided
to launch a new publication called
Cash Crop Magazine. The idea was
for Cash Crop to provide sound

By George Frangoulis
marketing and business management
information to small and part-time
commercial farmers. The need for this
magazine was evident, and we re
ceived a great deal of interest from
would-be readers. On the other hand,
however, we failed to convince adver
tisers that Cash Crop could become
viable, and were forced to suspend
the project before the first issue was
printed.
Getting to Know You
f the bad news of 1980 was that
we failed to launch Cash Crop,
the good news was this exper
ience has been helping us to make
FARMSTEAD a better magazine for
you. That statement may sound
contradictory, but it isn’t.
In the process of defining and
identifying the new magazine’s read
er, we rediscovered the importance of
knowing better who reads FARM
STEAD. Our ultimate success as a
publication depends upon your sup
port. And it’s obvious that you’ll
support us only so long as we give you
the kind of reading matter you find
valuable.
Getting to know you, therefore, has
become a major project for us. Late in
1980 we made plans to undertake a
series of editorial surveys. In Decem
ber of last year, we mailed out
questionnaires to 200 readers. The
names of these subscribers were
selected randomly, and the first of our
surveys asked readers to evaluate and
comment on the articles in FARM
STEAD’S Winter 1981 issue.
Response to the first survey was
good, with over 80 questionnaires
filled out and returned. A second
survey has just recently been mailed
to another 200 subscribers asking
about the Garden issue. The readers
who respond remain anonymous. The
information gathered is meant only to
improve the content of future issues.
All in all, we plan to mail out a new
editorial survey for each issue pub
lished in 1981. We will carefully
tabulate the results and incorporate
the suggestions made whenever ap
propriate. As part of my earlier
promise, I will also report on the
results of the surveys in this space in
coming issues. One request: if you
happen to receive a questionnaire,
please take some time and fill if out
and mail it back to us. We’ll
appreciate the help.
□

I
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Opening U p ................................................................................... George Frangoulis
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Mallards.................................................................................................... Cecil Wade
Know Your Ducks................................................................................... Jan Willems
Ducks Up A T ree............................................................................... Delores Cannon
Getting Seeds Off To A Good S ta rt................................................... . Ellen LaConte
Plant Sprouted S e e d s .........................................................Shirley and Richard Flint
Success With Seedlings............................................................................... Pam Bell
Garden Use-Agains . .’.................................................................. Cynthia B. Driscoll
Asparagus.......................................................................................................AutumnStanley
Asparagus Recipes......................................................................... Autumn Stanley
Training An Oxen Calf for W ork.........................................................Kathy Montan
Yoking Your O xen........................... .................................................Kathy Montan
Blossoming Time........................................................................... Lynn Ann Ascrizzi
A Spring Orchard Pictorial............................................................ Lynn Ann Ascrizzi
Beginner’s Guide to Beehive Inspection........................................... Karen Molinar
The Winter of ’80-81 How Your Fruit Trees
Have Been Affected ............................................................................. Steve Page
Let’s Learn L ettuce.............................................................................................LarryServais
Bluebirds................................................................ .......................... Samuel Skeen
Bluebird House Sketchbook................................................................Samuel Skeen
Green Thumb Gardening Tips: Melons In the N orth....... .................. Ellen LaConte
Can Your Melons Right In the Garden............................................... Burton Knopps
Sprouts................................................................
Rebecca Hinton
Radishes............. ........................................................................Thelma Anderson
Radish Recipes............................................................................................... BeatriceComas
New Life for An Old House, Part 11......................................................... Alden Stahr
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Farmstead Bookstore
Kindling Box

Cover photo: Mallards by J. David Learning.
Mr. Learning resides in Freedom, Maine and
is a documentary photographer for Unity
College.
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fo U R R O O M l
WILL HEAT
YOUR
HOUSE

Letters

Our Solar Additions™ will heat your
hom e, heat your basem ent, heat them 
selves. . . .and grow all the salad you can
eat (INCLUDING tom atoes and cucum 
bers!) all w inter long!
And good old Uncle Sam will give you
back 40% (40<t on EVERY dollar) you
spend for OUR Solar A dditions (regular
greenhouses d o n ’t qualify).

Our Solar A dditions attach to any south
facing wall. They come in PRE-ASSEMBLED sections so yot’ can put one up in
a day or a week-end You finish the
siding inside and outside or we ship
ready to live in.
Insulation, angle of glass and roof stress
varies by YOUR clim ate so you get w hat
YOU need w here YOU live, n o t where
we build.
Why keep paying high oil or gas bills (or
spend every week-end cutting w ood)
when “old sol” and one of our Solar
A dditions can do it all for you. . .while
the Governm ent gives you back 40% (if
you act soon).
Substantial OFF-SEASON DISCOUNTS
if you RESERVE your Solar A ddition
now for delivery next Spring. Send for
all the exciting details today.

7 Weaver Avenue
W aterford, N.Y. 12188
NAME______________________ _
ADDRESS
TOWN

_

____

MASONRY STOVE PLANS

COBBLESTONE HOUSE

Dear FARMSTEAD,
Re: Mrs. Elder’s request for plans
for masonry stove construction, they
are available at $10.00 each from:

Dear FARMSTEAD,
Do your readers have any informa
tion or do you know where I can get
information on building a cobblestone
house?
I intended to build a log house but
since I may need the wood for fuel and
I have an endless supply of stones it
seems more feasible to use the
stones.
Cobblestone houses were built
during the 18th and 19th centuries
and have lasted down through the
years.
Maybe one of your readers knows
where I can obtain this information.
Thank you.

Basilio Lepuschenko
Route 1, Alexander Road
Richmond, Maine 04357
Timeless Products
2 Main Street
Roxbury, CT 06783
I hope these addresses will help
you.
Paul R. Hanke
Plainfield, VT
FRESH BUTTER
Dear FARMSTEAD,
In your Holiday issue #35, is a letter
from M.R. Rutherford about using
her “ fresh country butter” in stan
dard recipes.
I have been making butter from
sweet cream for over forty years and
have never found a recipe in which I
could not use it. So I am wondering
just how she makes her butter. If by
“ fresh” she means no salt she can
still use it by adding a little extra salt
to the recipe if it needs it. I use a half
teaspoon of salt to each pound of
butter.
I enjoy Farmstead very much and
pass it on to a young man who is
delighted to get it.
Mrs. Ian O. Denton
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Dear FARMSTEAD,
Although I enjoyed your article on
“ Fruitful Living,” in Holiday 1980
issue, I was sorry there was no
mention of a fairly new apple, which
is very highly disease resistant,
excellent for cooking or eating and to
my knowledge the most expensive
apple on the market today. Also it will
winter with the best of them. The new
Granny Smiths. Try one you’ll love it!
The Green Apple Farm
Carroll, Maine

Albie Barden
RFD 1, Box 38
Norridgewock, Maine 04957
(He also publishes a newsletter for $5,
and gives classes.)

Now you can add a room (any size from
about 12’ X 12’ on up) that will CUT
YOUR FUEL BILLS DRAMATICALLY.
You can live in it, grow vegetables and
flower'- in it. . .and watch the tem pera
ture go UP INSIDE —while the tem pera
ture goes DOWN O U TSID E!

GRANNY SMITH APPLE

Mrs. Alberta M. Alexander
R.F.D. #1, Box 91
Nedrow, NY
NO SLEDGE ON FROE
Dear FARMSTEAD,
A friend of mine purchased a copy
of your Fall 1980 issue and inadver
tently left it at my home.
I was flipping through the pages
when I came across the article on
hand riving shakes and rails
A froe should always be used with
either a rubber mallet or preferrably
a hand made wooden mallet made
from a hardwood such as birch. If a
froe is used with a metal instrument
such as the sledge it will soon be
frayed over and useless for splitting
shakes.
Tools on a homestead or farm are
the most prized possessions and
should be cared for to the utmost. I
doubt that gentleman in your pictures
could split for two days without
rendering his froe useless.
Betty Walsh
Burton, B.C.

GURNEY’S
POTATO TRIAL BARGAIN OFFER
30
30
Sets Blight Resistant KENNEBFC

Sets Heavy Yielding NORLAND

60 $539

ALL SCIENTIFICALLY CUT
Gurney’s trial bargain offer gives
you 60 seed sets— enough to produce 120 to 180 pounds of potatoes— of the popular white Kennebee and red Norland varieties. These
widely-adapted potatoes are easy to
grow in any area. They can be stored
without canning or freezing for an
entire winter. And best of all, they’re
delicious! Baked, boiled, fried,
mashed or steamed, everyone likes
potatoes.
, mm ■■ mm ■■ mm mm mm mm mm

Gurney’s sets are scientifically cut
with just the right amount of potato
attached to nourish the new plant
until roots are established. All sets
are cut from the finest Certified Seed
Potatoes and expertly cured,
Gurney’s wants you to try growing
potatoes. That’s why this special offer is priced so low. Order n o w Gurney’s will ship at the proper
planting time in your area.

Fill out, clip and mail today

mmmm^mmmmtmmmmmmm*

Street or Route

Post Office
Zip
No.
State

Please! Zip Speeds Delivery
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REMEMBERING

HOME G A R D EN ER ’S C A T A L O G
• Com plete vegetable seed selection
• Herb Seeds and H erb Plants
• P rofitable Gardening Projects
• New Space M iser Section
Grow M ore in Less Space
FR E E 70 page catalog fille d w ith
Organic Gardening Tips and Cooking Hints

Nichols Garden Nursery
1190 DE Pacific
Albany, Oregon 97321
Over 30 years of reliability and service.

* (K E O G H Plan Included)

Let our Individual Retirement Plans
steer your course to financial security.
May w e help you insure your
financial future?
£aful£\

BAR HARBOR BANKING & TRUST
Bar Harbor - Northeast Harbor • Southwest Harbor
COMPANY
Lubec - Milbridge - Blue Hill - Deer Isle

I

'

CUSTOM DESIGNED
TO TOUR SPECIFICATIONS
If you want your new cedar log home to be
tailored to the needs o f your fam ily with all of
the features you desire, you should be looking at
Ward's custom engineering service. There is no
extra charge. The Ward building system is
uniquely adaptable to most any floor plan you
may choose w ith all the features you require.
Send fo r our free brochure or send $5 for
our 74-page catalog of homes.

f T f a R D C R B IIN I C O .
Box 72, Dept. 1503, Houlton, Maine 04730
(207)532-6531
Toll Free: 1-800-341-1566

Dear FARMSTEAD,
Being in my seventy-ninth year of
age, it behooves me to renew my
subscription of Farmstead one year at
a time. I find your magazine useful
and the article “ The Twitch Horse”
interesting. I have worked at hauling
logs from the woods to the mill with a
log sled and still have one with
wooden runners and four stakes-one
on each corner.
My job was to knock down the
brush to make a path big enough to
allow for the passage of the two
horses and sled along the fallen and
cut trees. These trees were usually
cut in eight-ten-twelve and if pos
sible-fourteen and sixteen feet in
length. If a tree was far from the log
path we would simply unhitch one
horse from the sled and snake it to the
path, unless the tree was small and
not worth cutting, or the path too far
away. We never had a special horse
for snaking or twitching as you call it.
Ken Harrington
East Greenwich, Rhode Island
/

GARDEN ISSUE

Dear FARMSTEAD,
Don’t think I don’t notice; it’s
back!-the centerspread garden guide
master plan! And all sorts of new
wonderfuls in the 1981 Record Book.
Congratulations. Thanks and cheers.
The greatest.
Mrs. Margaret M. Babcock
Camden, Maine
GREENHOUSE CUKES
Dear FARMSTEAD,
In the article “ Cukes in January,”
Winter 1981 issue, the variety Victory
Hybrid is listed as seedless. Victory
Hybrid is gynecious (having only
female blossoms) but it is neither
seedless nor self-fruitful. Pollen from
another plant having normal male
flowers is required for this variety to
set fruit.
Victory is grown mostly for home
garden or field production; when
greenhouse grown, hand pollination
is necessary.
Pollinator varieties packaged with
gynecious hybrids are “ normal” and
have both male and female flowers on
the same plant.
Miss Lois A. Stringer
Bellefonte, PA
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T IL L E R U S E R S !

Just ONE HAND!
The wonderfully

differentand

idea in Tillers!

TheTROY-BILT® Roto TillerPower Com poster is so
easy to handle, you guide it
with Just ONE HAND!

•
•

•
•
e

e
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Has its revolving tines in the REAR instead of
the FRONT!
Has POWER DRIVEN WHEELS!
You leave NO footprints nor wheelmarks!
Now has 4-SPEEDS! “ Whisper Quiet” Power
Reverse!
The TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Compost
er is built by the builders of the original
famous ROTOTILLERS, which introduced
rear-end tillage over 50 years ago. This latest
and greatest of them all is now, more than
ever, the favorite coast to coast with home
gardeners, growers, nurserymen, tille r
renters, landscape gardeners!
Several models, including ELECTRIC START
ING!
Does NOT tangle near as much as ordinary
Tillers!
It chops garden residues, weeds, green
manure crops, old mulch, any kind of organic
matter right into your garden soil without un
bearable tangling!
It turns your whole garden into one big fabu
lously fertile “ compost pile” !
Does NOT require great strength ... older
people, ladies, too, operate it easily. We have
many delighted owners in their 70’s, 80’s,
even 90’s who tell us they would have given
up gardening if they did not have our Tillers!
Instant depth control! Hood encloses tines
for safety and for close cultivating!
Furrowing, snow removal and other attach
ments available!
Automotive-type engineering — precision
gears, tapered roller bearings, no chains to
stretch, wear or work loose!
Sold direct to keep prices down—would have
to be at least $125 higher if sold ordinary
ways!
Comes w ith our famous no-tim e-lim it
promise to you!
Will GREATLY increase your gardening joy!
© 1981 Garden Way

Why, for heaven’s sake,
suffer any longer with the
FR O N T-EN D type of tille r
shown at left— the type with
th e re v o lv in g b la d e s in
FRONT and NO POWER to
the wheels — the type that
shakes the living daylights
out of you — the type that
leaves Wheelmarks and Foot
prints in the nice smooth
soil you have just tilled or
cultivated?

SO, PLEASE don’t buy any other Tiller—don’t
put up any longer with the Tiller you now have!
Mail the coupon NOW for complete details,
prices, OFF-SEASON SAVINGS for this wonder
fully different and better Idea in Tillers — The
TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composter!
TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composters
102nd Street & Ninth Avenue
Troy, New York 12180
CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composters
D ept. A731

102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180
Please send me the whole wonderful story of your
Tillers, with and without electric starting, including
prices, O FF-SEASO N SAVING S now in effect.
□
□
□

Mr.
Mrs.
M s_________________________ _— --------------------------------

Address
C ity____
State.

Zip
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AT LAST! An affordable, compact.
rear-tine tiller and cultivator ..

YELLOWBIRD

Converts in minutes
to c u ltivato r;
no tools required.

This versatile, compact gardening
machine is a tiller, cultivator, cornposter. This work-saving machine
maneuvers in small spaces and is
tough enough to do with ease the real
backbreaking work of gardening —
turning up sod; weeding and hoeing;
shredding corn stalks and vines; and
composting the residue.

Easy-to-start
Briggs & Stratton
engine

FARMSTEAD

Now get rear-tine comfort and
performance at a reasonable price.
The compact YELLOWBIRD tills as
quickly and as deeply as machines twice
its size and weight.

I would like to try raising mushrooms
according to Jo Mueller’s article,
“Mushrooms; From Spawn to Spo
on.’’ [Winter 1980] Where can I
obtain the spawn?

Eliminate weeding and hoeing with
the patented Power Cultivator. U
attaches easily and makes quick work
of garden maintenance. Spring steel
tines oscillate back and forth at 500
strokes per minute at a controlled depth.
Removes weeds and aerates soil. Does
not tangle vines or throw dirt.

Easy to handle; turns with atouch!
The YELLOWBIRD is small and
powerful, yet the weight is so well bal
anced you can guide it with one hand.
Cultivates easily between narrow rows.
You won’t have to plant your garden
to fit your tiller with a YELLOWBIRD.
It is sized for compact storage and
transport in the back of a car.

Precision
gear
transmission

P ow er-driven
wheels

Available at factory-direct prices
NO-RISK GUARANTEE includes
lifetime warranty on materials
and workmanship.
Money-back return privilege
if you are not completely
satisfied with your
NAME
YELLOWBIRD.

/

FREE

INFORMATION
color portfolio on the
2-in-1 YELLOWBIRD.
Send coupon today!

/

STATE

1980 prices till March 31, 1981 j S

Precision Valley M anufacturing Co.

R t4. Box 2 1 1 3 , W oodstock, V T 05091

(802)672-5136

A log home for style.
A n d com fort.
L.C. Andrews custom design
log homes offer versatility and
vision in all their designs. Both
inside and out.
Choose from an everexpanding line of log home
designs or develop your own
with help from our expert
design team.
Send for our brochure today
and discover why L.C. Andrew
log homes are the premier log
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home for style — and comfort.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
Write for our free brochure,
or send $ 4 .0 0 for our
complete portfolio, to:

L.C. ANDREW

since 7976

L.C. Andrew
Dept. FS3
South Windham,
ME 04082
(207) 892-8561

Mushroom culture at home has
become so popular with backyard
gardeners and farmsteaders, that
many seed companies have begun to
produce or stock spawn to make it
available to seed catalog shoppers.
For example Burpee, Stokes, Gur
ney, Thompson and Morgan, and
Shumway all sell mushroom spawn
and supplies.
Additionally, spawn is available
(often more cheaply) from traditional
producers:
All Fresh Spawn Corp., Toughkenamon, PA 19374
Farron’s Spawn, Kirkwood, PA
17536
Fran Mushroom Co., Central Aven
ue, Ravena, NY 12143
International Microbiological Pro
ducts Inc., 3309 W. El Segundo Blvd.,
Hawthorne, CA 90250
L.F. Lambert Spawn Co., P.O. Box
407, Coatesville, PA 19348
Mellinger's Catalog, 2310 W. South
Range Road, North Lima, OH 44452
Mushroom Growers Assoc., Birch
St., Kennett Square, PA 19348
Oxford Royal Mushroom Products,
Inc., Kelton, PA 19346
Sharpless Spawn Co., Kennett
Square, PA 19348
Somycel U.S. Inc., Route 1, Avon
dale, PA 19311
Stoller Research Co., P.O. Box
1071, Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Superior Spawn Co., 7428 Hough
Road, Almont, MI 48003
J.B. Swayne Spawn Co., Kennett
Square, PA 19348
Utica Spawn Co., 2201 E. Hamlin
Road, Utica, MI 48087

FRUIT & VEGETABLE SPECIAL
FROM HOUSE OF WESLEY
Q U IN A U L T E V E R B E A R IN G

--------------

ASPARAGUS

STR A W BER R IES
10 for

10 for $1.00

$ 1.95

(20 for $1,75)
(30 for $2.50)

( 50 for $ 6.95)
(100 for $11.95)
(200 for $20.95)

AN

EVERB EARING

BEARS

ALL

Perhaps the easiest-grown of all
summer vegetables! Martha Wash
ington variety produces an abun
dance of big, tender, delicious tips.
Once established, original planting
usually produces for 20 years. You
receive
strong,
Michigan-grown
1-year old roots.

SEASON

T r e a t y o u r s e lf to th e biggest m o s t lu s c io u s -ta s tin g
s tra w b e rrie s y o u ’ve e ve r ta s te d . T h e s e a re Q u in a u lt
E v e rb e a rin g b e rrie s a n d th e y g ro w as big as te a c u p s !
T h e y are a f ir m , d e e p red b e r ry - - a m o u th -w a te r in g
d e lig h t f o r desserts, p reserves, fr e e z in g a n d e a tin g
fre s h .

ELBERTA PEACH

T E N D E R -M E A T Y -D E L IC IO U S

Standard Of Excellence

VICTO RIA RHUBARB

1 for $ 2.75

5 for $ 1.00

(2 for $4.95)
(3 for $6.95)

(10 for $1.85)
(15 for $2.70)
How about some tasty old-fashioned
rhubarb pie? Early spring Victoria
Rhubarb is a must for your permanent
garden. Tender, meaty and deliciousflavored. Makes excellent sauces and
family-pleasing deserts. (Sorry, cannot
be shipped to California.)

The peach that everybody wants!
Its hardier in bud, a more uni
form cropper. It's large, yellow
with red cheek. A freestone - juicy with high flavor. For eating,
canning and freezing. A good
keeper. You receive well-rooted
r / 2 ' to 3' trees. (Can't be shipped
to California or Washington.)

RED DELICIOUS APPLE
Excellent For Eating

Great for Jellies and wine-making

1 for $ 2.75

G RA PES
$ 1.50
(3 for $4.00)
(6 for $7.25)
(9 for $9.95)
S w e e t, ju ic y , d e lic io u s ! G r o w y o u r o w n
a n d h ave g ra p e s fr o m e a r ly s u m m e r t ill
w in t e r . Y o u re c e iv e c h o ic e 1 y e a r h e a v 
ily - r o o t e d v in e s th a t w i ll b e a r a t an e a rly
age. S e le c t several f o r v a r ie ty .

G IA N T -S IZ E , T E N D E R -T IP

(2 for $4.95)
(3 for $6.95)

T h e a p p le t h a t b rin g s a p r e m iu m in m a r k e ts . S ta y s f ir m
a ll w i n t e r . G r e a t f o r c a n n in g a n d fr e e z in g . P ro d u c e s la rg e ,
u n if o r m f r u it . Y o u re c e iv e s tra ig h t IV 2’ to 3 ’ h e a v ily r o o te d tre e s fr e e f r o m disease. ( N o t sent to C a lif , o r A r i z .)
T o m a k e sure y o u re c e iv e t o p n o tc h g ra d e a n d q u a l it y ,
e v e ry sing le p la n t a n d tre e is c a r e f u lly in s p e c te d b e fo r e
s h ip m e n t.
P L E A S E P R IN T P L A IN L Y H O U S E O F W E S L E Y , N U R S E R Y D IV IS IO N
D E P T . 6 9 8 7 -2 5
B L O O M IN G T O N , IL L IN O IS 6 1 7 0 1

POSTAGE
P R E P A ID

N I A G A R A — 'B e s t k n o w n w h it e g ra p e .
R a n k s w it h C o n c o rd f o r v ig o ro u s , a b u n 
d a n t c ro p . G r e a t f o r w in e -m a k in g .
AGAWAM

— S w e e t-fla v o r e d

red g ra p e .

Makes wonderful jelly and juice.
CONCORD
— F in e s t o f th e
b lu e s .
R ip e n s in m id -s u m m e r . P ro d u c e s s w e e t
a n d ju ic y f r u i t . V ig o r o u s - - v e ry p r o lif ic .
II I . R es. a d d 5 % S ales T a x

G U A R A N TEE
All items guaranteed to be of high quality and to arrive in
good healthy condition or purchase price will be refunded.
RETUR N SHIPPING LABEL O N LY — you may keep the
plants. (One year lim it).

T O T A L $NAME
ADDRESS.
C I T Y ______

STATE

_______

Z IP _____

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
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Can you tell me please how hydro
ponics works? Are there any suppliers
of hydroponics equipment for home
gardeners like myself who have
greenhouses?

HOME BAKERS!
If you bake from scratch—
here's the perfect home grain grinding
and mixing system...

The answer comes from Professor
Doug Routley, Department of Plant
Sciences, University of New Hamp
shire:
'
A “miraculous” new way of grow
ing plants called hydroponics is now
available to home gardeners. So reads
some of the literature advertising this
“new” technique.

THEMARATHON MILL
AND THE KENWOOD MIXER
Send today for your FREE booklet and catalog.
From Mill to M ixer to Oven—just 90 minutes to make
fresh, appetizing bread. Get precision-ground flours,
perfectly m ixed dough and superior results every

Hydroponics means growing plants
without soil. Other names for it are
soil-less culture, hydroculture, nutriculture, aquaculture and nutrient
solution culture. They may differ
somewhat but basically they all mean
the same: the growing of plants in a
solution of purified plant nutrients.

lim e

The Marathon Electric Flour Mill. Unique, exclu
sive grinding stone actually cuts grain before grind
ing; grinds better and cooler. Grinds all grains, even
soybeans and peas! G rind adjusts to 1000th o f an
inch (fro m extra-fine flour to cracked grains).
Grinds 1 lb. flour or 2 lbs. cereal per minute.1
The Kenwood Mbter. Perfect doughs, batters in
minutes. Prepares 6 loaves in just one mix. "Plane
tary" m ixing action reaches right to sides of bowl.
Includes dough hook, beater, French whisk. Many
accessories available: juicer, slicer and more!
Call Toll Free 800-528-1406 for Booklets and grain list or
write:
The Qrover Company, D e p t. 10403
2 111 So. Industrial Park Ave.. Tempe. Arizona 8 5 2 8 2

" — — — — — —' —i — —■— ^
To: The Grover Co., Dept. 10403
2111 So. Industrial Perk Ave.
Tempe, A Z 85282
| Send m e fre e booklets and g ra in lis t.
| Name

|

______________________________________j

| Address ___________________________________ j
City-------

_State_

_Zip_

Grow Beefsteak
Tomatoes.

Slice a 10 oz. tomato this summer — the largest
rges
you can grow.
gr
From HERBST Just 70‘ per pkt Write
tor FR EE catalog with over 50 different tomato
varieties and 2500 other items.

HERBST
SEEDSMEN

1003 N. Main Street
Brewster, NY 10509

Preferred by com m ercial growers and n '•me gardeners for 105 years.

SAVE
MONEY!
Assemble our unique Magnmrtc
Tractor Kit. Buy factory-direct
Catalog of Kit construction
and uses — $.75. "Build-it-yourself
Ptana —$7.00 (refunded on any purchase)

STRUCK K IT , D e p t. FS31 CedarburgTwi 53012

BRAIDED RUG KITS
Complete Rug Kit Contains pre-cut
wool strips 1'V , Braid-Aids, BraidKlamp, Braidkin, thread, instructions
and pattern. Approx. 2 4' x 36". Specify
reds, greens, blues, browns, or multi
color
$34.95 PPD

Braiding Accessories KK Contains Braid-Aids, (folds
strips into strands), Braidkin (lacing needle), Braid-Klamp
(holds braid tight), lacing thread and instructions.
$13.95 PPD
Send $1.50 for color CATALOG ot everything for Braiding,
Hooking, Shirret, Quilting, Weaving, etc. Kits, acces
sories. instruction books, and wool by the
yard, by the pound.

BRAID-AID
D e p t. F S -13
Rte 53, Pembroke, MA 02359
Open 7 days—(617) 826-9091
Payable in U S. funds — Mass, residents add 5% tax.
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Hydroponics is not new because it
has been used by scientists for 100
years to study plant nutrition and it is
a standard method for growing plants
under controlled conditions. What is
new is its acceptance by many
greenhouse vegetable growers as an
alternative to traditional soil methods.
In some parts of the world it maybe
the only way that food plants can be
grown, for example, in deserts where
soil and water are scarce. Plants can
edso be g20wn outdoors in sand and
watered Emd fertilized with nutrient
solutions.
Hydroponics has also been discov
ered by msiny entrepreneurs who
have developed vEirious products for
home use. Unfortunately, advertising
for these systems often includes
clEums that Eire not necessarily true.
PlEints require 16 elements in order
to grow: hydrogen, oxygen, carbon,
nitrogen, potassium, phosphorous,
sulfur, magnesium, calcium, iron,
copper, zinc, manganese, boron, mol
ybdenum Eind chlorine. The first three
Eire furnished from water and air
while the others come from salts
dissolved in water. As far as the
plants are concerned, it does not
matter whether they are furnished in
pure water or in the soil, as long as
they are the right elements in the
right Eimounts.
Hydroponics may be better thEin
soil culture in several ways: cheaper,
cleaner, more disease and insectfree, requires less labor, produces
earlier Eind more uniform and nutri
tious plants Eind so on. On the other

hsuid, it may not do these things but
may be a disastrous waste of money
and time. One thing is sure; it will not
produce miracles.
In one hydroponic method called
solution culture, the plants Eire sup
ported so their roots are suspended in
pure water containing the nutrients.
Air must be furnished continuously to
the roots, usually with an air pump.
The nutrient concentration must be
maintEiined very closely; so must the
acidity and alkalinity. Although seem
ingly simple, this system requires
much care and is used mostly by
scientists.
In a variation called the thin film
technique, seedlings Eire first grown
in peat or fiber cubes which Eire
transferred to long troughs in which
flows a small stream of nutrient
solution. Aeration is accomplished as
the solution circulates back to the
reservoir.
The use of plastic troughs, tubes
and pipes has made possible the
development of home hydroponic
systems, most of which have some
solid aggregate to support the plants.
Nutrient salts Eire furnished along
with a pump to circulate the solution.
As with commerical systems, home
systems ususally come with timers
which control lights and pumps.
Although great claims may be
made for the productivity of these
systems, it must be realized that
gadgetry will not necessarily grow
better plants. Equal results CEin often
be obtained from plants grown pro
perly in soil or artificial media. The
expertise of the grower is the critical
factor. You cannot overcrowd plants
in any system and get good results
and there can be insects and diseases
in any system.
Soil culture does have one advsintage over hydroponic systems. It
provides a greater margin of safety.
There is a greater reservoir of water
in the ground if power or pumps fail
and soil has a natursd buffer capacity
against chEmges in nutrient concen
tration.
Ironically, the popularity of hydro
ponic culture is rising at the same
time as that of organic gardening Eind
farming where purified chemicals are
shunned. Both systems have their
merits and both provide fascinating
opportunities for experiments by gar
deners Eind growers.
But whatever system of growing
you choose, don’t expect miracles.
Life and nature Eire miracles but new
ones Eire hard to find.

That’s right. We saw!
Everything from big
timber to a station
wagon load of
firewood. With big
almost lOOcc
chainsaws to
bantam-weights
you’d swear
were miniature
pro cutting machines.
We know you don’t
need a lOOcc Pioneer
around the cottage,
house or for those
small woodcut
ting chores. But
you do need a
chainsaw that’ll give you
cne-pull starts, straight
and true cutability, and
dependability cut after
cut, year after year.

all that plus electronic
ignition, heavy-duty
clutch and much,
much more.
What you don’t get is
an over-engineered,
over-sophisticated or
over-priced chainsaw.
So
You get the functional
here’s features to get the job
some
done. You get value —in
straightthe saw and in the price.

cuttin’ talk
from Pioneer... We saw, all right. We
the Chainsaw
saw what you need in a
people.
chainsaw. And built one

Pioneer’s P12
and 1074 bantam
weights give you
automatic chain oiling,
quick, easy starting. P26
and P28 models give you

for you so you can saw
—like a pro!

. . . the woodcutting machines
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S A L E ! Martha Ann
Quilt Rack
Long, north country nights
often need a warm quilt or
comforter to ease the chill.
Keep spare bedding close at
hand. Our Martha Ann Quilt
Rack displays your quilt, and
keeps it neat, clean and un
wrinkled. Three sturdy dowels
hold blankets or quilts framed
by turned posts. KD. Finished in
dark pine. 30"H231/2"W151/2"D.
UNFINISHED ...
WAS $28.75 NOW $23.99
FINISHED ...
WAS $39.75 NOW $33.99
Please add $3.00 postage each
Sale prices expire March 31, 1981.
100 %

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Or Your Money Back
(when returned w ithin
90 days).

Yield House
N. C onw ay, N.H. 03860 Dept. V13A
CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-258-0375

• Soft com!
grips—easy on
hands
• Strong corrosion,
resistant aluminum
construction
• Adjustable--------ground opener
6 precision
seed piates for
corn, beans
radishes,
peas, carrots, beets,
plus many other
vegetable seeds.

1

Adjustable
row marker
Large, easy
rolling wheels
provide accurate
depth control
during seeding

You’ll end seeding backache by
using EarthWay’s Precision Gar
den Seeder. In one simple oper
ation, seeder opens soil, plants'
and evenly spaces seed, covers
seed and even marks the next row.
Since seeding can be this easy,
isn't it time you owned a Precision
Garden Seeder by Earth Way?
Availableforimmediateshipment.

S EN D TO:
EarthWay Products, Inc.
P .O . Box 547 , D 1 F S P 3 , B ris to l, IN 46507
□
_
□
□
□
□

Exp d a te .

E arthW ay.
PRODUCTS, INC.
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Nam e.

*

P.O. Box 547,
Bristol, Indiana 46507

Please ship my
Precision G ard en S e e d e r — $49.95
Please send m e m ore inform ation.
M o n e y o rd er enclosed
C h arg e to C red it Card Acct. No.
M aster C h arge □ V IS A □ A m erican Express

A d dressj

C ity /S ta te /Z ip _

|

P h o n e ________

.

Please, no personal checks.

Robert L. Roy, author of Under
ground Houses: How to Build a
Low-cost Home (Sterling, 1979) and
Cordwood Masonry Houses: A Practi
cal Guide for the Owner-Builder
(Sterling, 1980), will conduct four
week-end seminars on these unusual
construction techniques this summer
at the Roy homestead in West Chazy,
New York. Seminar dates are July 11
& 12, 18 & 19, 25 & 26, and August 1
& 2. Saturday dates will feature
cordwood masonry, that building
style in which short logs are laid up
widthwise in a wall within a special
mortar matrix. Sunday seminars are
on low-cost earth sheltered housing
for the owner-builder, accenting sur
face-bonded walls and plank and
beam roofing. There will be tours to
several of the author’s buildings,
including the well-known Log End
Cottage and Log End Cave. Roy’s
latest structure, a two-story round
earth sheltered house of cordwood
masonry, will be featured in the
hands-on instruction. Enrollment will
be limited to the first forty people for
each seminar. Information from: Ro
bert L. Roy, RR 01, Box 105, West
Chazy, NY 12992.

farm apprenticeships
Farm apprenticeships are available
in Maine through a program run by
MOFGA (Maine Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association). It is open to
men and women, 18 years of age or
older, who are interested in gaining
agricultural experience on the farm.
The apprentice exchanges his or her
labor for room, board, and training on
a farm or homestead operation in
Maine. The ususal time period for an
apprenticeship is from early spring to
late fall. Summer apprenticeships can
be arranged if they are at least 8-12
weeks in duration, and some year
long apprenticeships are possible.
Both hopeful apprentices and farm
ers fill out an appication form which
explains in detail what kind of
operation the farmer can offer. The
MOFGA placement service matches
them up according to their interests
and needs. The length and details of
an apprenticeship are worked out by
the farmer and the applicant.
Since apprentices live with their
farm families, most farmers ask an
applicant to travel to the farm for an
initial meeting before making an
agreement. For this reason, New
England residents are given prefer
ence as apprentice applicants.
Any farmers, gardeners or home
steaders in Maine can make appli
cation for apprentice help. They do
not have to be a MOFGA member or
an organic farmer in order to partici
pate in the program, but experience
indicates that most apprentice appli
cants are interested in learning about
organic agriculture.
Applications should be received by
the placement service by May 15 for
farmer applications and June 15 for
apprentice applications. There is an
$8.00 application fee for apprentices
and a $20.00 fee for farmers. For
information or applications, write to:
MOFGA Farm Apprentice
Placement Service
c/o Mill Cove Farm
Box 556, South Harpswell
Maine 04079

wild bees pollinate orchards
Wild bees may soon be recognized
as a vital key to pollination of
American fruit orchards. Since World
War II, the numbers of domestic
honey bees--Apis mellifera--available
to pollinate orchards has decreased

markedly. Insecticides, the increased
value of honey and high hive rental
costs, and the loss of farmland and of
bee-keeping small farmers has threat
ened to make orchard pollination
during intensive, short bloom times a
risky business.
However, the wild bees--Osmia lignaria--which produce no marketable
honey, have been found by entomolo
gist Philip Torchio at Utah State
University to be reliable and enthus
iastic orchard pollinators. In fact as an
orchard pollinator they exceed the
honey bee for stamina and suitable
lifestyle. Osmia live near their flower
source and both male and female
Osmia bees work during bloom times.
They will accept man-made nesting
materials and nest in large colonies
with a. considerable adaptability to
climates and environments. They
work so fast and intensely during a
bloom period that pollination can be
completed in an orchard between
applications of insecticides as part of
a well-timed IPM program.
Osmia lignaria live coast to coast,
and while they cannot be bought, may
be trapped and managed.
--Agricultural Research

good fungus for seedlings

KISSTHE BUGS
GOOD-BYE!
This year, say good-bye to tent caterpillars,
Japanese beetles, sod worms, squash bugs,
apple borers, etc., etc.
■ Your shade trees and ornamental shrubs
will stay full and healthy.
■ Your flower and vegetable gardens w ill
produce far beyond anything you
ever dreamed.
A miracle? No, a 4-in-1
W-W Portable
Power
Sprayer.

Bug Killer. With careful use of sprays, you
can eliminate most harmful bugs from your
vegetable garden, fru it and shade trees,
berries, lawn and flower beds.. .often be
fore they're born!
Fertilizer. Spray fertilize your lawn and
gardens plus all foliar-feeding shrubs.
Weed Control. Eliminate pesky weeds,
poison ivy, burdocks, etc. w ithout harming
other plantings.
Power Sprayer. Power clean aluminum
siding, windows, vehicles, driveway, etc.
Stand-by fire protection when burning
refuse, brush. Spray or disinfect pool areas.
Water wherever a hose w on't reach. Dozens
of other uses, too.
BIG 25-gal. capacity tank. Twist-grip spray
gun adjusts from mist to jetstream. A
dependable Briggs and Stratton gasoline
engine with our Hydro Twin piston pump
deliver 300 psi to shoot a stream up to 25
feet high.
Pull along by hand or hitch to your garden
tractor. Larger 55-gal. size and PT0 models
also available.
Write us today and start enjoying all the
benefits of owning your own W-W Power
sprayer!

Many home gardeners and com
mercial producers of seedling plants
endeavor to create fungus-free seed
ling soils, but Dr. Wallace Pill of the
University of Delaware Agriculture
Experiment Station has learned that a
microscopic fungus, “ mycorrhiza” is
actually beneficial to tiny seedling
plants.
Apparently the strands of the
fungus, which appears naturally in
soil, attach themselves in a symbiotic P.S. It you're now paying for spraying, these
relationship to seedling roots, in units will pay for themselves in no time.
creasing the root surface area and the
seedlings’ ability to mine soil for I---------Mr. Jim Hadley,
W-W Grinder. Inc.
water and minerals, particularly sca
Dept. 1351
rce phosphorus.
2957 N. Market St.
The mycorrhiza is not yet a miracle
Wichita, Kansas 67204
Phone (316) 838-4229
cure for plants in soilless mixes or
ailing soils. It is a living creature and
Please rush details on your
4-in-1 Power Sprayers
has needs that must be determined
and met before it can be a thorough
going partner in plant health and
growth.
Pill believes further research will
reveal the right combinations of host
Zip
and fungus, the right combinations of
light, temperature and growth med
ium.
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Cutting Set and Get a
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D e p t., 3 4 0 8 7 0 3 Erie, PA 1651?,

Write for our free catalog.
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loop, m atching sprocket and your c h o ic e of
hardnose or sprocketnose bar. Mini-saws sets
have a lam inated speedtip bar.
For MINI-SAWS ftO lbs. or less)
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$27.80
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1 3 " -1 4 ''
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$33.95

FREE
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FREE
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P.O. Box%9,
Erie PA 16512
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Real Log Homes is the largest & the leader in log
home design and manufacture in North America.
We make our product tough enough to stand up to
today’s rugged building codes . . . and tough
enough for you. One of our more .than 35 basic
models & numerous options will fit your lifestyle
and budget. See us, today!
Send $5.00 today (or use your Master Charge or
VISA) for the Real Log Homes catalog or call tollfree: 800-451-4485.

Real Log H om es’
efficient Solar M odels
are ready for you today!
We have four different
m odels, each a favorite
design. Everything you
ever w anted in a Real
Log Home. A nd more!

1
N ational In fo rm atio n C tr., D ept. F M 4 , Box 202, H artland , VT 05048
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bad soil, good crop
Since World War 11 the tendency of
agriculturalists has been to use
“ cheap” soil additives and plant
feeds to modify soil to support crops.
Dr. H.N. Lafever, agronomist and
wheat breeder at Ohio State Univer
sity notes recent advances in genetic
sciences that allow plant breeders to
select for crops that are tolerant of
nutrient stress conditions in poor
soils.
Presently only 44 percent of the
Earth’s land area that is considered
suitable for cultivation is actually
under cultivation. Much of that land is
marginal. In the past economic and
now energy restraints have kept the
use of that land from being feasible.
However, the breeding of plant types,
particularly adapted to problem soils
could “ open one of the last frontiers
for traditional agricultural develop
ment short of farming the oceans.”
Lafever observes two “ mechan
isms” to be used in breeding tolerant
crops. First, a “ general” mechanism
could include breeding or selecting
for a broad range of tolerances to
deficient soils. For example, a com
line could be bred to grow a larger
root system which would more effi
ciently mine soils as do soil tolerant
pasture grasses. In the second me
chanism, specific tolerances—to toxic
soils, to low or high mineral content or
to low nutrient content-could be bred
into crops especially selected for
these soil imbalances.
By Lafever’s proposal scientists
could repeat what Nature has done all
along—select plants suited to succeed
in the local environment. Efforts such
as those proposed by Lafever might
go a long way to balance the trend
toward genetic homogeneity threat
ened by seed patenting legislation
and multinational seed company own
ership.
Over the last decade, Bill and
Helga Olkowski, co-founders of the
Farallones Institute and of the Inte
gral Urban House in Berkeley, Cali
fornia have developed and tested
programs of integrated pest manage
ment (IPM) for urban and suburban
gardeners.
They now provide an IPM service
for private citizens and organizations.
They will supply information on the
hazards of particular pesticides and
suggest alternative methods of con
trol. Write them care-of: John Muir
Institute, 13t)7 Acton Street, Ber
keley, CA 94706.
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People who live close to the land...close to nature...develop a sure economy in
using their time, energy, and assets.
They know the value of keeping things simple. Of making careful use of the
hard-won skills and personal experience of those who have done things before.
That’s what Country Wisdom is. A distillation of practical, how-to-do-it facts
on getting things done easily and well. It’s all the short-cuts, little-known methods,
and tricks of the trade that have passed the test of time and proven their value in
daily on-the-job use.
Garden Way’s Country Wisdom Bulletins are like that. Simple. Practical.
Accurate. Informative.
Each Bulletin covers a single subject thoroughly. Without frills. Bulletins are
28 to 32 pages long and well-illustrated. Our authors are experts on their subjects.
A nd they pass on to you all the techniques and methods which they have found
to be most useful and efficient in a logical step-by-step order.
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by Cecil Wade

Mallards

en or twelve years ago, one of
the most satisfying experi
ences of the Minnesota autumn
season was the preparation of wild
mallards for the table and laying away
a few in the freezer for later use. But,
like most small pleasures, the advan
tage of having a duck slough on our
farm diminished as the license fees
zoomed up to ten dollars here in
Minnesota, and the cost of shot gun
shells doubled, too.
For a few years we simply said:
“ Well, that’s that. Mallards are
good--but they’re not worth that kind
of money!’’
Then, about five years ago I saw a
small ad in a local paper: “ Mallard
ducklings for sale.” I had previous
experience raising tame ducks, but I
did not like the way they puttered
around the chicken yard, gathered
together on my doorstep, and finally,
grew into birds really too large for my
husband and me to eat.
I called the man who had the
ducklings for sale. “ Forty cents
each!” I asked him to save 15 for me.
Cecil Wade ducks inflation in Foley,
Minnesota. Illustration by Tim Mes
sier^_______________________ _
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I got a big wooden box—about four
feet squ re—and put it in the end of
the pig house where I could hang a
heat bulb above the ducklings. I put
straw and a glass one-quart chicken
fountain in the box. Then I went to the
feed mill and bought 50 pounds of
duck starter (unmedicated feed most
essential for ducks) and filled a small
feeder. Then, off to get my ducks. We
lost one, for an unexplained reason,
and raised fourteen.
ach year I improve my methods
and increase the number of
mallards I raise. And each year
I learn more about these small ducks
and appreciate more the fun of having
them around the farm for the sum
mer. Last year, I raised 65 mallards.
Inflation has caught up with even the
wild ducks, and the day-old ducklings
now cost 50 cents each.
I now feed duck “ starter and
grower” (less expensive than star
ter) for the first three weeks. Sixtyfive mallards will eat 100 pounds
(approximately $9.80) in that time.
When they’re two weeks old, I take
old, tight window screens held up
right by electric fence posts—or any
small metal tubes or posts-and make

E

a pen outside the door of their
building. This keeps them together,
keeps the chickens out of the duck
feed and gets the ducks used to going
back and forth through the door to
their home. When they’re about three
weeks old, I give them a little g und
com instead of the duck starter and
grower, and at about noon each day, I
pick up the screen to let them out.
Before dark each night, I run them
back in, talking to them and guiding
them with a long cane pole. When
they’re a month old, they pick up
weed seed, grass, spilled grain from
the chicken yard and pig yard, and I
put their feeders away. I water them
in an old aluminum dish pan. Further
more, I am very careful to get them to
bed before dark each night in order to
keep them safe from skunks and
raccoons, and to keep them tame. I
want to be able to move around the
ducks without scaring them.
Mallards are rewarding all through
the summer; it’s a surprise and a
pleasure to learn their habits. For
instance, they seek shade on hot days
and sometimes they sit in the narrow
shadow of the electric pole in the
yard-a string of sleeping, nodding

mallards, all facing in the same
direction.
They are also affected by a full
moon. When we turn on the yard light
they pay no attention to the increased
illumination, but when the moon
lights the sky, they mill around in
their house, talking and whispering
late into the night.
ast year I purchased 68 duck
lings for $34.00, one hundred
pounds of feed for $9.80, and I
ground three dollars worth of our own
com. My total expenditure for the
home-grown grain, feed purchased
and the cost of the ducks was $46.80.
When they were butchered, the 65
birds weighed a total of 174 pounds
dressed. They cost me, besides my
labor and makeshift reusable equip
ment, 27 cents per pound for dressed
meat.
I get the ducklings the first week in
June; I butcher them four months
later in early October. Their pin
feathers are grown out by then, so a
quick dip in hot detergent water, and
the feathers are easily removed. (No
need to wax. Well-fed ducks “ fill
out” sooner than their busier, wild
cousins.) In eight hours, one helper
and I can butcher, pick, clean, wash
and package in plastic bags (one in

L

each bag) 65 mallards. We’ve found
that we can't possibly do a good job
on one in less than 15 minutes
I lay the packaged ducks in flat
cartons, one layer deep, and take
them to the local locker plant to be
flash frozen. The man who owns the
locker will not accept pay lor this
service. The introduction of 165
pounds of meat to my home freezer
would put a strain, indeed, on that
cooling system.
Here Are Some Big DON’TS I’ve
Learned About Raising Mallards:
1. Don’t overfeed. It’s better to let
them clean up everything before
additional feed is offered.
2. Don’t let the baby ducks get too
wet. A one quart chicken fountain for
every 15 to 20 birds is enough.
3. When they’re about a month old,
take away their heat bulb, but don’t
leave them in the dark. If they’re
scared by a storm, an animal or loud
voices in the night, they’ll pile in a
comer and smother.
4. Use only prepared duck feed to
start them: don’t use medicated feed.
5. Don’t let them stay out of their
building even one night, or they’ll
forget where “ home’’ is. They’ll end
up in a neighbor’s pothole, and
finally, in a neighbor’s roaster!

6. Don’t let children chase them;
they revert to their wildness when
frightened.
7. Don’t crowd the ducks. Make a
place for them inside the. door of an
old building by piling soybean straw
bales or oat straw bales two or three
feet high. If the pen is too small, it’ll
become wet and uncomfortable.
8. When the ducks leave their
screen window “ cage’’ water them
outside in a pan or trough. Don’t
water them in their sleeping quarters.
And finally, here’s the biggest DO!
Enjoy them! Watch them leam to fly;
understand why they acquire certain
habits; witness the color changes of
their bodies as they acquire new
feathers. They are fascinating and
beautiful birds.
There comes a day in the first
weeks of October when you know it’s
“now or never,” when the mallards
have mastered the art of flight and
you think: “ Was it worth it to raise
these fellas all summer long?”
You bet it’s worth it—for the least
expensive, best-tasting meat anyone
can produce! Last year, we produced
174 pounds of wild duck for less than
the cost of 22 pounds of “ quality”
weiners.
□
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Who can help but love these
waddling creatures. Which breed will
you want for your farmstead?

by Jan Willems
henever people visit my little
animal farm, I can always
count on an enthusiastic “ Ah,
the ducks.” Who can help but like
these wobbling characters? As kids
we admired spunky Donald Duck, and
begged our parents to take us to the
park or the pond to teed the ducks. A
worldwide famous poster shows a
Danish policeman halting traffic to let
a worried mother duck cross the
highway with her dozen cute off
spring. The bakers among us favor
the duck-eggs as one of their pre
ferred ingredients for tasty breads
and cakes; the gourmet enjoys mouth
watering visions of Chinese pressed
Pekin Duck or French Canard a
1’Orange. Seeing that dapper colorful
Mallard-like drake on a farm, the
hunter thinks of a cold, blustery fall
day, near a bay; the nature lover
remembers the thrill of fast moving
arrows of a flock of ducks against the
pale evening sky. And almost any
body who has a pond or a small
stream on his property sooner or later
tries to get a few ducks.

W

Jan Willems, poultry and rabbit
breeder lives on Mount Desert Island,
Maine. Ducks by Amy Lindeman.
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Backyard farmers keep most of
their ducks for pleasure; some-in
particular the Khaki Campbell ducks—
are kept for egg production, and
others keep ducks for the pan. The
special meat ducks, which at an age of
about 7-8 weeks are sold as green
ducklings, are mostly a commercial
species. I once raised a few dozen of
these Giant Pekin birds and although
I admit their rapid weight increase is
impressive, I found the quantity of
good edible meat per duck rather
disappointing; but definitely very
tasty!
What kind of ducks will you want to
keep on your place? Each has its
special qualities and purposes. If you
choose the average domestic ducks,
you can choose almost any kind of
duck you want: white ones, Mallard
types, crested ones, buff-colored, low
postured swimming ducks or upright
walking ducks, so-called runners,
black ones, blue-gray ones, take your
choice. Almost all of them are
winter-hardy and apart from some
wind and snow-storm shelter in
Northern areas, can be kept outside
year round. (Of course, protection
against predators is needed: fox and
raccoons seem to have a special
preference for ducks).

The Various Breeds
The various breeds of ducks, as
classified according to weight, include
the heavy weight meat birds, reach
ing 7 lbs. and more in weight at
maturity. Then there are the light
weights, mostly egg-producers, which
normally stay under 7 lbs. Finally
there is a mixed ornamental group,
mostly varied light weight and usually
kept for their plumage or appearance.
Oscar Grow, the classic authority
on waterfowl, lists nine breeds (ex
cluding the Muscovies), with various
varieties, under the meat birds. All of
them are basic utility and yet goodlooking ducks. As said before, here in
the northeast one finds mostly crosses
between some of these ducks and/or
Mallard (that is, the so-called grainfed domesticated Mallard). Let’s brief
ly describe in alphabetical order the
main meat breeds.
The Aylesbury, a large white duck
weighing up to 9 to 10 pounds for the
adult drake and hen respectively. A
favorite breed in England and Contin
ental Europe as an excellent meat
bird and good layer. Pretty rare here
in the States, but available from
specialized hatcheries.

The Cayuga duck, a gorgeous seven
to eight pound mostly black/green
shining bird. A good table-bird and
excellent layer of sometimes grayblackish colored eggs early in the
season. It is said that they were
discovered by John Audubon on a
farm pond near Lake Cayuga in Nor
thern New York. Also rare but avail
able from specialized hatcheries.
he Orpington duck, originating
in England, is a medium
weight duck of six to seven
pounds in 3 color varieties (Buff, blue
and black), some of them being
excellent layers, a good market bird
and a very nice show bird. Here in the
States a special American Buff Or
pington has been developed. Not seen
too often, but again available from
some special hatcheries.

T

The white Pekin duck is the most
popular variety, both commercially
and for the backyard here in the
States. It originates from China and
was introduced in England and the
U.S. around 1874. Pekins reach a
weight of nine to ten pounds (smaller
white ducks you might see around
here are Pekin/Mallard crosses) and
is the favorite meat duck. Some can
be good layers, others are more
erratic, and as sitters they rarely
satisfy. Easily available through local
feed stores and general catalogues.
The Pommern duck, originates
from North-East Germany, the same
area where the Pommern Goose was
bred. A black or blue duck of six to
seven pounds kept for general pur
poses (meat and eggs). Hard to find
pure-bred. Closely related to the
above is the beautiful Swedish duck,
in the same color variations but
somewhat bigger... seven to eight
pounds. Also a duck from European
origin and an excellent meat and egg
producing bird, which has special
merits here for our Northern States as
it is an extremely hardy bird. Sup
plied by most specialized hatcheries.
The big Mallard-like duck, the
Rouen, which reaches nine to ten
pounds and is a favorite table-duck—
as can be expected from a bird which
is said to be developed in Rouen,
France, and later in England. It lays
very large eggs but production can be
erratic among various strains. It
grows slower than the big Pekin but
when butchered later in fall its meat is
of choice taste and quality. Not too
hard to find in specialized catalogues.

The Light Weights
The Campbell duck, a rather small
duck (five to five and a half pounds)
but an excellent egg-producer gener
ally khaki colored although dark
(brown) and white varieties also exist.
As the name indicates, a breed devel
oped in Britain mostly as a good layer,
and further specialized in this direc
tion by Dutch breeders. If used for
egg-production, somewhat more pro
tective housing (and with chick
ens, extra light) might be needed
during the winter, compared to the
simple quarters for our average back
yard quacks.
Even smaller, but no less prolific
layers, are all the Indian Runner
ducks, reaching four to four and a half
pounds as adults. An almost upright
standing duck of fawn and pencilled
color (with white patches), it is also
well known in white, and less in black
and chocolate-brown colors. It was
developed in Asia, where duck eggs
always are in great demand. A most
prolific egg layer, the eggs easily
equal the chicken eggs’ jumbo size.
Due to their smaller body size and
overall build, as well as the high
demands on the bird’s abundant
egg-production, Runners may need
some extra protection and light in
winter, as well as high quality protein
feed. They are a rather nervous type
and are best kept apart from other
ducks in their own flock. To maintain
good egg production, and their nice
Penguin-like silhouette, they should
not be overfed.They can be ordered
from specialized hatcheries.
There is a small, ususally white
duck, the Call duck or Caller. In a
colored variety it was called the
English Decoy indicating its principal
use as a live decoy in earlier times. It
is now mostly kept for pleasure as an
attractive small (up to 2lA pounds)
white duck (there is also a so-called
“ gray” Mallard type variety), of
which the female has a loud persistent
call. They are good flyers, so you
might want to clip or pinion one wing.
The young ducklings are hard to raise
and may need special feed (like dry
rolled oats) during the first week of
their existence before they are grad
ually shifted to the usual duck starter.
A bird for a dedicated and exper
ienced fancier.
As counterpart there is a small
black duck (up to two and a half
pounds), the East-Indies. Like its

much larger cousin, the Cayuga, the
adult bird has a gorgeous sheen on its
black plumage. It also is an excellent
flyer. A fairly good layer, the eggcolor changes from nearly black in
the beginning of the season to deep
green with a blueish hue later on.
Good sitters and brooders. As with
bantam chickens, the breeder’s pro
blem is to maintain the Indies’ small
size. Both the Caller and the EastIndies are hard to find in pure bred
form, and one has to go to a reliable
specialized hatchery or private fan
cier.
Finally there are the undisputed
rulers of the ornamentals: our do
mestic Wood duck and its Asian
cousin, the Mandarin duck. Splendid,
colorful very small ducks (up to one
and a half pounds), most particularly
the colorful drakes in full mating
plumage. We know the Wood-duck
(also called Carolina duck) in the wild
even as far north as Maine, although
it is basically a more Southern type.
In captivity it remains mostly a wild
species, ready to fly off at any time.
This fall I was in our beautiful
National Zoo in Washington D.C.,
where they have an excellent waterfowl collection, mostly housed in
large, clean, open ponds. There I saw
some of the locally raised wood-ducks

Cayuga
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move in and out. The caretakers told
me that being well-fed and bom in the
Zoo, they usually keep coming back
and hang around in winter as long as
they find open water in the ponds.
The Mandarin duck, which is always
kept pinioned, is winter-hardy in the
Washington area, but would need
some extra protection in the North. If
you want to try these birds, you’d
better have them pinioned. The
Wood-duck might take off and could
be a ready victim of hunters and
poachers in the fall. In general, the
Mandarin adjusts to domestication
more easily, ususally nests well in
captivity, and takes good care of its
young.
The Wood-duck requires a high
(two to four feet above the ground)
dark place to lay her eggs. If you
clipped their wings make a simple
step-ramp for them to get up there.
You can incubate the eggs in an
incubator. Formerly, raising the one
day old ducklings was a real problem
as they refused to eat and constantly
seemed bent on escape, but recently
it was discovered that imitating
natural conditions by dropping the
newly hatched ducklings to the gro
und on, of course, a soft layer
simulating the spongy forest floor,
triggered their feeding instinct and
put them at ease. Hatching time is a
bit longer than for ordinary ducks,
and for both the Wood-duck and the
Mandarin stands at 29-31 days. Don’t
let brooder-raised ducklings swim
freely around in the water before they
are four to five weeks old.
These ornamental birds are expen
sive and usually only available from
private fancy breeders. For a first
generation wild Wood-duck you need
a Federal permit. As Mandarin and
Wood ducks are clipped and pinioned
they’ll need special protective fencing
or netting against predators both from
the ground and from the air. They
certainly cost you extra in money and
special care, but once you have them
you’ll thoroughly enjoy them.
Duck Eggs
lthough some Pekin and Rouen
varieties can be pretty good
egg-layers, the best breed for
eggs are the so-called Indian Runner
and the Khaki Campbell! The latter’s
high egg-laying capacity was in
particular built up in my native
country, Holland, where duck-eggs
for baking have always enjoyed a

A
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steady, thriving market. Strains have
been developed which can lay bet
ween 300 to 340 eggs a year, and
some start at the early age of 18 to 20
weeks. However, when you get a
partly mixed strain, even if they look
purebred, the egg-production can de
cline considerably.
In general it is a good idea to order
ducklings from a catalog, if you want
a specific purebred variety, especially
from a hatchery which specializes in
certain waterfowl breeds.
to return to duck eggs: In many
areas of the world they are the
preferred eggs, particularly for bak
ing, but also for nutrition and taste. A
good egg laying duck might out
produce your chickens. Firstly they
average 20 percent larger in volume
than chicken eggs. Furthermore,
losses among your laying flock may be
lower than for chickens, as a duck is a
pretty tough and healthy individual, if
it is given suitable care and environ
ment. The size of duck eggs varies
from about 32 to 42 ounces per dozen
(in comparison: a jumbo chicken egg
weighs about 30 ounces a dozen as
minimum size), and they keep better
than chicken eggs, because they have
a thicker membrane lining, which
delays dehydration. One point: duck

Also, unless they are close to the
sitting stage, ducks (in particular the
Pekin strain) tend to be rather sloppy
as to where they lay their eggs. Some
drop them just somewhere in the
middle of their pen, others change
nest sites every so often after three or
four days. This also means that when
you have a laying flock for serious
production purposes, don’t let them
out too soon in the morning, because
you might have to hunt for the eggs
all over the place. On the other hand,
when a free roaming duck is building
up a clutch for sitting inside, be sure
that she can get in very early in the
morning (if it is in a bam for instance,
as ducks tend to look for dark and
well-hidden places once they are set
for nesting), otherwise the duck hen
will drop her daily egg somewhere
outside and get confused in her
nesting pattern.
For Duck Soup...

Ducks are easy to
raise and given the
proper environment
have few health
problems.

Your best choice will probably be
the so-called “green” ducks—usually
a good Mammoth strain of the white
Pekin duck which can be butchered at
around eight weeks when it has
reached a weight of five and a half to
six and a half pounds. At that age
they are at the most economical feed
meat ratio; they are not yet too fat (an
objection of many consumers against
eating duck or geese) and there are
not yet too many down and pin
feathers which make getting a nice,
clean carcass a nuisance for the
amateur non-commercial butcher.

eggs are by nature covered with a thin
film, which maintains their freshness
and protects them from bacterial
infection. As a rule, therefore, don’t
wash duck eggs (unless they are badly
soiled) if you won’t use them immedi
ately.
Duck eggs are favorites for baking,
and it is said that cakes baked with
duck eggs not only have a better
structure but also retain their fresh
ness longer. A warning: the rather
thick white doesn't beat up as easily
as that of a chicken egg, and
therefore, is usually not used for
meringues or angel food cake.
Some special care is needed in
collecting duck eggs. During the
winter season you have to do this
pretty early in the morning, as most
ducks lay around sunrise, and the
eggs could be frozen if you gather
them even two to three hours later.

In any case, dressing a duck cleanly
is always some extra trouble. When
you scald the killed bird, in order to
facilitate picking its feathers, you
should add something to the water (at
140 degrees) to make it penetrate the
grease-protected feathers. Most duck
handlers advise a clean detergent, but
if you are worried about some soapy
taste or smell on your pan-ready duck,
just use the old-fashioned method of
dumping one or two cans of beer in
the scalding water. Even then there
may still be quite a few stubborn
pin-feathers, for which the wax
treatment is the only solution if you
desire a bald, clean carcass. Wax
cleaning for just a handful of backyard
ducks to be dressed is barely worth
the investment and trouble. Maybe
you know somebody who can help you
out. Otherwise forget it and enjoy as
tasty a duckling as the perfectly clean

product. In fact when I have older or
overly fat birds, I prefer to skin them
altogether. The gourmet will cringe
about the loss of fine taste from the
skin on the bird, but to me it makes
little or no difference and has the big
advantage that my table-duck is and
tastes less fatty.
Tending Ducks
Ducks are in general easy to raise,
and if in the proper environment
hardly give you any health problems.
You can find the proper feed at your
feedstore. For young ducks don’t
economize on good protein-rich feed,
otherwise you might end up with
some crippled ducks because of lack
of niacin in their food. If your ducks
can roam around freely, this can be of
less concern, as they find a lot of what
they need in bugs, greens, etc.

Realize, however, that their natural
habit of boring into soft ground may
be a bit less advantageous to a well
kept lawn. People often ask me
whether the ducks will eat snails.
That varies a lot, just as with humans.
Some of us savor the delicacy of
“ escargots” , others feel a shiver just
thinking of “ those snails.” Some
ducks will, others might prefer to
demolish the greens in your garden
(especially lettuce and other leafy
types) and leave the snails absolutely
alone.

f you have ducks (young or old)
running around freely, they’ll
raid the feed pans of any other
species on your farm with gusto (some
ducks seem like gobble-it-up eating
machines once they go into a feeder),
so make sure that they can’t get to the
medicated mash feed you give to your

I

young chickens. This is often poison
to ducks. Always provide drinking
water for ducks. Ducklings can die of
the so-called “ staggers” if they are
deprived of water just for a few hours.
Also remember that young over
heated ducklings in a brooder can’t
stand overly cold drinking water; it
can in fact be fatal. Therefore, take
the chill off the water before pouring
it in their drinking pans.
During hot and sunny summer days
don’t forget shade, in particular after
feeding. On the whole ducks are
rather nervous, and when chased by
man or animal (your dog!) they easily
go lame. I still remember that when a
jolly giggling aunt from the city
visited our rural home in Holland, and
laughing loudly, tried to catch one of
our young white ducks, it all at once
slumped down and proved to be lame.
Luckily the lame duck, set apart,
recovered in about two weeks.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Nervousness also is a factor when
you keep your ducks in a pen. Don’t
let strangers in, the ducks might
panic and pile up in a corner with
possible fatalities. A duck needs
space, in fact more than a chicken. At
one to two weeks they need at least
one square foot per duck, and
beyond eight weeks at least five
square feet. If ducks roam outside and
you have to lock them up for the
night, do it before dark. I have noticed
that ducks seem to have very poor
vision in the dark, which makes them
bump into each other and various
objects when you try to herd them in
too late.
Can your ducks fly away? In some
cases: Yes! This can occur when they
have been raised by flying ducks (a
first or second generation flying
Mallard or cross) or belong to the
lighter breeds like Callers and Indies.
However, heavier ducks can only
flutter a few yards at a height of two
to three feet at most. But whether
they fly or not, they usually stay
around their base, that is your farm
area. You can only expect problems if
there is water nearby (if your ducks
have no pond at home) and especially
on the other side of the road. Ducks
have a natural affinity for water and
will try to get there by any means.
They may get killed crossing the road
or caught by a fox or dog in
unprotected territory. In such a case
you have to fence them in.
In general you’ll need constant care
to protect your ducks from predators.
It seems they are almost everyones’
favorite food, and are easily caught
when they can’t fly. Some older hens,
who have had several broods, are
usually very alert to danger and warn
with loud fast repeated quacks.
24
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The raising of young ducklings in a
brooder requires above all dry litter,
clean water at all times, and adequate
space and ventilation. Unless you
raise ducklings on a wire floor it needs
almost daily cleaning and replace
ment of litter to assure a dry surface,
as ducks always make a mess with
splashing water, and their large moist
(and rather smelly) droppings. You
can have “ green” ducks on your table
in eight weeks, but believe me, you
have to work for it. Try to place
feeders and water containers far
enough apart to prevent waste and
soiled, wet feed. And, of course,
remember no; to let them swim in too
large or too deep a water pan before
they are a few weeks old. Don’t let
your brooder get too hot! If they can
have a (small) run outside, that’s fine,
but remember: water and shade. And
don’t let them get wet in a rainstorm
before their feather coverage is
adequately developed.
Sexing Ducks
Sex can be determined by color
ation in colored varieties as the adult
Mallard type ducks, and by the curled
little sex-feathers near the tail of the
males in all related types. If you get
adult birds be sure to have the drakes
(males) far in the minority. Although
ducks might start on a monogamous
relation, they stray easily, and once
their usual mate is sitting on eggs, the
roving males may pester the other
females too much. A newcomer
female duck (hen) in your flock is fair
game for every macho-drake, al
though in ducks (and geese too) it is
often the female who starts making
the advances. Ducks also crossbreed
all the time, so should you want to

pure-breed a certain species keep
them strictly separated from other
duck breeds. It also means that when
you buy the average yard/pond duck
from a local breeder, he can’t
guarantee that they are pure bred.
Don’t be surprised when your pair of
white ducks ends up with a flock of
half multi-colored ducklings, or the
other way around: your Mallardcolored ducks fool you with occasional
white offspring. As long as you keep
your birds for fun this doesn’t matter
much. However, in case you want a
specific breed, make sure you get a
pure bred strain.
However, curled feathers and pure
colors don’t show up before the adult
plumage is fully developed, which can
take about five months. In the
meantime there are other outward
signs. The easiest is their (loud)
noise. At five to six weeks the voice of
the drake becomes like a husky hoarse
loud whisper, whereas the females
keep their loud rasping monotonous
quack. In the non-white ducks the
hen’s bill tends to become darker,
with a more greenish tint (probably to
increase the usually excellent camou
flage when they are nesting), whereas
the bill of the drake keeps a brighter
color. And once full-grown the drake
is usually bigger and has a thicker
head.
Ducks usually stay together as a
flock, with the lead often provided by
an older female. Flocks which have
been raised in different pens stay on
their own a long time, and only very
gradually mix. Ducks which have
been raised with other waterfowl,
such as Muscovies or Geese, usually
keep that company and might even
fight mating with their own kind
during next spring. However, the
aggressive drakes usually go after any
duck they can get, their own flock or
not.
henever you want to keep
ducks, whether for meat and
/or eggs, or just for fun, there
is a very wide range of breeds, sizes
and colors to choose from and to en
joy. And at the risk of repeating my
self; don’t start before you are sure of
your facilities and that you know how
to handle them; and get your ducks
from a reliable and knowledgeable
supplier.
Once you keep ducks you’ll love
these live Donalds. Coming back to
the famous poster of the crossing
ducks, one sees that all the people in
the waiting cars have smiles on their
faces. Happy duck raising!
□
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Up A Tree

by Delores Cannon
s people who lived most of our
lives in the city, we thought
we were pretty well educated
and had at least a sprinkling of
knowledge about a wide variety of
subjects. We didn’t know much. We
know a little more now. So when we
tell the sc-called educated flat-landers
about our ducks that lay eggs in a
tree, they think we are trying to put
something over on them. They find
that a hard one to swallow, but it is
true, and we have observed it now for
three years. Our ducks are the
Muscovy variety, a very tame, gentle
breed. They are generally black with
white heads and red areas around the
beaks and eyes. These areas appear
and grow larger as they mature.
We obtained our first ducks in a
pretty normal way. We had a chicken
that wanted to sit, but because we
kept robbing her nest she became so
frustrated she wouldn’t lay any more
eggs. Instead she just sat solemnly on
her empty nest and refused to budge.
One of our neighbors had many of the
Muscovy ducks and had a surplus of
eggs. She suggested putting them
under the chicken to satisfy her. But
what would happen if the eggs
hatched out? Wouldn't the chicken be

A

Delores Cannon and her family moved
from town to an Ozark homestead
near Huntsville, Arkansas.
Illustration by Liz Buell.____ _____
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shocked because they were obviously
not baby chicks and perhaps kill
them? The neighbors said not to
worry, that a chicken will mother
anything that it hatches out. It
apparently doesn’t think it’s odd that
its children look different from all the
rest. This was proved again later,
when we put wild turkey eggs under a
chicken; it also accepted the strange
looking offspring. But it was very
funny later when the newborn ducks
discovered the pond. The hen became
frantic, running around the dam
making an awful racket. She probably
couldn’t understand how any
self-respecting chicken could go in the
water like that. Surely they would
drown!
Since ducks have a very high
mortality rate, (they are quite
defenseless) we ended up with only
three out of that first batch that grew
to maturity. We didn’t even know
what sex they were; they all looked
alike. The neighbor explained that at
this stage of development, the only
way to tell is that the drake will be
larger. Later the drake will be about
twice as large and have much more of
the red area on his head. But she
informed us that all three of ours were
hens, so we would have to have a
drake in order to increase the
population. It just so happened that
she had a drake she wanted to get rid
of. It was a poor mixed-up thing that

thought it was a chicken and was
driving the roosters crazy by chasing
the hens. She was afraid the roosters
were going to kill it, so this would be a
good way to save its life and also
regain peace in her barnyard.
When we brought the drake home
in a gunny sack, the ducks gathered
around. They seemed to know
something was going on. When we
put the sack on the ground and let him
out, the ducks began to flap their
wings and made an awful, excited
high-pitched cheeping. It was as
though they were saying, “ Look,
girls! A man! ’’ It must have been love
at first sight for all concerned. We
thought we would have to clip his
wings to get him to stay, but we didn’t
have to worry, he seemed quite
content and never tried to leave.
We looked forward to eggs and
ducklings. But finding their nests is a
different matter. They love to hide
them in the most inaccessible,
hard-to-reach places imaginable. You
usually just have to watch and see
where the duck spends most of its
time, because they are difficult to see.
A popular place seems to be far back
under a brush pile, the thornier the
better. The nest is covered with
duck’s down and leaves to hide it. The
duck greatly resents any attempt to
remove them and becomes quite
angry at the intrusion into her
territory. Sometimes after I take the
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eggs, the duck will follow me around

for days, giving me what can only be
described as angry, accusing looks, as
though to say, “ Okay, where are my
eggs? What did you do with them?”
don’t know why one of them
decided to lay eggs in a tree,
unless it was because she grew
tired of having her nest plundered by
animals and humans alike. Maybe she
thought that was the only safe place.
We have a large pine grove back of
the house. They have all come from
one huge tree we call the “ mother
pine. ’’ It is at least thirty feet high
and has an unusual formation near
the top. It is a large tangle of needles
and branches that seems to form a
mass about five or six feet across. We
at first thought it might have been an
eagle’s nest, but when one of the
children climbed the tree he couldn’t
see anything in it. A man from the
Soil Conservation Service once looked
at it. He was as confused as we were,
but he thought it might be a growth of
some kind, like a disease where the
tree is growing back on itself. He
thought it would eventually become
so large that it would break off from
its own weight. He said there was a
growth appearing sometimes on pine
trees, called “ A Witches’ Brew,” but
he didn’t know if this was the same
thing or not, because it was so large.
This totally inaccessible place was the
spot that the duck picked.
We found out about it one day by
accident. We knew she was sitting on
eggs somewhere, because after
eating her com in the morning she
would disappear for the rest of the
day. Also, when a duck is sitting, its
feathers have a rumpled appearance.
One morning we followed her and saw
her fly up into the pine tree. She flew
slowly from branch to branch until she
disappeared into the growth at the top
of the tree. We thought, “ What on

S to r e ...
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earth is that crazy duck doing? Is she
laying eggs up there?” As we
watched her go there every day, it
became apparent she was doing just
that-sitting on eggs thirty feet above
the ground.
We thought that the silly duck
would surely realize she had made an
awful mistake when the ducklings
hatched out. How did she intend to
get them down from there? She
couldn’t carry them in her beak like
new-born kittens, could she? She
surely didn’t plan on feeding them up
there until they were big enough to
fly, as smaller birds do; that would
take months.
And with no wings, that first step
out of the nest would be a lulu. They
would almost surely die. She would

probably give up in frustration and
the ducklings would either die from
starvation up there or from falling out
of the nest. So we waited anxiously to
see what would happen.
One day we heard peeping sounds
definitely coming from the top of the
tree. So the time had come, the
moment was at hand. She waited
another day, I suppose to make sure
they were all hatched. The next
morning we heard a strange sound, a
kind of low whistling and cheeping
noise. The duck was standing on the
ground under the tree and appeared
to be calling the ducklings. We
couldn’t believe our eyes as we saw a
little fuzzy ball stand on the edge of
the nest, peeping wildly as if it was
saying, “ Mama, are you sure that’s
what you want me to do?”
Then it jumped! It hit the ground
below and bounced. We watched in
amazement as one after the other
jumped and bounced on the ground
like so many little tennis balls. Some
hit the branches on their way down.
They picked themselves up and went
running to mama. Some were a little
stunned, but none were hurt.
Mama duck looked at me, seeming
to say, “ You didn’t think I could do it,
did you?” and walked away with
about a dozen little fuzzballs wobbling
in a line behind her.
She has been doing it every year
since. And we call them “ dumb”
animals?
□
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Getting Seeds Off To A Good Start

any gardeners consider start
ing their own seeds indoors
rather than purchasing started
plants. This allows for much greater
variety, early sowing and quality
control. Most commonly, gardeners
begin with early spring crops of the
cabbage family, lettuces, and summer
crops, like tomatoes, that need a very
early start to set ripe fruit before first
frost.
But self-starting seeds sometimes
can be a discouraging experience for
the beginner. The first year I tried to
start tomatoes and eggplant. Only
about a third of the seeds germinated
and those seedlings were spindly and
weak. The room was too cool at night.
The second year I lost the first sowing
to soil that was alternatively too wet
and too dry (muddy
packed) and
the second batch became seedlings,
many of which I lost to overnight cold,
some to damping-off (a fungal condi
tion in which seedling stems rot at soil
level) The rest baked in the warm
window I moved them to.
Not an auspicious beginning. But
some research, some caution and a
good deal of talking to successful
gardeners revealed that starting se
eds can be quite easy. My last three
seasons have been virtually trouble
free.
Seed Needs
The needs of a viable seed that is
“ programmed” to germinate are,
after all, relatively simple and consist
ent. Even when they are only mod
estly met, the seed will try to
germinate. Still the quality of the
mature plant and of our intervention
in the germination process is judged
by the degree to which we can
duplicate the best of Nature’s offer
ings to the eager seed. We must

M
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recreate four in-ground conditions to
encourage germination.
First, seeds breathe through their
shells even before they are cracked by
the “ eyeteeth” of root and leaf, and
they breathe deeply after they ger
minate. Ready access to air in the
planting medium is important.
Second, the strength of an emerg
ing dandelion pushing up through
urban asphalt amazes all who see
it-but the survivors of such a battle
for the surface are few and weakened.
There should be no hard, caked
surface for seedlings to muscle thro
ugh. Third, a root searching for a
foothold in the soil and for soil
nutrients is an impatient radicle. It
will waste no time trying to go
through an obstacle or prodding
packed soil—it will grow sideways
tangling and competing with other
roots, guaranteeing a shallow, insuffi
cient root system for the seedling and
one that breaks easily.
Fourth, water is the most important
ingredient for a seed in metamor
phosis. It softens the seed shell,
carries oxygen to the seed and
emergent seedlings, and transports
dissolved nutrients throughout the
seedling. The seed needs a constant
supply of moisture-not standing wa
ter, but available moisture absorbed
through contact with a moist planting
medium.
The Medium is the Massage
All this means primarily that a good
seeding medium must be loose,
friable, crumbly. It is said that a
perfect germinating medium would
be half medium and half pore spaces
and that the pore spaces would be
filled half of the time with water.

The choice of a planting medium for
starting seeds is obviously important.
Most experienced seedling producers
agree that to get the best balance of
looseness and moisture calls for a
medium that is different from the one
that will sustain the already started
seedlings. The seed brings with it its
own food supply and does not need
soil. The endosperm or cotyledons
(the fleshy half globes that wrap bean
seedlings) carry a supply of starches
and protein which, with air and water,
are converted to sugars to feed seed
and seedling. In fact, there is some
controversy about using live soils in
germination mediums at all. It arises
because seeds really do not need soil
to germinate and because a pros
perous soil (created, for example, of
compost and loam) if it is not
pasteurized may carry weed seeds
and active disease organisms. Too
rich a soil threatens tender seedling
tissue with voracious soil microor
ganisms whose sole effort is to
decompose living tissue in soils. And
soil, no matter how crumbly at the
start, will pack somewhat when
watered. Many garden texts, for
these reasons, recommend using only
soilless or pasteurized (ie, nearly
lifeless) soils for germinating seeds.
Now, Scott Nearing has a few
different thoughts about using pas
teurized or soilless mixes. He doesn’t.
He produces a deliberate compost
that is free of most disease organisms
and weed seeds because it is thor
oughly microbially self-heated. It
“ cooks” for a couple of weeks at 140
to 160 degrees Fahrenheit, then is
digested for two to three months by
earthworms and soil microorganisms.
He has found, over half a century of
gardening, that this compost in

combination with clean sand, rotted
sod and healthy garden soil (from his
healthy garden) produces reliable
seedlings in his sun heated green
house. When care is taken--great
care--in the creation of soil and
compost, and when seed and seedling
health are observed as closely as Scott
Nearing observes them, then pasteur
ization may be truly unnecessary.
And there are occasions when live
soil is a must for starting seeds. Some
seeds do not always benefit from
transplanting-com, Chinese cab
bages, vine crops (melons, squash,
pumpkins, cukes) and root crops, for
example. These ought to be started in
a live soil as they will remain in that
soil until they are set out. They may
be planted in squares of upended sod,
or in loosened potting soil or in a soil
mix. It may, however, be worth
pasteurizing (not sterilizing) the soil
part of these mixes if you wish to
assure healthy soil for the seedlings
without taking a long time to manu
facture soil as Scott Nearing does.
Other plants are actually improved
by transplanting (cabbage family
members, the onion family, lettuces,
eggplant, peppers and tomatoes) and
so gardeners can, if they wish, take
advantage of the need to “ change
beds’’ by starting seeds of these crops
in a clean or soilless mixture and
transplanting them to a rich nutritive
soil after they have set first leaves. At
that time they are less susceptible to
soil microbial activity, damping-off
and disease.

here are quite a few ingred
ients that can be used in seed
starting mixes (as opposed to
seedling or potting mixes). Horticul
tural vermiculite (not the construction
or insulation calibre which may
contain chemical contaminants) is a
sort of exploded mica which will swell
to hold moisture, but will not pack.
Milled sphagnum peat moss provides
water retention, proper drainage and
some foot hold for rootlets. Perlite (a
form of volcanic ash) can be used to
loosen soil mixes (particularly when
garden loam or potting soil is used),
but is too loose to use alone as a
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germinating medium. These three—
vermiculite, sphagnum peat moss,
and perlite—used in equal measure
make a good germinating mixture. I
have found that they drain well,
remain moist, stay loose and provide
support to seeds in metamorphosis.
To them you may wish to add
sand-clean construction or pit sand,
rather than pond or beach sand which
may contain other elements-for
drainage. Calcium seems to discour
age damping-off and encourage grow
th.
Leaves or leaf mold (not beech or
eucalyptus) and moss (the sort you
can peel off trees, rocks and thin soils
in your area) are often recommended.
They loosen soil and produce some
heat as they decompose. Leaf mold
increases acidity in the mix which
seedlings relish as it hastens the
breakdown of the nutrients seeds
need. There is some evidence that
moss (used for centuries by natural
healers to pack and dress wounds)
provides some antibiotics that inhibit
the sometimes damaging impact of
ravenous soil organisms on young
seedling tissue.
Wood products (eg., sawdust) and
other fibrous materials are not recom
mended for seed starting mediums
because they require a great amount
of oxygen to decompose and may
suffocate seedlings.
The Good Start
Seeds can be gotten off to a good
start if care is taken in blending the
seed medium, in sowing and in
maintaining several proper condi
tions.
Seed starting containers—whether
long-lived wooden flats, styrofoam
compartmented flats, or recycled
individual or small group containers
like cottage cheese cartons, milk
cartons or bread tins—should be 2Vzinches to 3-inches deep and should
drain well at the bottom. If the
containers meet these criteria, they
can be any shape or size. Other things
to be kept in mind: clay pots may dry
too rapidly; round containers take
more space than rectangular ones; if
containers are too deep it may be
difficult to judge and maintain even
moisture content.

Pasteurization
The best way to ensure the clean,
healthy condition of soils for potting is
to pasteurize them. Sterilizations at
temperatures in the 400 degree
Fahrenheit range is generally un
necessary (except in the case of highly
resistant soil borne viruses) and
actually takes all the life out of the
soil, rendering it nutritionless. While
that may be suitable to seeds, it is
disastrous for seedlings unless a
careful program of hydroponic feed
ings is followed.
Pasteurization for 30 minutes at 180
degrees Fahrenheit will kill nema
todes (120 degrees), damping-off and
soft-rot organisms (130 degrees),
most disease causing bacteria and
fungi (150 degrees), soil insects and
most viruses (160 degrees) and most
weed seeds (175 degrees). Beneficial
soil micro-organisms will survive.
How to Pasteurize Soil
Use a soil thermometer for all of
these:
»
Baking soil in the oven can be a
stinky process, although if the soil is
wet and covered it’s not too awful. A
three-inch layer of well-moistened
(you can use boiling water) soil in a
baking pan can be covered with foil,
or soil can be stuffed in a broiler bag
and baked at 180 degrees Fahrenheit
to 200 degrees Fahrenheit for 30
minutes, 45 minutes to one hour for
larger quantities. Leave soil covered
in the cooling oven or covered in a
warmish place for 30 minutes more.
Pressure cook wet soil at five
pounds of pressure for 20 minutes.
Outdoor Bar-B-Q your soil on your
wood-fired barbecue or over an
outdoor wood stove. Place wet soil in
a pan with small drain holes or in a
strongly framed hardware screen.
Cover tightly and place over boiling
water (like a double boiler) for 30 to 40
minutes.
Solar bake soil in a cold frame or
other closeable outdoor container.
Concentrate sunheat on the soil with
reflective flashing of foil and a tight
glass or plastic cover. Use soil
thermometer and monitor carefully
for maintaining heat. Obviously this
process requires preparing potting
soil no later than early fall the season
before you need it.
Soils should be sifted after they dry
to break up clods.
□
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Soil P rep a ra tio n Tools,

easily made at home
include a wood block
tamper (with a handle
or knob gripper), a soil
leveler and a dibblefurrower that makes ne
atly
spaced holes or
rows for sowing seeds.

Line the bottoms of your seed
containers with Vis-inch of sphagnum
moss or local peeled moss. Fill them
to within V2-inch of the top with
starting medium (or potting soil for
non-transplantables). Tamp the me
dium and smooth its surface. Use only
healthy seeds—ones that are not
nicked, discoloredor broken. Sow
seeds carefully to avoid too dense a
planting and the chance of tearing
roots at transplant time. Fine seeds
need 1/8-inch, medium seeds need
Vi-inch and large seeds can use
1-inch. You can sprinkle seeds along
the row, drop them through a stump
of drinking straw or place them with
tweezers. Carefully sown seeds are
much easier to thin. Seeds should be
sown at a depth of about three times
their size. Generally, for seeds started
indoors, a Va -inch soil covering for
small seeds (the cabbage crops,
lettuce, etc.) and Vi-inch for larger
ones will suffice. You can just sow
seeds on top of the tamped soil and
cover them with the appropriate
amount of medium or vermiculite. Or,
in large flats you can make shallow
rows and plant se^ds in them,
pushing displaced soil over them
again.
ou should keep the planting
medium moist, but not wet, at
all times. A proper planting
medium will virtually guarantee even
a novice’s ability to judge moistness.
It will not puddle, resist water (peat
does resist cold water, but not warm;
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a vermiculite topping on seeds will
pass moisture on slowly to resistant
peat underneath) dry unevenly or
crack. The planting medium should
be moist when the seeds are sown,
then seeds will not be moved around
by watering. Covers can help retain
moisture and heat for seeds. They
may be plastic bags or plastic wrap,
glass or a section of newspaper. They
ought to be tightish, to hold moisture
and heat, but not air tight. If soil
remains too moist, mold may begin to
form; a spell of time uncovered will
remedy this.
If seeds do need additional water
before they turn into seedlings, if the
medium becomes generally dry to the
touch—very gentle frequent waterings
are better than the deep waterings
necessary to encourage later develop
ment of deep rooting. A mister or a
very fine water-can spray should be
used to water from above. If small
containers are used, they may be set
in a pern or tray. A half inch of water
poured in the pan will be wicked up
through drainage holes by the thirsty
medium.
Let There Be Heat-Maybe Light
Germinating seeds do not need
light, but working as they do under
ground, they are not harmed by it
(though they can be by soil-baking
sun or too hot artificial lighting).
Sprouted seeds-seedlings—need lots
of light all around, so it is often better
to set seed containers out where light
will be immediately available when
they break ground, rather than avail
able only when you think of it. For this
reason, clear covers may be preferrable to opaque ones for seed flats, at
least as the date for germination
nears.
The final requirement, a key one,
for seed germination is warmth of the

A Collection of Containers

The Prince of Potting Containers--the oiled wooden
flat with quarter-inch drain slots along the bottom.
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Crop

Sow Before Last Frost

Crucifers (eg., broccoli)........ 6-8 wks.
Eggplant ...............................6-9 wks.
Lettuces and g re e n s...................... 4-6wks.
Onion fam ily................................8-12wks.
P e p p e r......................................... 7-10wks.
Tomato........... ..................... 6-10 wks.
Vine crops (eg., m elons).......... 4 wks.
seed medium. A seed’s dormancy is
broken primarily by the condition of
proper warmth, for that triggers
correct timing of the seed-to-plant-toseed cycle. The seeding medium must
be at appropriate temperatures in a
range of 68 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit
for cool weather crop seeds and 70 to
80 degrees for warm weather crop
seeds. Few seeds germinate at soil
temperatures of less than 65 degrees
or more than 85 degrees.[See “ Soil
Temperature for Vegetable Seed Ger
mination,” on page 20, Farmstead
Magazine, Garden 1981]. A soil
thermometer best reveals actual soil
temperatures and is a vital seed
starting tool.
In no house is it easy to find a
location for seed trays and flats that is
evenly warm in late winter. But there
are some places that are more
conducive to germination than others
(and seeds can stand some loss of
heat at night)-over a wood stove,
radiator, refrigerator, freezer, on a
shelf high in the room where heat
collects, for example. A sunny win
dow is warm. but seed containers will
need to be removed from cold
night-time glass and an opaque cover
may be used to prevent baking the
seed medium in the daytime. Upstairs
rooms in fully-heated or wood-heated
houses are often warmer at night;
heated or frequently used bathrooms
can provide the right conditions of
warmth and humidity. A greenhouse,
window greenhouse or cold frame
provide ideal conditions if they are
ventilated in the sunny daytime,
insulated at night and on grey days or
if soil is heated by electric soil cables.
In soils of 70 to 80 degrees, most
seeds will germinate in seven to
fourteen days. When their first leaves
have uncurled you can celebrate the
miracle, congratulate your partici
pation in it, snip out the weak or extra
seedlings and prepare to transplant
the remaining healthy seedlings into
garden flats or pots filled with
nutrient rich live soil for their four to
ten week sojourn indoors as young
plants.
□

Plant
Sprouted Seeds
by Shirley and Richard Flint number of commercial farms are required. No greenhouse let the radical get much

lmost nothing in gar
dening is more dis
appointing than a pat
chy stand of plants caused
by seeds that germinated
poorly. Especially when the
garden soil was conscient
iously prepared, the planting
was carefully timed, and the
seeds were spaced meti
culously during planting.
There is a way, though, to
virtually guarantee thick sta
nds of plants and at the same
time to stretch the gardening
season. How? Don’t plant
seeds, plant sprouts.
When a seed is planted in
the ground it remains dor
mant until the soil is suffi
ciently moist. Then the seed
absorbs water and gradually
swells. If the soil temper
ature is high enough, the
embryo plant in the swollen
seed begins to grow. If the
ground temperature is too
low, the moist seed will
usually be attacked by micro
organisms or fall prey to
insects. From the time of
planting until the seedling
breaks through the ground
surface, a period of approxi
mately 5 to 28 days elapses,
depending on weather condi
tions and the type of seed.
During the first several days
the seed is extra sensitive to
cold, much more so than the
tiny plant that sprouts from
it.
If you’ve ever sprouted
seeds for eating, you pro
bably already know sprouts
can be refrigerated for days
without ill effect. Whereas,
damp seeds, if refrigerated,
generally spoil without ger
minating. It’s this difference
in cold sensitivity that per
mits sprouts to be planted
somewhat earlier in spring
than seeds. In the past year a
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have made large-scale plant
ings of sprouted seeds in
order to start long-season
crops (like tomatoes) directly
in the field. Likewise, some
home gardeners like planting
sprouts instead of seeds
because they can plant a
week or two earlier than
normal that way.
Not only can sprouts be
planted earlier than seeds,
but, as a rule, the small
plants break ground quicker
than those sown as seed. In
our garden, for instance,
peas planted as seed first
emerge in an average of 15
days, while those planted as
sprouts emerge in an aver
age of 10 days, often in as
little as six days.
Probably more important
to home gardeners, though,
is the fact that planting
sprouted seeds almost al
ways results in a full stand of
plants. Since only sprouted
seeds are planted, 100 per
cent germination is assured.
Our experience is that nearly
all the sprouts live to become
established plants, most fre
quently producing stands of
at least 90 percent of the
number of sprouts planted.
Planting sprouts takes mu
ch of the uncertainty out of
planting, since the first few
days of growth and vulner
ability occur under condi
tions of favorable humidity
and temperature and away
from insects and other pests.
Many of these advantages
are also attainable by raising
seedlings indoors in flats or
pots and then transplanting
them to the garden after
they’ve made considerable
growth. But planting small
sprouts directly in the gar
den is often preferable be
cause so little space and
equipment (as little as a
glass pie pan and a dowel)

benches, no flats, no pots, no
potting soil.
Here’s how you can plant a
garden with sprouts.
Sprouting the Seeds

It’s easiest to leam the
techniques of planting spro
uted seeds by starting with
large-seeded vegetables like
peas, corn, beans, or pump
kins. Next, the selection of a
sprouting container is an
important one. We prefer the
clear plastic, stackable, self
draining trays of the “ Ger
minal” sprouter by Biosnacky. However, a glass pie
pan with two layers of paper
towelling in the bottom will
produce sprouts just as well.
Whatever container you pick
should be washed and thor
oughly rinsed before the
seeds are added to it.

longer, since it then tends to
tangle with those of other
sprouts in the tray and may
be broken off in the process
of separating the sprouts.
Without its radical the sprout
won’t grow.
Planting the Sprouts

Carefully separate tangled
sprouts before planting. It’s
all right to plant sprouts that
have a few strands of mold
on them, but heavily moldy
ones usually won’t survive.
Plant sprouts in the same
spacing you would normally
plant seeds, but one inch
deeper than usual to ac
commodate radically. We’ve
found it easiest to plant
sprouts by poking one hole in
the ground for each sprout,
using a dibble or a length of
3/8 inch diameter wood do
wel. Drop each sprout into its
hole; try to keep the radical
pointing down. If a sprout
goes into the hole with the
radical upward, it will us
ually twist down; but that
will lengthen the time the
seedling takes to break the
earth. Fill the hole with soil
and pat it firmly to remove
air pockets from around the
sprout. Then keep the dirt
moist just as if you had
planted seeds.
From then on your garden
will be much the same as if
planted with dry seed, ex
cept that because you plant
ed sprouts you may have
been able to start your
garden several weeks early
and the plants will probably
come up uniformly thick.
Which, with normal care and
decent weather, will trans
late into generous harvest in
a few months’ time.
□

prinkle the dry seed in
a single layer into the
sprouter tray or onto
the toweling in the pie pan.
The seeds will about double
in size as they absorb water,
so cover less than half the
bottom of the tray or pie pan
with dry seed. Then add.
water; just enough to thor
oughly dampen the paper
towels in the pie pan or pour
two cups of water into the
self-draining tray. Cover the
pie pan with a plate or pot
lid. If you use a “ Germinal,”
cover the tray with its lid.
Water the seeds in this
way once a day. Keep the pie
pan or sprouter tray out of
direct sunlight and at room
temperature. Usually the ra
dical (or root) will emerge
from the seed in two to four
days, the leaf bud in the
following day or two. When Shirley and Richard Flint
the radical is about an inch farm in Villanueva, New
long it’s time to plant. Don’t Mexico. Art by Ellen LaConte.
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Success With Seedlings
%
by Pam Bell

here is no particular mystery
about growing good quality
vegetable or flower seedlings.
It is simply a matter of providing the
proper environment which, of course,
is not always a simple matter.

T

The best seedlings grow from seeds
planted outside to germinate when
the temperature and moisture are just
right. This, however, doesn’t give us
a jump on the season which is the
primary reason we grow seedlings in
the first place. Here in zone 4
tomato seeds planted outside don’t
make plants with ripe tomatoes until
two weeks before frost. And petunias,
though they will certainly bloom,
that first blossom won’t appear until
August because the seed won’t
germinate until the soil is quite warm.

The second best seedlings are
grown in a spring greenhouse where
there is ample light and the temper
ature and moisture are controlled and
adjusted to suit the needs of most
varieties. From there on it’s downhill.
Which doesn’t mean that good seed
lings can’t be grown without a
greenhouse before the outdoor season
begins, but it does mean that the
further you deviate from the ideal
conditions, the less likely are your
chances for success.
A Window Greenhouse

I’ve been growing seedlings for ten
years, beginning with a few flowers
and tomatoes on a window sill until
Pam Bell is active in the Maine
Organic Farmers and Gardeners As
sociation. She operates her green
house in Cambridge, Maine.
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now I am in the greenhouse business.
I didn’t leap from windowsill to
greenhouse overnight. Along the way
I tried many contraptions for extend
ing the season, and I have complaints
about all but one of them.
Coldframes and hot beds, unless
they are equipped with automatic
thermal controls, are only for people
who are at home all day. I know too
many gardeners, including myself,
who have fried or frozen a coldframe
or hot bed full of plants. Windowsills
are usually too small, and they seldom
provide enough light. A small green
house, say eight-feet by eight-feet,
may be within your means, but unless
this is attached to your house via a
door or unless it has automatic
heating and cooling devices, you will
have to be home at all times to tend it.
It only takes a few minutes of bright
mid-day sunlight to raise the inside
temperature of a small closed glazed
structure to well over 100 degrees. An
hour of such temperatures and your
plants will have transpired them
selves to death. The same small
structure will lose heat rapidly when
the sun goes down, when heavy
clouds move in, or when you open the
door on a cold night.
Before I built my greenhouse, the
best seedlings I’d produced were
grown, though not germinated, in a
window greenhouse. This was a
simple temporary structure attached
to a south facing window off a
well-heated portion of the house. It
consisted of 2 x 4 stud legs and
supports for a three-foot by five-foot
plywood floor that was insulated
beneath. The upper glazed portions
were framed with one by two strap
ping and double-glazed with a three
mil polyethelene skin on the inside
and outside. The pitched roof section
opened and closed like a cold frame
lid providing fresh air and good
ventilation (which helps keep insect
and disease problems to a minimum,
and the plants thrive on it).
The window to the house was kept
open at both top and bottom. On
sunny days, hot air, entered the house
through the top of the window and
cooler house air was drawn into the
greenhouse from the bottom. At

night, of course, the open window
gave enough heat to the plants to
keep them from freezing, except for
the night when a wicked cold wind
lifted the roof and kept it flapping all
night. In the morning I found tomato
seedlings frozen but, much to my
surprise, they quickly recovered dur
ing the day.
Small seedlings, because they are
often exposed to freezing temper
atures in nature, are designed to be
more resistant to frost than their adult
counterparts. Plant DNA which is
stored in the seed is programmed to
produce a plant that will bear fruit
and multiply. Seedlings, which may
seem weak because of their small size
are deceptively rugged. We should
not, however, depend too heavily on
this inherent program for survival.
While a deprived plant may come to
bear fruit and multiply, a bountiful
harvest is achieved only through
careful attention to the best cultural
conditions.

he four most common causes of
failure with homegrown seed
lings are: too little light; too
much heat; too much moisture; and
too much fertilizer. Any one or all four
of these conditions will yield weak
stemmed, weak rooted seedlings that
will not adjust readily to outdoor
growing conditions. They will suffer
greatly and possibly die at trans
planting time. If they do recover and
survive, it will take them longer to
bear fruit and the yield may be
reduced.
The window greenhouse is, I be
lieve, the home gardeners’ most
efficient and practical choice for
satisfying the above ground needs of
seedlings for light, temperature and
ventilation. Such a structure will
nearly eliminate problems one and
two.
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but seedlings may need more since
their roots are confined to such a
small area. If your compost was made
with wood ashes, or with ground
limestone (for calcium) and granite
dust or greensand (for potassium) you
may not need additional sources of
these nutrients in your mixture. My
compost is not made that way and so I
add dry hardwood ashes at mixing
time. Wood ashes are rich in both
calcium and potassium as well as
many other minerals.
have left the specific soil
mixture recipe until now be
cause it would be too easy to
just follow the recipe and mix your
soil like mine without knowing why.
Even with the basic recipe to follow
you may need or want to do some
adjusting. Your garden soil and
compost will not be the same texture
or contain the same amounts or
proportions of nutrients as mine.

I
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Potting Soil Ingredients
The below ground needs of a plant
must also be satisfied by the seedling
grower. While a plant gets it energy
from sunlight via its leaves and also
takes in carbon dioxide from the air
via its leaves, the plant can’t do much
with this energy or carbon unless its
roots are taking in the proper mineral
nutrients plus adequate moisture to
keep juices flowing and cells dividing.
Problems three-four can be effectively
dealt with if you use the proper
amount and mixture of soil and
containers with several good sized
holes in the bottom.
Some fine sand and some clay, plus
mineral rock particles of various sizes,
are contained in most garden soils.
Garden soil or loam is added to
potting soil in order to provide a
source of minerals, to hold moisture
and dissolved nutrients, and in gen
eral, to hold the potting mixture
together.
Partially decayed compost is the
active organic constituent of a good
fertile potting soil. Compost provides
both mineral and organic nutrients for
plants and for the other life in the soil.
It holds moisture and nutrients in
N am e T h at Seedling:
A Quiz
Can you name the seven seedlings,
“ a” through ” g ,” shown in this
article? All are commonly started

much the same way as clay. If it is a
coarse compost, say three or four
months old, it will also be an aid to
drainage. If it is a fine black humusy
material it will not aid drainage and
additional sand may be needed in the
mixture.
Milled sphagnum moss is an organ
ic material commonly used in potting
soils. It is fine textured, sterile, acid
and very low in nutrients. The main
reason I use it is because it (along
with calcium) inhibits damping off
disease. Some gardeners spread it on
the surface of their soil and plant
seeds directly in the peat, but I find it
works just as well when mixed in with
the other ingredients.
Phosphorous is a nutrient needed
by plants for good root growth and
sturdy stems. There will be some
phosphorous in the compost and
garden soil, but I have found that
seedlings do better, especially later in
their growth period, if a little steamed
bone meal is added to the mixture.
Calcium and potassium are two
other minerals needed by plants in
relatively large amounts. These too
will be present in compost and loam,
indoors by nurseries and home gar
deners.
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Seedling art by Ellen LaConte.

I mix my soil according to how it
feels and looks, according to what I’m
going to plant in it, according to how
and when the compost was made
(always with manure), according to
where the loam came from, according
to the weather, and even according to
where the flats will be placed in the
greenhouse. All of these consider
ations are fine tunings which will be
different for each gardener.
Here’s my basic recipe that yields
one trash can full of mixture. This
should be plenty for a window
greenhouse full of seedlings with
some left over for houseplants:
6-7 shovelsful of compost
5-6 shovelsful of sand
4 shovelsful of soil
3 shovelsful of peat moss
1-4” pot of wood ashes
1-4” pot of bone meal
This soil requires no additional
fertilizer, a fact which conventional
greenhouse operators find hard to
believe.
Most commercial greenhouses and
many home gardeners use artificial
sterilized potting soil with or without
fertilizers added. I have seen it
written that one advantage to the
packaged mixtures is that they are
always the same. But this fact is not
bom out by greenhouse operators and
certainly the smaller packages sold to
home gardeners contain all manner of
mixes and are rarely the same from
year to year or from brand to brand.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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To Pasteurize or Not To
My soil is not sterilized or past
eurized, and, according to the socalled experts, it should give me all
kinds of problems with insects and
diseases, but it doesn’t.
The real key to few insects is to
carefully examine your plants until
your eye is trained to recognize little
devils such as aphids and spidermites
before they spread to every plant. As
for diseases, the greatest risk is with
molds and fungi. Damping off disease

is the most common. It is a soil born
fungus disease, one which attacks
the plant stem causing it to become
watery, to wilt and fold over. The
damp-off fungus, as its name implies,
prefers cool damp soil and air. The
sphagnum peat in your soil mixture
will be a deterrant.
W'dl-drained soil, a well ventilated
window greenhouse and wise water
ing habits v ill help control or prevent
it and other diseases and pests.
Always water plants in the morning so
they don’t sit wet and soggy through
the cooler night hours, and always use
a lukewarm water. Unless the flat is
quite dry, don’t water at all on a cold,
cloudy, damp day. Always open your
greenhouse roof when temperatures
permit.

soil, making compost and shredding
it, hauling sand from the construction
company, stealing loam from my
gardens and mixing it all by hand with
a shovel on a concrete floor, I’m
inclined to keep it once I’ve got it.
The soil that clings to the roots of
seedlings that didn’t sell is shaken out
into a trash can and added to each
batch of fresh mixture. I’ve used the
same soil in my heated germmating
bed for four seasons in a row. But it
does sit fallow all winter and becomes
bone dry. Each year I add some fresh
compost, a little peat moss and maybe
some sand. Then I moisten it, stir it
up, plug in the heat cable and plant
again. I’m convinced it’s not the soil
that causes insect and disease pro
blems.
For years I lost too many petunias
to damp-off, and for years I searched
for a soil that would prevent it. As it
turned out I was barking up the wrong
tree and wasting a lot of time because
neither the cause nor the cure was in
the soil. It had more to do with the
other elements of the growing envir
onment such as soil temperature,

ventilation and light. In fact, I took
the same soil in which seedlings had
died from damp-off, moved it into an
improved environment, replanted pe
tunias and voila, no damp-off. Unless
you’re dealing with a viral disease, I
don’t believe there is any reason to
throw away used potting soil or to
sterilize home-made mixtures.
Germinating Seeds

Cleanliness is also important. Wash
plastic containers in hot soapy water
with a little liquid Lysol added.
Wooden flats should be hosed or
scrubbed and dried in the sun.
t seems to be a myth that
potting soil should not be
reused or that it should be
sterilized before it’s used at all.
Because I physically labor over my

I
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Early in this article I mentioned
that the window greenhouse is used
for growing seedlings but not for
germinating seeds. Unless you have a
flat with a heat cable in your
greenhouse, you will have to germin
ate most annual flowers, tomatoes,
peppers, eggplants, melons, and
cukes in an environment much warm
er than your greenhouse can provide.
For this reason, I recommend starting
seeds in a separate container and
transplanting them into growing flats
when they have their second true
leaves. Eight to ten dozen seeds can
be started in a six inch by eight inch
container.
Move germinated seeds into the
light as soon as possible. When

transplanting into growing flats allow
at least two inches between plants. In
other words, each plant must have a
mimumum amount of soil measuring
2” x 2” x 2V%” deep. Less than this
is disastrous, but how much more you
give them depends on how much
space you have.
It is my personal opinion that
seedlings do better in flats with other
seedlings than in tiny 2’’ by 2”
containers of their own. If you’re
going to use individual containers,

white styrofoam coffee cups with two
pencil sized holes in the bottom are a
good size. The insulating quality of
the styrofoam prevents the pots and
soil from over heating and there is
plenty of soil. Two-and-a-quarter inch
square peat pots are adequate if they
are lined up side by side inside a
larger container where the sides of
the pots won’t dry out. The advantage
with individual containers is that the
roots will not be disturbed at trans
planting time. All of my mid-summer
transplants are grown in peat pots.
A lot of people ask me if it’s good
for my business to write articles such
as this and to help home gardeners
grow their own seedlings success
fully. It’s true that many of my
customers have tried to grow their
own but don’t like the way they look,
or only a few germinated, or the mice
ate their pepper plants, or they put

them in the garage and they froze. If
all of these people built a window
greenhouse and tended carefully to
the other cultural details, I have
discussed, yes, it would cut into my
sales. But most people won’t go to all
that trouble, and, I figure that those
people who do care enough to do it
right deserve whatever help I can give
them
□

Save everything you can find a place to store

,

and you will discover a treasure trove of...

Garden Use-Agains
by Cynthia B. Driscoll

ou don’t have to be completely
store-equipped to launch your
self into a gardening career.
Buy a few essential tools, and recycle
your beverage containers, newspa
pers, and tin cans to make your
garden grow. As you become experi
enced, purchase what you now know
you need.
If you always planned to start
transplants from seed but never felt
properly equipped, think again. A
normal fluorescent fixture lowered to
within 4 to 6 inches of seedlings
throws plenty of light for healthy
growth. (Only blooming houseplants
require expensive grow lights!) And
your well-washed soup cans, plastic
or waxed paper milk cartons, and
cottage cheese containers are perfect
growing pots. Just get out your ice
pick or can opener, puncture drainage
holes in the recycled containers, and
plant your seeds as directed on the
packages. Old jelly roll sheets with
raised edges placed under the indoor
starter garden will catch excess
water.

Y

Recycled sections of stovepipe
or black painted cans (with bot
toms removed) keep small seed
lings warm on sunny but brisk
spring days. Shingles or halves of
stovepipe or flashing protect young
plants from northwest winds.

Seedlings that are fussy about
being transplanted—vining crops such
as cucumbers, melons, and squashes
—should be planted in a can or carton
which can be cut apart or the bottom
removed keeping the soil ball intact
for garden transplanting.
Popsicle sticks make easily obtain
able labels. Your supply is assured
with a word to your own or the
neighborhood children.
Of course, seedlings grown in a
protected indoor climate must be
“ hardened off’’ before being trans
planted to the garden where a
controlled temperature is impossible.
One possibility is a plant protector cap
made from simple, everyday news
print. A soldier’s hat (remember the
kind you proudly constructed as a
child?) held down with stones shades
indoor-grown plants from burning sun
rays and keeps cool evening air from
tender transplants. Plastic milk car
tons with bottoms removed offer
another version.

Newspaper strips wrapped at gro
und level around the stems of
cabbage, tomato, and pepper plants
as you transplant them protect them
from night-raiding cutworms. Two to
three layers is enough and will
decompose as the plant expands past
the damage stage.
Coffee cans, holes punched in their
sides near the bottoms, sunk in the
ground near cucumber hills or tomato
plants and filled with water serve to
relieve drought stress without pro
moting fungal diseases encouraged
by humid conditions after overhead
sprinkling. The water is put where it
does the most good!
You will find bathroom or window
spiay bottles make excellent small
scale herbicide or pesticide sprayers
whether you are chemically or “ or
ganically’’ inclined. Just label one for
each and keep away from childish
curiosity.
Yes, you’ll grow nutritious, healthy
vegetables using recycled cans, bot
tles, newspapers, and orange peels.
And you’ll become something of an
environmentalist to boot. (Say, an old
boot would make a fine...)
□

Cynthia Driscoll, author of “Plan Now
for Your 1981 Garden,” lives in
Afton, Minnesota.
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Ancient, celebrated perennial lily,
harbinger of spring...

Asparagus
by Autumn Stanley
he lily we call asparagus is
native to East Central Europeespecially southern Poland and
Russia—to Greece, and to Asia Minor.
It may even have grown in Egypt
during the Memphite Dynasties. It
grows wild in many other parts of the
world today—where Euell Gibbons
stalked it along California’s irrigation
canals, and on Asparagus Island in
Cornwall, England-but these stands
probably started from cultivation, as
will your own.
Although it used to take years for
asparagus to grow from seeds to its
first harvest, you can now buy or
order mature crowns from a nursery
and wait only one to two years for

T
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your first harvest. Get sixty to seventy
crowns for a family of four real
asparagus lovers; about two dozen for
an ordinary small family. Three good
varieties are Mary Washington rustresistant, U.C. 711, and California
500; if you like lighter-colored aspar
agus you might try Conover’s Colos
sal or Mammoth White.
Since asparagus is faithful and
forever, as Marjorie Blanchard puts it
in The Home Gardener’s Cookbook,
locate your asparagus bed with care.
The plants will need full sun, and
room for their summer foliage (four to
six feet tall and three feet wide), and
they will need it for at least fifteen to
twenty years. Some beds have sup
posedly produced for one hundred
years, so choose a place that will not
be in the way.

The soil should preferably be light
and sandy so that drainage is good.
Dig a trench at least one and one-half
feet deep and three feet wide. Break
up the soil and mix in a lot of organic
matter. Well-rotted manure is ideal.
Return the loosened, fertilized soil to
the trench. The added organic matter
should raise the bed soil a few inches
above the neighboring soil level.
Space the crowns about a foot
apart. For each one, dig a hole about
six inches deep in the prepared bed.
Fill the hole with water. Make a little
seat for the crown by pouring a pile of
loose soil about three inches high
into the middle of the hole. Set the
crown on its seat, untangle the roots,
and let them extend down toward the
bottom of the hole. Pour in more soil,
covering the crown and filling the
hole. Tamp the soil down lightly and
water a second time. If you plant more
than one row of asparagus, make sure
the rows are four to six feet apart.
Once your plants are started, water
them deeply every week or two in dry
summer areas; fertilize heavily with a
high-nitrogen mixture each year when
you see them putting on a big growth
spurt; and mulch when you cut back
the foliage in the fall. Be sure not to
cut the foliage until after it turns
brown, for without it the plants will
have no food supply for the growing
perennial crowns. Cultivate only one
inch into the soil so you do not
damage the roots, and pull weeds by
hand before they get a good start.
Take no spears the first year,
unless your crowns are already three
years old. You should be able to
harvest spears for at least three weeks ,
the second year, and up to eight or ten
weeks the third year. Wait until the
spears are about five inches high.
Then insert a knife at an angle, and
cut the spear off about an inch and a
half below the soil surface. When
your new spears begin to look spindly
and weak, the roots are being
overworked, and you should stop
cutting and let foliage form for the
rest of the season. (Also, if a spear
gets more than eight inches tall, it is
past its prime for eating, so let it go.)

Autumn Stanley who lives in Oregon
is the author of Asparagus: The
Sparrowgrass Cookbook, published
by Pacific Search Press with whose
permission this article was excerpted.
Illustration by Elizabeth Bailey.

Ask your local nursery or greenthumb neighbors about the asparagus
pests in your area, and take care of
them, as they appear, with the
recommended spray or organic tech
niques. If you do all this, you should
have this favorite vegetable of emper
ors, painters, gourmets, and kings on
your table for most of your adult life.
You may come to feel as strongly
about it as the French scientist and
man of letters, Bernard Fontenelle
(1657-1757), who had a passion for
asparagus served with oil. His friend,
the Cardinal Dubois, had an equally
strong passion for asparagus with
butter sauce. Receiving a great
bundle of asparagus, Fontenelle in
vited the Cardinal to dinner. Half the
asparagus was to be served with oil
and half with butter, in honor of the
guest. Just before dinner hour a
messenger rushed in to tell Fonten
elle that the Cardinal had died
suddenly that afternoon in a fit.
Fontenelle jumped up and dashed
into the kitchen shouting, “ All in oil!
All in oil!”
Gathering the Shoots
“ Put the water on to boil,” says
Mrs. Appleyard, “ and then go out
and cut your asparagus.” In other
words, the best way to choose
asparagus is right from the garden,
and the best way to store it is not at
all. But if you have no garden and no
wild asparagus patch, you may have
to make some compromises.
According to one gourmet, aspar
agus should always be treated as a
bouquet-stood up with its feet in
water. In my experience, such treat
ment does help. If this takes up too
much room in your refrigerator, at
least wrap the butts of the stalks in
damp paper towels before storing in
the vegetable crisper. Use as soon as
possible.
For most purposes, choosy plump,
firm, straight stalks whose flower
buds are all still tightly closed. For
some recipes you will want the
slender kind of spring asparagus,
called “ sprue,” which is often found
frozen. But it, too, must be fresh and
crisp. The stalks should be green for
at least two-thirds of their length, the
woody white part apparently helping
to preserve moisture and freshness.
Preparing Asparagus
Untie the bunches and wash the
asparagus thoroughly. Pick up the
spears one by one, the tip in one hand
and the butt in the other, and bend

each until it breaks naturally. Use the
end toward the tip for your recipe,
reserving the bases for soup or puree.
If the spears are too limp to break,
reserve them, too, for cream of
asparagus soup or puree or for recipes
where the asparagus will be thor
oughly cooked. “
Unless asparagus comes straight
from the garden bed, you may want to
peel it before using. If you think this
sounds like too much work, test-cook
a single spear to the doneness you like
and then see how easy it is to cut. If it
seems stringy, then peel at least the
lower part of the spears you intend to
use. Another way to solve this
problem is to cut the spears into
bite-size pieces instead of leaving
them whole as many recipes suggest.

veryone seems to have a
favorite method and a favorite
cooking time for asparagus.
But almost everyone agrees on one
rule: The quicker the better. When
the Roman Emperor Augustus said he
wanted someone’s head off Citius
quam asparagi coquintur (quicker
than you can cook asparagus), he
meant in a hurry. Asparagus should
be what the Italians call al dente, and
what Americans call fork-tender,
tender-crisp, or crunchy-tender-both
cultures meaning that the teeth
should still have a little pleasant work
to do. The one exception is cooking
the tougher ends of spears for soup or
puree. Then, of course, cook the
asparagus as soft as possible.
Common sense dictates another
well-accepted rule: fat asparagus

E

takes longer to cook than thin, and
bottoms longer than tips. Since the
composition of the cooking pan, the
type of stove being used, and the
freshness of the asparagus can all
make a difference, think of the
cooking times given here as approxi
mations. Fork the asparagus often as
it cooks so that you can take it off the
heat at just the right time.
There are three basic cooking
methods, of which all the others are
variations.
The Puritan or upright method.
Steam-boil the whole spears in a
bunch (some people recommend re
tying with string after cleaning),
standing them upright in about an
inch of boiling salted water and
cooking them uncovered for five
minutes and covered for ten. This
method has been around in one form
or another since Roman times. It is
the only one that gives you whole
spears and still takes care of the
difference in cooking rate between tip
and base. Its disadvantage is that it
requires a rather tall pot, but many
people solve the problem by using a
coffee pot. Special pans are also
available for this purpose.
The Epicurean or reclining method.
Lay the stalks flat in boiling salted
water for about ten minutes. Be sure
they are no more than two or three
stalks deep. This is the easiest
method, but takes no account of the
fact that tips cook faster than bases.
Test spears often as they cook.
Some cooks maintain that you can
keep asparagus from getting too soft
during this method of cooking if you
first blanch the spears, remove them
from the water, and dry them on
paper towels before returning them to
the hot water.
A variation of the reclining method
is to cut the spears in three pieces,
putting the thickest into the boiling
water first, adding the middle seg
ments about halfway through, and
adding the tip segments for just the
last three minutes or so of the cooking
time.
The Oriental or on-the-bias method
Cut the spears diagonally into pieces
about one and one-half inches long
and one-eighth to one-fourth inch
thick. Cook them in a hot skillet in
butter or cooking oil for three to five
minutes, stirring constantly.
As gourmets have often empha
sized, asparagus fresh from the
garden needs nothing but a quick
cooking and the barest and most
subtle of dressings.
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Asparagus
Recipes
FARM&HOME

FEED FOR
THOUGHT

UCF is new in the bag
feed business. But UCF
has manufactured feed
for many of the top pro
ducing farms in the area
for over 50 years!
UCF has put all it’s pro
ven feed results to work
for you and the proof is
“ in the bag” .

This puree is the basis of many recipes in The
Sparrowgrass Cookbook, but it can also be used alone as a
mild dip or sauce for other vegetables; spiced up as a
livelier dip (see index); or mixed with equal parts
hollandaise sauce as an exquisite sauce for omelettes or
quiches (see index), for cauliflower and other vegetables,
or for certain meats and fish.
Autumn’s Asparagus Puree
1 bunch fresh asparagus
Salt to taste
Lemon juice from Vi lemon
V2 tablespoon mayonnaise
Vi cup whipped cottage cheese or ricotta
Cook cut-up asparagus until soft in salted water
containing the lemon juice. If you use bottoms of any
spears, peel them first, for otherwise you may have to
sieve the puree. Drain carefully and puree in blender with
other ingredients. Adjust saltiness and whirl again briefly.
If the color is not pleasing, blend in a few drops of green
food coloring. Makes about 2 cups.
Five-Greens Mayonnaise
10 fresh spinach leaves
2 tablespoons watercress leaves
2 tablespoons parsley leaves
1 tablespoon tarragon leaves
1 tablespoon Autumn’s asparagus puree
2 minced small green onions
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/8 teaspoon garlic powder
1 cup mayonnaise
Salt to taste
2 tablespoon minced parsley
All ingredients should be fresh if possible. Use smaller
quantities of dried herbs. Put spinach, watercress,
parsley, and tarragon leaves together with the asparagus
puree, onion, lemon juice, and garlic powder into a
blender and make a smooth paste. Stir this paste into the
mayonnaise and mix thoroughly; salt to taste and add
parsley. Chill. Makes about IV3 cups.

For more information on UCF’s
new farm and Home Feeds, fill out
the blanks below and send to Phil
Dotten, UCF, 339 Broad Street,
Fitchburg, MA 01420.
N a m e _______
Street

Settlement Asparagus Soup
2 bunches or equivalent of fresh asparagus or stalk
bottoms
3 pints soup stock
1 slice onion
3 tablespoons butter or margarine
3 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon chopped parsley
Vi cup each of milk and cream or 1 cup of half-and-half
Sour cream for garnish
Peel any woody stalks of asparagus. Cut off tiny tips, if
any, and cook about 1 minute until crunchy-tender; drain
and set aside. Put stock in soup kettle; add asparagus
stalks and onion and boil 30 minutes; drain, reserving
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DOUBLE

stock. Put asparagus and onion through a blender or rub
through a sieve. Heat butter; add flour, salt, and parsley.
Cook with the hot stock, adding the milk and cream, and
the pureed asparagus. Adjust saltiness. Serve in small
bowls garnished with a dollop of sour cream and 4 to 5
asparagus tips each. If you have no tips, use a sprig of
parsley. Serves 6.

Y
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Spargasalata
1 pound asparagus tips
Vt cup salad oil
1 pound mushrooms
6 small green tomatoes
4 medium red tomatoes, cut into wedges
Vi head cauliflower, separated into florets
4 gherkins sliced
V2 head shredded lettuce
V2 head shredded red cabbage
3 tablespoons white wine vinegar
3 tablespoons lemon juice
Salt and pepper to taste
Olive oil as needed

DOLLAR
® ® U L ^

If using fresh asparagus, cook tips for 3 to 4 minutes.
Then plunge them into cold water for several minutes;
drain. Saute mushrooms and green tomatoes in oil at low
heat for about 5 minutes; remove from heat and cool.
Reserve any remaining oil. Combine with asparagus tips,
red tomatoes, cauliflower, and gherkins, and toss lightly
with lettuce and cabbage. Dress with vinegar, lemon juice,
salt, and pepper mixed with the oil left from cooking
mushrooms. Add olive oil as needed. Chill through and
serve. Serves 4.
Quiche Argenteuil

8-inch pastry crust unbaked
1 bunch fresh asparagus
Small amount of Autumn’s asparagus puree
Va cup finely chopped onion
Butter or margarine
Va cup shredded ham or veal
2 eggs
1 cup of half-and-half
6 ounces grated parmesan cheese
6 ounces grated Gruyere cheese
Hollandaise sauce
Make your favorite recipe for pastry and line pie pan
with it. Cook half the well-trimmed asparagus until just
crunchy-tender; drain. Cook the rest of the asparagus until
thoroughly soft, and make a small recipe of Autumn’s
Asparagus Puree. Arrange tender spears in bottom of pie
pan, immediately on top of pastry. Saute onions until soft
in butter. Sprinkly onions and ham over asparagus spears.
Mix eggs, half-and-half, and cheeses and pour over all.
Bake in 325 degree oven about 1 hour until set. While
quiche bakes, mix asparagus puree and hollandaise sauce
to desired consistency (approximately equal proportions)
for sauce, and serve with quiche wedges. Serves 4 to 6 as
entree.
'
□

Send S100and we will send you a $200 money certi
ficate good on any Shumway purchase along
with our full-color, 76-page garden catalog, we
offer a selection of over 3500 Items In vegetable
seeds, flower seeds, nursery stock and garden
supplies. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
R. H. SH U M W A Y S EED SM A N
628 Cedar street
BOX 777 • Dept. FSTD
Rockford, Illinois 61105
□ Here Is my $1.00! Please rush my $2.00
money certificate and catalog.
□ Please also send a bulk catalog.
N a m e __________
Address ___________________________________________

State
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oday, many Americans are
looking to the past for a
simpler and more economical
way of life. As food and fuel prices
rise, the old ways of running a
farmstead are being re-examined. We
have rediscovered organic gardening,
the woodstove, the scythe and the
family cow.
The decision to use animal power is
often an economic one. When com
pared to a tractor, the draft animal
costs little to buy and maintain. The
“ fuel” can be grown right on the
farm. It never needs spare parts and
will start on even the coldest winter
mornings. It also gives the oWner two
valuable byproducts - manure and
companionship.
If you decide that you want to raise
a draft animal, you’ll have to choose
between horses and cattle. What will
be best for you—a horse, mule, ox or
draft cow? Although slower than a
horse or mule, the oxen calf is by far
easiest to raise, train and equip. It is
the logical choice for the small farmer
who has had little or no experience
with draft animals. Cattle have a
gentleness and stability of character
that makes them very tractable. Their
“ eagerness to please” makes your
chances of successfully raising an ox
or draft cow very high.

T

The Training
If you’ve ever trained a dog, cat or
child, you can train a calf to work for
you. And even if you haven’t trained
an animal, you’ll probably have
success with a calf as long as you have
some patience and the confidence to
try. You may choose to train a male
calf who will when “ gelded” grow up
to be a full-time working ox. Or you
may prefer a heifer who will also
double as the family milk cow. In
either case the training is simple. It
involves only repetition, affection and
discipline.
The training of your calf can begin
at a very early age. A collar and rope
can be put on the calf a few days after
birth and he can be encouraged to
walk beside you. Training, at this
stage, should include a lot of hand
ling. Petting, hugging, cooing and

generally being silly, will make your
little bovine emotionally attached to
you and easier to work with later.
Teaching your calf to walk beside
you without bolting, or jumping
ahead, will take some time. Stand at
the calf’s left side. When you want
him to go forward, push on his rump
with your right hand and pull on his
neck rope with your left. At the same
time, say “ Giddyap,” “ Get-up” or
whatever word you want to use for
“ Go.”
When you want him to stop, pull
back on the neck rope and say
“ Whoa.” Say the words, “ Get-up” or
“ Whoa” each time your calf starts or
stops regardless of whether it was you
or the calf that initiated the move
ment. At this point, you are trying to
teach the animal that there is a
relationship between the spoken word
and the action. When your little pal
does it right, reward him by hugging,
patting or whatever feels good to your
calf. Our Atlas likes to have his chin
rubbed. At this stage it is useless and
possibly harmful to punish your
animal for wrong behavior. Praise for
good behavior should be enough
encouragement. Some trainers use
food as a reward but I feel that food is
too much of a distraction.
Practice sessions should only last
about 15 minutes to avoid stressing a
very young animal. Try to fit in
several 15 minute sessions a day if
you can. Eventually, the day will
come when your calf responds cor
rectly to a given signal 90 percent of
the time. Rejoice! Your calf is going to
become a draft animal after all.
hesitate to suggest any kind of
training timetable for fear of
discouraging someone who has
a “ slow learner.” Your calf may learn
these initial commands in a few days
or it may take weeks or months. A
lot will depend on the age and
temperament of the animal. A twomonth old calf will learn more quickly
than a younger calf and a calm animal
more quickly than a flighty one.

I

Atlas’ training began when he was
five days old and at six weeks I wrote
in my journal, “ He has a real grasp of
“Get-up” and “ Whoa.” Most of his

learning took place between two and
three months of age. During that time
he mastered “ Gee,” “ Haw” and
“ Back.” If your animal doesn’t make
any progress and he is less than two
months old, you might want to quit for
a few weeks and let him grow up a
little.
The question may well be asked,
“ Why not buy a two-month old calf
and start training at that age?”
Indeed, this would give you more of a
return for your efforts and I recom
mend it to anyone who has had
experience with large animals or
bovines in general. For novices like
myself (the only other animal I had
trained was a cat) a 100 pound
wobbling newborn was a lot less
intimidating than a 200 pound boun
cing two-month old. A very young calf
can be pushed, pulled, picked up and
put in a car (handy for when you first
get your calf at the farm). All these
things can, of course, be done with an
older calf but it’s a lot more difficult,
especially if the calf has never been
handled.
After “ Get-up” and “ Whoa” are
well established, start teaching the
left-hand turn or “ Haw” . Since you
are working the calf from his left side,
just tug on the neck rope until the calf
turns towards you (left). Say “ Haw”
each time you do this and he will
eventually learn to turn left by voice
command alone.
“ Gee,” or the right-hand turn, is a
little more difficult. Try pushing the
calf’s head around to the right as you
say “ Gee.” You can also veer him off
the right by standing in his way so
that he has to make a right-hand turn.
In any event, make sure the animal
thoroughly understands one com
mand before going on to the next.
“ Back” is fairly easy to teach. Push
or pull back on the animal while
tapping on the front legs with a stick if
necessary. After these first five
commands are mastered, your calf is
basically trained. Training sessions
can be gradually lengthened to an
hour or so after the calf is two or three
months old.
Atlas has been taught two addi
tional commands which are used to
correct problems of “ Drifting.” It has
been said that the single ox will drift

If you’ve ever trained a dog you can train a
calf to work for you. Oxen have a gentleness and
stability of character that makes them very tractable.
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more than a team and I believe Atlas
is more of a drifter than most.
Drifting, is the tendency to wander
left or right when you want the animal
to go straight ahead. When Atlas
drifts to the left (towards the driver)
he is given a swat on the left and told
to “ Get over.” “ Come over” and a
swat on his right side corrects a drift
to the right.

Simple balkiness can be corrected
with a swat on the rump with a twig or
small sapling. How hard? Whatever it
takes to get action. A failure to
“ Whoa” can usually be corrected
with a hard jerk on the neck rope.
Some people use a swat to the front
legs to reinforce “ Whoa,” but this is
hard to do when your calf is galloping
down a hill.

Discipline

he most sensitive area on a calf
seems to be on the top of the
skull right between the horns. I
save that particular punishment for
cases of extreme misbehavior or
behavior that is in anyway dangerous
to me (running away, charging, etc.).

Up to this point I have not said
much about punishment or discipline
for the calf. I feel that it’s important,
in the beginning, to develop a good,
loving relationship with your animal
so that he will want to work for you.
He should not fear you and you should
not fear him. However, there will
definitely come a time when, “ To
spare the rod will spoil the ox.” He
will begin to test you and you must,
for your own safety, establish your
authority. Atlas remained angelic
until three months old. At that time,
he began systematically to play
games of “ run-away,” “ charge,”
“ balk” and “ I don’t remember how
to do that. ’’ He was trying to exert his
will over mine and I suppose that in
child-rearing this would be the “ ter
rible twos.”
Again, when your animal misbe
haves, you must come out on top. Try
to imagine your bovine baby as a
2,000 pound steer and this should
encourage you to stop any bad habits
before they become ingrained. Cer
tain behaviors such as sparring (or
playfully charging with the head
down) are instinctive to a little bull
and it might seem cute to you now.
But try to think of him doing that
when he’s full grown with six-inch
horns. It’s a lot easier and less painful
for both of you if bad habits are
stopped the very first time.
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I think it is easiest to train a single
calf by using only a neck rope, rather
than a harness, until he learns all the
commands. With just a neck rope, you
have the most maneuverability and
you can push him this way and that.
However, if you are training the calf
single-handedly and/or the calf be
comes uncontrollable, a harness of
some kind is advisable. The ideal first
harness is a yoke. If you want
something elaborate, you can handcarve a yoke and fit it with a wooden
bow.
If you just want something func
tional, you can hollow out the center
of a three-foot 2 x 4 and fit it with a
piece of bent reinforcing rod. Atlas’s
first harness was a nylon strap
arrangement. It seemed to work all
right for training purposes even
though he pulled from the shoulders
like a horse instead of from the top of
the neck like an ox. At six months of
age he was switched over to a yoke
without any difficulty.

Training a calf doesn’t stop after all
the commands are mastered. You
must keep reinforcing those com
mands as often as possible. As one ox
driving friend put it, “ It’s not that
they forget, it’s that they pretend to
forget.”
This same friend advised me to take
my calf out for work or training
sessions every day. “ Every day,” he
emphasized, and looked sternly into
my eyes to see if I believed him. I
didn’t then, but I do now. If you are
really pressed for time, every other
day will suffice, but you will not have
as well-behaved an animal as you’d
like.
Beware of the downward spiral that
goes like this. You run out of time and
your calf gets taken out only three and
then two times a week. He becomes
more and more difficult and you find
yourself yelling and hitting until
you’re exhausted and totally frus
trated. Then, the next time you think
about taking him out, you remember
the hassle and you let even more time
slip by between sessions. The end
result is that the ox-to-be goes to the
hamburger plant.
The cure for this dilemma is to
reverse the trend and take him out
every day. Lo and behold, by the third
day he is a good little ox again and
such a joy to work with that you want
to take him out as often as you can.
This is not to say that you can’t take
a week or two off if you have to. A
calf’s training can be interrupted for
as long as necessary (I had to let ten
days go by when I had the flu). You
will just have to start again slowly
with the most basic commands and
work him back up to the level where
you left off.

If calf training is starting to sound
like a time comsuming project let me
warn you that it is! If you don’t have
an hour a day for training and another
half hour for feeding and cleaning up,
you would be wiser to wait until you
do have the time.
On the Job Training

Ideally, training sessions should
involve useful work. Hauling in
firewood, bringing produce from the
garden, and giving the neighborhood
kiddies a cart ride are all good
opportunities to reinforce training. I
believe calves know when they are
doing meaningful work and that they
enjoy variety. Your attitude will be
more positive too when your calf
becomes a labor-saving device.
A calf should be trained to drag
something along the ground before
he is asked to pull a cart. He will learn
on his own that pulling uphill involves
more effort and that pulling through
brush is harder than on a road.
Expose your calf to anything you think
he will encounter later. I went out of
my way to expose Atlas to cars,
trucks, chain saws, people, dogs,
mud, ice and all kinds of terrain.
When exposing your calf to fearful
stimuli, you may want to introduce a
signal such as “ Easy” or “ Careful.”
Say “ Easy” when a truck thunders by
and stroke your calf’s head to
reassure him. After awhile “ Easy”
will signify that something fright
ening is happening but that it’s OK.
This is particularly helpful when you
see something coming far ahead
which the calf doesn’t. You can use
“ Easy” to warn your calf of a
whizzing bicyclist or a grouse about to
flush. He may tense his muscles, but
he won’t bolt off into the brush.
One of the pleasures of calf training
is the relationship that develops
between calf and trainer. You learn
his body language just as he learns

yours. You eventually can tell when
he’s happy, tired, cranky or mis
chievous by watching his ears and
eyes. You learn what he likes to do
and what he doesn’t. You discover
how much force it will take to coerce
him. In short, you learn to com
municate.
I think you’ll find it helpful to
decide beforehand what this relation
ship should grow into. Will it be
friend/friend, owner/pet or master/
slave? I like to think of myself and
Atlas as employer/employee. I give
him room and board and he works for
me. And that’s all. I don’t give him
special treats as I might a dog or cat,
nor do I indulge his whims (such as
letting him drift over to nibble some
choice clover beside the road.) I
expect a certain level of performance.
This is not to say that I make all the
rules as in a master/slave relation
ship. As an employer, I realize there
has to be some give and take. For
example, Atlas likes to start out
slowly on a job and build up to a faster
pace as he goes along. This requires
some patience on my part, but in the
long run it works out to be the best for
both of us.
Choosing a Calf

If you are living in farm country,
you’ll have no trouble finding a calf.
Although more calves are bom in the
spring, they are usually available
from dairy farms at any time of the
year.
Any breed of cattle will produce a
good ox. Sex, color and body shape
will probably be the only determining
factors and this is just a matter of
personal preference. An ox, by the
way, is just a steer (castrated bull)
that has been trained to work. Many
people are under the illusion that an
ox is a special breed of cattle. If a
draft cow is what you’re after, then
you would, of course, choose from
among the dairy rather than the beef
breeds.

The health and temperament of
your prospective calf are import
ant. The calf’s eyes should be clear
and bright and there shouldn’t be any
discharge from the nose. Be sure and
check the rear end. A tail that is caked
with manure is a sign of scours (calf
diarrhea). The back should be straight
and the calf should walk without
difficulty.
Temperament is difficult to judge in
a very young calf. The calf should
seem calm and yet inquisitive. A very
docile calf may be sick or just plain
lacking in gumption or intelligence. A
nervous, jumpy calf, on the otherhand, is going to be difficult to train.
A farmer with a small herd will
already know the personality of each
calf and it’s wise to ask his opinion on
the matter.
If you want your draft animal to
have horns, don’t get a calf from a
polled (hornless) variety. Also, make
sure that the farmer has not already
dehorned your future calf. Dehorning
is a common practice and is usually
performed when the calf is very
young.
Horns are useful as well as decor
ative. An ox learns to apply brakes to
a downhill load by lifting his head and
letting the yoke push against the back
of his skull. The horns keep the yoke
from slipping over his head.
The calf may be already castrated
at the time you buy it or it may not.
Calves are sometimes castrated (tes
ticles removed) at a few weeks of age.
The most common age for castration
is at two months or more so that the
calf develops more bullish char
acteristics such as a thick neck and
shoulders. In any event, castration is
not nearly the trauma, for you or the
calf, that you might expect. It doesn’t
involve much pain or blood and is
done very quickly. Have a veter
inarian or experienced farmer do this
for you.
□
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Yoking Your Oxen Calf
Equipment

One of the points in favor of the ox
is the simplicity of the equipment he
requires. Yokes can sometimes be
picked up at country auctions or
antique shops. In any event, they are
easy to make. Carts, plows, cultiva
tors, sleds and other animal-powered
implements still abound in New
England. At worst, they have been
left rotting in abandoned fields and at
best, they have been stored in dry
attics or hay lofts.
Any implements that were used by
a single horse can be adapted to the
single ox. The going rate here in
Northern New York for used equip
ment such as plows or cultivators in
fair to poor condition is $25.00. You’ll
pay more for equipment in good
shape. Sometimes old implements
can be had for the asking by people
not too timid to inquire about a piece
of “junk” spied from the road.

When you have your yoke and bow
ready, its time to fit the two together.
Drill two holes in your yoke for the
ends of the bow to pole through.
Make sure that these holes are in the
same plane and straight down. Now
drill a small hole in one end of your
bow to receive a nail, peg or clip to
hold the bow in place. A threaded eye
bolt on each side of the yoke and
you’re done.
I haven’t given any definite mea
surements for the yoke because every
calf is a different size. The best
approach is to measure your animal
for a custom fit.
First measure the width of the
neck. You can do this by holding a
rule above the calf’s neck and
sighting down. This measurement
gives you the length of the curve at
the top of the yoke. It also tells you
how far apart to drill the holes which
receive the bow.

Yokes
Yokes can be carved from almost
any type of seasoned wood. Atlas’s
present yoke was shaped from the
natural crook in a grey birch. Two
aluminum tent poles were used for a
makeshift “ bow.” Since aluminum
can’t easily be bent into a “ U”
without breaking, a modified “ U”
was made by inserting the ends of the
poles into a block of wood. Nails were
driven through the poles and block to
keep the wood block from slipping off.
If you have access to a pipe bender
(sometimes hardware or plumbing
stores have them) you can use a single
piece of steel pipe. Or, you could use
a piece of Vi-inch reinforcing rod
(available at building supply stores)
that you can easily bend yourself.
If you are a traditionalist, you’ll
want to steam and bend your own
bow. The best wood for this is ash.
Use a knot-free sapling an inch or
more in diameter.
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The second measurement is the
length of the calf’s neck vertically.
Take this measurement just in front of
the calf’s shoulders. Now you know
the length of the bow—but do add a
few inches for the bow to stick up
through the yoke.
The third measurement is the calf’s
width at his mid-section. Again, you’ll
have to sight down from above the
animal. This measurement tells you
the approximate length of the yoke.
Add a few inches to each side so that
the shafts or traces attached to the
yoke don’t chafe against the animal’s
sides.
There will be a certain amount of
guesswork and alterations, especially
with your first yoke. To check the fit of
a completed yoke, see if the yoke sits
comfortably on the calf’s neck without
too much play or slippage. There
should be just enough room for you to
put your hand between the bow and
the calf’s neck. When the calf pulls,
he is pulling with the back of his neck;
the bow only serves to hold the yoke
in place.
Having trained your calf and made
your yoke, you now have a very useful
draft animal. In winter, he can plow
your driveway and make ski trails. In
spring, he can haul in next year’s
firewood and carry the sap to the
sugarhouse. In fall, he can bring the
harvest in from the fields or make
forays into the orchard for the harvest
there. You’ll find more and more uses
for your ox or draft cow until you
become totally dependent on him or
her. Fortunately, you’ll have this
wonderful new “ machine” for the
next 15 or 20 years. Before the end of
that time, you’ll already be training
your next calf.
□

An antique yoke and one made by the
author, which Atlas is wearing in the
photo at the right.

Kathy Montan farmsteads in Canton,
New York. Illustrations by Cathy
Frey. Yoke drawings and photos by
Jon Montan.

sssss....... —SBi

One ofthe advantages of the working ox
isthat he requires onlysimple equipment.
Measuring
forYoke Size

A Quick Yoke
(//oOOEfJ

Atlas’Homemade
Yoke

Atlas inYoke
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Across the land fruit trees are
bloom ings This handy reference will
help you determine when your orchard
will flower.

Blossoming
Times
Variety & State

Usual Dates
of
Full Bloom

Cortland, Red & Golden
Delicious, McIntosh,
Rome Beauty, Etc..
Arkansas
Northwest . . .
Crowley Ridge
California..............
Colorado
Fremont........
Larimer..........
Connecticut..........
D elaw are..............
Idaho
Southwest . . .
South Central
Illinois
West Central .
South Central
South Central
Indiana..................
Iowa........................
Kentucky..............
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Maine..............................
Maryland
Chesapeake Bay .........
M assachusetts...............
Michigan........................
Minnesota .......................
Missouri..........................
M ontana........................
New Je rse y .....................
New Ham pshire.............
New York
W estern...................
Hudson V alley........
North Carolina
Mountain.....................
O hio................................
Pennsylvania.................
Rhode Island....... ...........
South Carolina.................
Vermont..........................
Virginia
Roanoke A r e a .........
Piedm ont.................
Washington
Lower Yakima Valley
Upper Yakima Valley
Mt. Vernon Range . .
South W estern........
West Virginia
Eastern Panhandle . .
Wisconsin ......................

Cherries
........... April 15
......... March 30
........... April 15
........... April 30
..............May 20
......... May 5-15
....... April 20-30
April 30-May 10
April 30-May 15
...............May 1
........... April 20
........... April 25
....... April 25-30
..............May 15
....... April 10-30

Arkansas .............
California.............
Colorado .............
Connecticut .........
Idaho ...................
Southwest. . . .
Twin Falls
Illinois...................
Michigan.............
Northwest . .
West Central.
Southwest
New York.............
W est.............
Hudson Valley
O hio.....................
Lake Erie
O th e r...........

....... May 15-30
....... April 20-30
....... May 10-20
..............May 10
....... May 10-15
....... April 15-25
.............. May 25
......... May 1-10
....... May 15-25
....... May 15-25
......... May 5-15
April 15-May 5
April 15-May 15
......... May 1-15
......... May 5-15
......... April 5-15
....... May 15-25
......... April 5-25
....... April 10-30
........... April 25
........... April 30
. April 8-May 24
. April 5-May 15
........... April 25
. May 20-June 5
Usual Dates
of
Full Bloom

......... April 1-15
......... April 1-15
April 15-May 15
...............May 1
. April 20-May 5
. April 20-30
. April 25-May 5
April 15-20
......... May 1-25
......... May 5-25
......... May 1-20
......... May 1-10
......... May 1-20
May 5-20
May 1-15
April 20-May 10
May 1-10
April 25-May 5

Pennsylvania.................
South Central
Northwest.............
Washington
Mt.Vernon Range .
S.W. Washington .
Yakima Valley
Below 1000’
1000-2000.........

Over 2000’ .......
West Virginia...............
Wisconsin
E a s t......................

.............. May 1-15
.............May 1-10
............. May 5-15
. March 28-May 10
March 21-April 25
. . April 7-April 26
. . April 20-May 5
. . April 25-May 10
......... April 10-15
.................May 20

Usual Dates
of
Full Bloom

Connecticut
............... April 25-May 10
Iowa ..................................................................April 20-30
M assachusetts.........
............. May 1-15
New Ham pshire.......
............. May 5-20
New J e rs e y ...............
. . . April 15-May 5
South...................
...........April 15-25
C entral...............
...........April 20-30
N o rth .................
. . . April 25-May 5
New York...................
. . April 25-May 20
W est...................
............. May 1-20
Hudson Valley. . .
. . April 25-May 15
O hio..........................
. . . April 15-May 5
N o rth .................
. . . April 25-May 5
South...................
......... April 15-25
Pennsylvania.............
. April 10-May 15
South Central .
. . April 20-May 5
E a s t ...................
. . . April 15-May 5
Northwest.........
. . April 25-May 15
Rhode Island.............
. . April 25-May 10
Washington
Mt. Vernon.......
. March 24-May 2
S.W. Washington
March 21-April 20
Yakima
Valley
Yakima Valley
Below 1000’
March 26-April 15
1000 2000
. April 1-April 21
Over 2000
.. . April 10-May 1
West V irginia...........
. . . . April 7-May 1
-

Pears

Bose
Central Coast.............
M ountain...................
Comice
Central Coast.............
Colorado ............................
Mesa County...............
Delta County...............
Connecticut........................
Idaho
Southwest...................
Michigan............................
Southwest...................
West Central...............
New York............................
W estern......................
Oregon................................
M edford.....................
Hood River .................
Willamette Valley . . . .
Pennsylvania.....................
Utah ..................................
N o rth ..........................
S o u th ..........................
Washington........................
Bartlett
Lower Yakima Valley-2
Upper Yakima Valley-3
North Central Area
River Zone-4...........
Intermediate Zone 5 .
Upper Zone-6.........
Columbia River.......

March 25-April 10
March 15-April 10
March 25-April 10
. . . April 15-May 5
............... April 20
............... May 1-5
.............. May 1-10
......... April 20-30
.............. May 5-15
..............May 5-10
........... May 10-15
.............. May 1-20
.............. May 5-20
. . . . April 5-May 5
. . . . . . . April 5-25
. . April 10-May 15
......... April 15-30
......... April 10-30
......... April 25-30
................April 30
................April 25
. . . April 5-May 10
................April 20
................April 25
................April 20
................April 25
...................May 5
.................April 5

’

Usual Dates
of
Full Bloom

California
Bartlett................................................ March 10-April10
Hardy
Central Coast................................... March 20-April15
Mountain & Sacramento River . . . March 15-April 10
Anjou
Central Coast................................... March 20-April15

California.............
Michigan.............
Minnesota.............
New Y ork.............
Ohio.......................
Oregon.................
Utah
Low elevation.
High elevation
Washington.........
W isconsin...........

......... May 1-10
....... May 15-25
....... June 10-20
May 25-June 10
............. May 15
....... May 25-30
May 25-June 10
......... July 1-15
....... May 10-15
........... June 15
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Most apple trees
withstand winters of
-25 F.

/

Leaf Bud

tolerate winters of
-15 to -20 F.
Seckel & Bartlett p ea rs

a n d b y fall buds
d e v e lo p a true
d o rm a n t condition.
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pollin ate *
\ e a c h other.
Good pollinating'
w eather is sunny
and w a rm ...
,

BARTLETT

- Cut an apple in half across
its axis and see the 5-pointed
s ta r...a n im age of the 5 d iv i
sions of the fem ale part of the
flow er.

Rain during bloom period
may wash away pollen and
prevent bees from w orking.
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produce pollen.
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pollination
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•••

A p p le trees bloom
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W e stern ex p o su re to d e la y bloom ing.
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apricots&

r

blooms
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vTfter petal fall,
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at 28 degrees F.

% A ^ J sour cherries
are mostly “ Self-Fruitful
\

A single E lberta peach tre e w ill s e t fruit,
(but a J.H. H ale peach w ill not!)
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DO NOT SPRAY
WHEN TREES
ARE IN
FULL BLOOM!
\sects to carry pollen
fstart fruit developing,

W in e s a p ,
Staym an and
M cIntosh apples are
good p o llin ato rs...
but B aldw in is bad!
J
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Red plum cultivars
req u ire cross-pol^
lination by
U /^ a n o th e r red
%
1 plum cultivar.
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Blackberries
. bloom
just before
clover. Sf I -
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Beginner’s Guide
to Beehive Inspection
Spring is the time to get to know your bees
again—their condition and health and the size of the
colony can be determined easily when you know what to look for.
by Karen Molinar
here is a great thrill and a
wonderful comradery a bee
keeper feels with his bees
when he opens the hive and stands
fearlessly amidst them, observing the
hum of their well-ordered activity.
However, there is some serious and
practical inspection to be done at
these times. If you are a beginning
beekeeper, you will be wise to
consciously plan before you open your
hive just what it is that you are going
to be looking for. This article is to help
you organize your plans.
We’ll begin in the springtime and
assume you have achieved those first
steps of getting some bees and
getting them into your hives. Your
first check after giving the bees about
a week to settle in is mostly just to
make sure that you do have a queen
and that she is laying. Both of these
are proven by the presence of eggs, so
you don’t need to actually find her.
You should find eggs in the middle
frames, and see them by standing so
the sun is coming over your shoulder
and tilting the frame so that it shines
inside the drawn out cells. If you see
what looks like little white pieces of
rice standing upright in the cells and
some glistening white larvae at
various stages, all is well. If there are
no eggs, start making plans to replace
the queen.
It is hard to resist visiting your bees
constantly at first, but you must be
patient because too much exposure in
the cool early spring weather can chill
them. The next time you open the
hive for inspection should be in
another week or two, and by then
some of the brood should be capped.
Brood cappings are straw brown and
are slightly raised. Very round cap
pings in cells that are a little larger
than average indicate drone brood.

T

Every seven days or so a good queen
should have the larger part of both
sides of one frame covered with
brood.
It is normal to have some empty
cells among the brood, but take note
of a very irregular, scattered pattern.
The amount and distribution of brood
are your keys to assessing the quality
of your queen. If she is poor, consider
replacing her.
Subsequent checks can be made
every couple of weeks in the spring
and every week as the weather
becomes real warm. You will become
familiar quickly with the pattern of
the brood frame, with the brood in the
central area, pollen around it and
honey or nectar in the upper and outer
corners. Also take notice of the health
of the hive. Disease can strike both
brood and adult bees.
Foulbrood
The most deadly disease is Amer
ican Foulbrood (AFB), which attacks
brood, as you would suspect, and is
found in all seasons. AFB is caused by
a bacteria which causes larvae to
decay, leaving spores which are very
very resistant to temperature, disin
fectants and dehydration. They live
indefinitely in honey and on combs,
and while they present no human
health concern, their presence can
easily bring disaster to any colony
with which they come in contact.
One important sign of AFB is
sunken, perforated brood cappings
with a greasy appearance around the
edges. Dead larvae are dark brown
and some are on their backs with their
tongues sticking upward. As decay
progresses you can stick a toothpick
into one of the cells and a stringy,
elastic thread one to four inches long
will follow the toothpick as you
remove it. The final decomposition

leaves what is called a scale which is
white and attaches itself to the lower
cell wall so tightly that the bees
cannot remove it themselves. Along
with all these sad and repulsive
symptoms there is sometimes an
offensive odor.
uropean Foulbrood (EFB) is
not as common as American
Foulbrood but in certain places
in the United States can become
rather prevalent, especially in the
spring before a major nectar flow.
Luckily it is not as deadly as AFB,
although it can destroy hives if
unchecked. While AFB generally
attacks larvae that are capped or close
to being capped, EFB attacks very
young larvae that are still coiled in the
cells. The larvae turn light yellow and
tend to lose their form. A check with a
toothpick reveals a thicker shorter
ropiness than is characteristic of AFB.
The scales that result from EFB can
be removed by the bees, so it is
unlikely that you will see any.
Parafoulbrood is still another bac
terial disease that attacks brood and
exhibits some of the same symptoms
as AFB and EFB. It is not very
common and only occurs in restricted
areas.
The least serious brood disease that
may trouble your hive is Sacbrood, a
virus disease which leaves dead
larvae on the bottom of the cells with
their heads upward. The tip of the
head is usually black and the body a
brownish or gray color. When pulled
out of the cells, they seem to be in
little sacks.

E

What to Look For
So, as you look over your frames of
brood, ask yourself a few questions.
Do the caps look normal, slightly
raised? Are the larvae a healthy,
pearly white? If not, what stage of
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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BEEKEEPING
In the Northeast
Full line
of quality

BEE
SUPPLIES
Offering
2 BEGINNER’S
PACKAGES
Compare Our Prices
9 5 /8 ” Super - $8.90
Send one dollar for catalog
and price list to:

H a rd s c ra b b le F a rm
Rt. 1, Box 86-FS
Barnet, Vt. 05821
802-592-3366
Call anytime Sat., Sun., or Mon.

GREAT SAUSAGE RECIPES
227 page illustrated book explains sau
sage making plus home curing and smok
ing of meat, fowl and fish. Over 100 rec
ipes. Free equipment and supply catalog
has more information. For yours, send to:
The SAUSAGE MAKER
Dept. 18
177 Military Rd.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

YOU CAN GROW HERBS!
Current catalog is brimful
with culinary tea, and de
corative herbs, dye plants,
seeds, recipes, growing
-guide, garden plans, handy
items for the herb grower.
New varieties yearly! Send
$1.00 (refundable first or
der) to:

SANDY MUSH HERB NURSERY
R t. 2, D ep t F M , Leicester,N C 28748—

FREE STRAWBERRY BOOKLET
Free Strawberry Booklet
This booklet tells how to grow ’em in your
garden all for fun and profit! Lists all the
best varieties for your area. Also lists
Raspberries, Blackberries, Asparagus,
Rhubarb, G rapes and Blueberries.

Guaranteed to grow! Recipes are
included.

rrvlS[urserv0 ^
-MSetn.
R. R. 1 Dept. FS81
Huntingburg, Indiana 47542
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larvae seem to be affected? Can you
see any scales in any of the cells? Is
there a foul odor? And, of course, if
things seem to warrant checking for
ropiness with a toothpick, do that.
When you have made an educated
inspection and if you suspect disease,
you will want to call your State or
County Bee Inspector or an expert
beekeeper in your area for a positive
identification. This is very important
because the entire hive may need to
be destroyed, but on the other had
some brood diseases are often con
trolled by simply dequeening for a
certain length of time to clean out the
disease before new larvae are intro
duced. Sometimes a good nectar flow
will strengthen a hive enough to
eradicate disease. Then too, dead
brood does not always mean disease.
A lot of brood can die from starvation
if there is a lack of food in the early
spring. And a harmless explanation
for a foul odor may be dead drone
brood, purposely neglected because it
was needless. So when you find what
you think are signs of disease, don’t
despair until you’re sure it’s justified.
Presently many beekeepers are
using Terramyacin and sodium sulfathinazole as preventative medicine for
serious brood disease. Other bee
keepers prefer not to give drugs to
their bees. You may want to discuss
this with your Bee Inspector or ocher
respected beekeepers before you
make your decision.
Adult Bee Diseases
The most common adult bee dis
ease is Nosema, caused by a inicroscropic protozoa which affects the
lining of the intestines and can cut a
bee’s life in half. The biggest threat of
Nosema is in winter and early spring
among bees that are in long confine
ment, or where hive equipment
and/or water is contaminated, or
among any hives that are in some way
stressed. A hive that seems to be
weakening, producing less brood and
exhibiting excessive numbers of dead
or dying bees may mean a Nosema
infection. Take a look around the front
entrance of the hive. Worker bees
should be sailing up to the “ door”
and scurrying in. Lots of bees
crawling, standing still and trem
bling, or trying to fly unsuccessfully is
not normal. Closer inspection may
reveal a distorted appearance of the
wings and shiny bloated stomachs.
These same basic signs, along with
hairless bees and a sickening odor,

accompany another adult bee disease,
bee paralysis. Again, beginning bee
keepers should check with authorities
when they suspect problems such as
these. An antibiotic cahedFumagillan
is used effectively as a preventative
and sometimes a cure for Nosema,
and requeening can fight off par
alysis.

Hone/ bee larvae killed by American
foulbrood, as seen in cells:(A) Healthy larva
at age when most of brood dies of American
foulbrood; (B-F) dead larvae in progressive
stages of decomposition (remains shown in
F are scale)—from H. Shimanuki, 1977.

n addition to disease, it is wise
to be aware of several other
possible bee enemies. Mice
and ant invasions are sometimes a
problem, and lots of dead bees in
front of the hive may indicate pest
icide or plant poisoning. Another
devastating enemy to weak hives is
the wax moth. The larvae of this moth
tunnel through and eat combs and
burrow into the wood of frames and
hive boxes. Masses of ugly webs are
tell-tale of their presence. The adults
are small brown moths that run for
cover when the hive top is opened. If
you see any wax moth or larvae in
your hives, try to kill them, and be
extra watchful for them during future
inspections.
Stili another bee enemy you should
be aware of is robber bees. As their
name implies, these are bees from
neighboring colonies that come to
steal honey, especially in the early
spring or between the heavy nectar
flows when their supplies may be low.
This is another reason why your first
examinations are kept short, because
these unscrupulous bees may even
dart into a hive from the top.
Normally, however, you’ll spot them
around the entrance, evident by their
guilty, hurried movements as they
await their chance to slip in. While
your bees enter the hive heavy with
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their harvest and leave unencum
bered to gather more, robber bees
enter lean and empty and leave fat
with stolen honey. Thus weighted
down, they often crawl up the hive to
the top to get an easier start, and are
easily spotted as robbers this way. If
you do see robbing at your hive,
reduce the entrance to give guard
bees total surveillance as one bee
comes through at a time.
If your bees are increasing as they
should, you will need to add a super
(another hive box) before too long in
the spring. This is commonly done
just as the major nectar flow begins,
but you should keep an eye on
conditions each time you open your
hive. As a general rule, when about
eight of the frames are covered with
bees, it is time to add a super.
It is also time when you see signs of
swarming. In fact, sometimes by then
it is too late. There are a number of
conditions that seem to lead to
swarming, but the main one which
you can do something about is
overcrowding. If your bees are getting
ready to swarm, one thing you may
notice when you approach your hive is
lots of bees clustered on the hive near
the entrance. This can also happen
during very hot weather when ventil
ation is poor inside the hive and when
there is a light nectar flow, in which
case you may only need to provide
shade.
The sure sign of swarming is when
you discover queen cells, which are
much larger than worker cells and are
about Vi to 1 inch long. They are built
along the lower edge of the frame,
even along the bottom bar. Bees
preparing to swarm usually make
about eight queen cells, and you can
expect a swarm a couple of days after
the first of these has been sealed.
Most of the time swarming is unde
sirable, so when you see queen cells
you will probably want to destroy
them, as well as utilizing other control
measures such as clipping the que
en’s wings and, of course, adding
more space.
Sometimes you may notice these
characteristic queen cells in the upper
portion of a frame. When they are
built in that location you know that the
bees are not preparing to swarm, but
are replacing an old or poor queen,
which is referred to supersedure. You
can thank them for the suggestion,
but you might want to requeen the
hive yourself by ordering a queen
which will be delivered long before

the three weeks it will take to
complete supersedure.
So, after the first couple of checks
on your queen and brood situation,
your basic spring inspections should
consist of an examination for signs of
disease and other bee enemies,
crowding, swarming and robbing, as
well as continued watchfulness for
queen quality. Your summer inspec
tions are the same, with the addition
of checking for that glorious day when
you can begin to extract some honey
for yourself. That day has arrived
whenever your extra supers are full of
honey and at least two-thirds of the
cells per frame are capped. When the
bees cap the honey it means that it
contains the proper moisture content,
and is therefore ripe.
During the fall as the weather cools
down you will probably not be
checking your hives as often as during
the very productive months. When
you do, however, continue to be
watchful for signs of disease and
enemies. You may notice the queen’s
egg-laying rate gradually diminishing
at this time. This is normal and
correct as the colony anticipates the
coming of winter. During your last
inspection before winter, you will
want to make an especially careful
examination for disease and to be
sure there is a queen present. Also
check the population of the hive,
making sure there are at least ten
frames of bees. A hive with less than
this should be combined with another
hive or reduced to a single hive body.
Use this same figure to judge your
colony when you open the hive again
next spring. At that time your bees
should have three frames of honey to
start the season, hopefully left over
from what you will leave for them in
the fall. A two-story hive needs at
least fifty pounds of honey to supply
them during the winter. In a full size
super, this is approximately ten
frames. This amount should be ad
justed according to how severe the
winters are where you live. The
degree of supplemental feeding as
well as specific winter preparations
varies with the location.
During the winter you shouldn’t
bother your bees for inspections, but
just remember to keep a check on
your own honey supply in order to
determine the necessity of starting
more hives next spring.
□
Karen Molinar runs a private apiary
in Bakersfield, California. Illustration
by Lea Eggleston.
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FREE
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First varieties grown in America.
A flavor treat unknown to most people to
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United States. FREE List.
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MAXICROP
the finest natural material for healthy roots

Gives You Results That
Others Dream About
• MAXICROP is natural solubilized sea
weed, made available in convenient,
easily applied and readily absorbed form.
• MAXICROP is the finest natural material
for healty roots...vigorous growth in
lawns, flowers, maximum vegetable and
fruit crops.
• MAXICROP is safe, non-pollutant and
economical.
SIZES AVAILABLE:
For Gardeners:
8 ounce, quart and gallon bottles.
For Farmers and Commercial Growers:
22 lbs. kegs of soluble powder (makes
33 gallons of liquid concentrated M AXI
CROP) and 44 lbs. kegs (makes 66
gallons).
INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM:

MAXICROP
P.O. Box 964F
Arlington Heights, IL 60006
Telephone [312] 253-0756
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H ow Your Fruit Trees Have Been A ffected~
by Steve Page

xtreme low temperatures this
winter throughout New Eng
land and the Midwest have
resulted in increased injury to fruit
trees. But how exactly, does hard
winter weather harm a tree?
For one thing, it is helpful and
interesting to understand that wood,
bark and bud tissue are comprised,
among other things, of freezable
liquids. Wood tissue is more suscepti
ble to death by freezing than are bark
and bud tissue. Death to wood cells
almost always occurs at -40 degrees
Fahrenheit. At this extreme tempera
ture, when a protoplasmic low-freez
ing point liquid inside apple wood
cells will suddenly freeze, finely
dispersed pure water turns to ice
outside the cells, and ruptures the
wood.
The bark, cambium and bud tis
sues, however, survive freezing by a
different mechanism. These tissues
have the ability to slowly move the
freezable liquids from inside their
cells to intercellular spaces where
freezing will not injure them. Dehy
dration caused by wind may occur
also, but if the freezing occurs slowly
enough, this transporting of liquid to
a safer space vvill actually protect the
bark and bud tissues to beyond -100
degrees Fahrenheit!
Nonetheless, a quick intense freeze
will still cause death to these tissues
because the survival mechanism does
not have time to react. The tissues
cannot acclimate quickly enough and
so will be injured or die.
Fruit trees also suffer from winter
kill if the preceding summer has been
extremely dry and the general vigor of
the tree impaired by this factor or by
disease, lack of nutrients, sunlight,
too heavy a fruit crop or an early frost.
If you feel that your trees have
suffered from severe winter weather
or any of the other health-reducing
factors mentioned above, hopefully
you have avoided early pruning.
(December, January or early Febru
ary.) Rather, delay your pruning until
March. The actual symptoms of twig
injury-loss of vigor, bark shrivel
ing and death—will not be evident
until later on in the year. So, after an
extreme winter, even March pruning
should be kept to a minimum, as
deadwood will become more evident
later in the summer.
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You can expect two other forms of
winter damage this spring. For one,
mouse populations were at a record
high last fall, and many orchardists
who failed to protect the trunks of
young trees from the gnawing des
truction of these pests, will exper
ience tree injury or loss.*
The other damage is bark splitting
due to temperature fluctuations. Low
angle winter sun rays reflected off
snow can warm fruit tree bark to 50 or
70 degrees Fahrenheit, even when
ambient temperature is below zero!
When the sun goes behind a cloud or
sets, however, the bark very quickly
cools, often resulting in splitting on
the south side of the trunk. You can
prevent this in the fall by an
application of a coat of white interior
latex paint on the south side of the
tree trunk. If damage has already
occurred, remove the dead bark with
a sharp knife and paint the wound
with white latex.
A traditional remedy for winter
damaged trees, is foliar spray of
nitrogen and boron. The value of this
for actually curing frozen wood is now
questioned by some, but it can’t hurt.
Use Urea Vi pound per 100 gallons, or
fish emulsion fertilizer per label plus
Solubor fertilizer (or Borax)—three
pounds per 100 gallons. To this I
would add liquid seaweed fertilizer
for its trace nutrients and growth
hormones. This spray should be
applied when the flower buds are in
pink, and again when the flower
petals have fallen.
Several mitigating factors have
taken some of the sting out of this
past winter’s cold. First, cold temper
atures in November over most of the
region encouraged early cold acclima
tion in the trees. Secondly, a good
snow cover has protected the roots
from the bitter cold. But the die has
already been cast, and the best you
can do is remedial work. Promise
yourself that you will make your trees
as healthy as possible this year to
encourage carbohydrate production,
and take the preventative steps I
mentioned, next fall.
□
♦See Farmstead- Early Summer 1979,
“ Protect Your Young Fruit Trees’’
Steve Page, author of Spraysaver Cal
endar, lives near Washington, Maine.

by Larry Servais
have been raising lettuce in a
small backyard garden for
forty years. Almost every year
I learn a little something, and as a
result the size of my patch now is
smaller, the crop is larger, and comes
due earlier in the season.
Each year I have given each plant
more space. Now I have settled on a
distance of eight inches between each
plant. This results in big, husky
leaves that are equal to a half-dozen
leaves from plants that are crowded.
The extra space in addition to
promoting fast and husky growth,
allows each plant plenty of sunlight.
As a result the lettuce is much richer
in vitamins.
Dig a hole at each 8-inch space and
put in a generous trowel of rich
compost. Plant two seeds about a half
inch apart in each hole. When the
seedlings are about a half inch tall
remove one of each pair, keeping the
best.
Many greenhouses now sell the
small lettuce plants, which saves you
a few weeks growing time and
provides an earlier crop. And, of
course, you may also start your own
plants inside from seed. While it is
still small, lettuce transplants very
readily.
Another way to start your lettuce
patch is to scatter a small amount of
seed outdoors in good loose soil and
cover with 1/4 inch of fine soil. When
the plants are about an inch tall pick
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the best ones and transplant them to
their spots eight inches apart. Keep a
few extras for replacement in case
there is a demise among the trans
plants.
After transplanting the main care of
these growing plants is to see that
they get adequate moisture. They
should be watered every few days,
but gently, while the plants are small.
As they get larger they begin more
rapid growth, and soon fill the space
between.
The next step in managing your
lettuce patch is an important one—the
manner of harvesting. Do not cut off
the top two-thirds of the plant. This is
a most wasteful method. Just snap
off the crisp, outside leaves as soon as
you think they are large enough for
use. In this way the smaller inner
leaves are undamaged, and continue
to grow, and at a surprising rate. At
first this method may seem more work
than cropping the entire plant, but
soon you will be snapping off leaves
the size of your hand and larger. It
doesn’t take many of these to fill a
large bowl. From a patch no larger
than a card table you can pluck an
amazing amount of lettuce ever day.
his method of snapping off the
outer leaves leads to another
aspect of lettuce raising which
can result in an earlier crop. I am
usually unable to resist planting
lettuce even before the frost is
completely out of the ground, hoping
for an unusually warm spring. But
normally cold weather slows the
growth rate of these very early plants
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so that the leaves are tough and
bitter.
However, by the time warm wea
ther arrives these plants will be well
rooted, and will start more rapid
growth. Just keep picking off the
older outer leaves. The more rapidly
growing new ones will be of good
quality.
Picking only the large leaves pays
off when it comes to washing your
lettuce. There is no small stuff to
bother with.
The method of rinsing I have finally
adopted seems most efficient and
thorough. I use two large stainless
steel bowls. I submerge the lettuce in
cold water, slosh it around a bit, and
then instead of pouring off the water I
lift the lettuce out, a few leaves at a
time, and put it in the other bowl of
water. I then dump the used water,
rinse the bowl, fill it with water and
repeat the process. Pouring the water
off with the lettuce still in the bowl
allows too much of the debris to
remain with the lettuce. After about
three or four changes your water
should be clear and free of any
particles of debris, indicating the job
is done.
In removing the clinging moisture
from lettuce I merely shake the bowl
vigorously, jolt it with the heel of my
hand a few times, and then pour off
the water that has settled to the
bottom. A minute or two of this
exercise seems to do a good job. I
prefer this to packing the lettuce in a
wire basket and swinging it. I find the
lettuce remains more crisp, instead of
packed together, and possibly has
less remaining moisture.
fter trying a dozen or more
varieties of lettuce I now
usually plant only two kinds:
“ Prizehead,” which is a bronze type
of leaf lettuce, and a bibb lettuce,
which I harvest the same as a leaf
type rather than waiting for it to head.
For a steady supply of lettuce put in
a new planting about every three
weeks. During the hot summer mon
ths plant in partial shade. (See
“ Cooling Frames,’’ Garden 1981). Or
if your planting is in full sun mulch
the plants as soon as they are big
enough, and water them moderately
each day. This will keep you provided
with this delightful salad mainstay,
and those big, crunchy leaves that
fit so deliciously into a sandwich. □
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Larry Servais lives in Green Bay,
Wisconsin. Illustration by Carol Varin.
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by Samuel Skeen
horeau called it the bird that
“ carries the sky on its back.”
Early settlers named it—“ blue
robin.” Gentle in disposition, this
mild-mannered bird delights all those
who see and hear it. Its soft warble of
chur-e-e-e, chur-e-e-e is a welcome
sound for those who have grown
weary of winter and doubt that spring
will ever arrive. Yet all is not well for
the bird that inspires verse and raises
spirits. If this harbinger of spring was
aware of its current dilemma, its
uplifting tune would abruptly change
to a more melancholy one.
All across the United States in its
range from Newfoundland to Florida
and the Gulf of Mexico; from New
England to the Ohio Valley and the
Middle States-the Eastern bluebird
is losing its battle for survival,
particularly in the Northeast. But the
bluebird can again become a familar
rural resident if we will provide our
feathered friend with ample and
suitable nesting sites.
Years ago when this red, white and
blue songster was abundant, almost
every farm had an orchard. Through
out the scattered fruit trees were
cavities that had been hollowed out by
woodpeckers in search of grubs and
insects. The dead wood of fence posts
also provided a larder for the drilling
hammer-heads. In the spring the
bluebirds moved into these cavities
and set up housekeeping.
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But the methods of farming chan
ged. As agriculture became more
mechanized and specialized, small
orchards began to disappear. Hollow
limbs and cavity-filled trees fell to the
buzz of chain saws. Metal posts began
to replace wooden ones.
In addition to the decline of suitable
nesting sites, the songster was con
fronted with another problem. It
began to suffer the effects of a foreign
invasion. Some well-meaning bird
lovers mistakenly introduced into this
country two species of birds that were
to become a great nuisance. The
English sparrow and European star
ling were to become another threat
ening note in an approaching death
knell. These highly aggressive spec
ies began to compete with, and oust
the easy going, peace loving blue
bird from its remaining domain.
Today, the battle continues with the
all-American songster losing the con
frontation.
56
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On housing the bird
that carries the sky
on its back...
The bluebird is not extinct, but it is
becoming increasingly rare. Blue
birds, however, can be induced to
return to much of their former range if
enough concerned people will provide
them with nesting boxes properly
constructed and located. With a bit of
help, the bluebird can once again
become a familar sight and sound on
most farmsteads.
One does not have to be a
sentimentalist to want the bluebird
nearby. Besides being aesthetically
pleasing, this songster is a valuable
agricultural asset because of its
appetite for beetles, caterpillars and
grasshoppers. When this bird be
comes a regular summertime guest to
the farm, the landowner reaps bene
fits in excess of any expense incurred
in providing its housing.
John Burroughs, naturalist* claim
ed: “ In New York and New England
the sap starts up the sugar maple the
very day the bluebird arrives.” While
its return is unlikely to cause the sap
to flow, bird house architects should
have their nesting structures ready
for occupancy by late February or
early March. This is the approximate
time the male will arrive to begin
scouting for a nesting site. If he
lingers around the box for a few days,
it is almost certain his mate will
approve his selection when she ar
rives a few weeks later.
With the arrival of the female, the
process of nest building can begin. If
the weather is not too cold and the
ground is free of snow, an observer is
likely to see the pair eagerly gather
ing sticks and straw. After the nest is
built, it will be lined with bits of
string, horsehair and/or feathers. By
late March, a glance into the cavity
would reveal a bluish-gray female
sitting on four to six pale blue eggs.
Following a twelve day incubation
period, the male joins the female in
feeding the young. In less than a
month, the fledglings climb out of the
box to search for beetles and grass
hoppers. With their spotted breasts
and mouse-gray backs, the young
have only a tinge of blue on their

wings and tail to hint of the brilliant
plumage they will wear when mature.
Shortly after the first brood leaves the
box, another clutch of eggs is laid and
another incubation begins. A pair of
bluebirds generally raises two, and
sometimes three, broods per summer.
The first heavy frosts of autumn
alert the bluebird family to the
impending onset of winter. Small
flocks gather and begin their undul
ating flight south where they will
winter until venturing north in the
spring. While the bluebirds are
enjoying the southern climes, their
northern benefactors should be think
ing of building nesting boxes.
he construction of nesting box
es can be a project in which the
whole family can participate
and enjoy. After the boxes are built
and erected, the real pleasure begins
as the family watches the bluebirds
take up residence in the backyard and
around the farm.
Basically, three types of wood lend
themselves to bird house construc
tion. Lumber, sawmill slabs and
sections of hollow limbs can be used.
When a section of a tree is used, be
certain the hollow part has a diamete
of at least five inches. The depth
should be at least eight inches. Hinge
the bottom piece and cut the entrance
hole one and a half inches in
diameter.
If lumber must be purchased to
build the box, limit the choices to
cypress, redwood, white pine, yellow
poplar or western cedar. All these
woods are easily worked and durable,
with western cedar being the most
rugged. The cedar is also a good
choice because it weathers to blend
with the surroundings. If dressed
lumber is used, roughen the inside of
the front panel to give the young birds
a toe-hold when they are ready to
climb out of the box. This can be
accomplished by sawing grooves or
scoring the panel with a wood chisel.
Since wood is such a good insulator
and the interior of the box is a rather
limited space, some provision should
be made to keep the cavity well
ventilated. This aim can be accom-
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Greenhouse Accessories
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piished in a couple of ways. If the
length of the front panel is shortened
by a half inch, this will leave a gap at
the top when the box is assembled.
The second method can be accom
plished after the box is constructed.
Four or five quarter inch holes drilled
in each side of the box approximately
one inch from the top, will provide
adequate air movement without pro
ducing undesirable drafts.
Although bird nesting boxes are
made to be waterproof, some pro
vision for drainage should be included
in the design. A three-eighths inch
notch cut across the four comers of
the floor works well as does five
quarter inch holes drilled in the
bottom. This provision for drainage
will also aid in keeping the box
ventilated.
The roof of the box is always
sloped forward for a reason. This
pitch, coupled with an overhang of
two inches, will help protect the
entrance from a driving rain. If a flat
roof is used, it should be grooved
across the entire width of the over
hang to prevent water from running
back into the box. Flat roofs should
also be heavily painted or covered
with some type of waterproof ma
terial.
Although it is not necessary, some
people choose to paint their creations.
If the nesting box is to be painted, a
dull tone of light gray, green or brown
should be used. Dark colors will cause
the box to overheat on hot sunny
days. Latex paints are the best
choices while those containing toxic
chemicals and compounds should be
avoided. When the box is painted, it

should be erected immediately after
ward. Ideally this should be in the fall
and allowed to weather during the
winter.
Boxes subjected to the rigors of
freezing weather, as most are, will
last longer if the floor is recessed.
This will prevent water from seeping
into the seams and freezing and
wedging the seams apart. A recessed
floor also provides the builder with a
finger hold needed to pull open the
front panel.
Hinging the front panel is but one
of several methods employed to make
the interior of the box accessible.
Alternate ways include hinging the
floor, the side or the roof. Regardless
of the method chosen, the builder
should be able to gain entry to the
interior of the box for two reasons.
One, it allows the builder to remove
old nesting material and clean drain
age holes after each brood has
vacated the structure. Secondly, ac
cessibility permits entry in the event a
pair of English sparrows need to be
evicted.
Many well-intended people might
consider the destruction of an English
sparrow nest a cruel and barbaric act.
But keep this principle in mind. The
purpose of the bluebird nesting box is
to attract a colorful and beneficial
songster. Anyone interested in at
tracting the English sparrow need
only throw together any type of
structure, mount it at least ten feet
high and wait for these commoners to
move in. But it’s the bluebird which
needs our help to survive; English
Sparrows do not.

All the previously mentioned as
pects of design are important, but
none is more critical than the size of
the entrance hole. Studies have
shown that a diameter of one and a
half inches is ideal for the bluebird
box. This size will prevent entry by
starlings and flickers which might
evict the desired tenant. When cut
ting the entrance, bore the hole at an
upward slant to give the interior
added protection against a driving
rain. \

Hollow limbs make excellent bluebird
houses if the box can be opened for
cleaning. Be certain the entrance is of
the recommended diameter.
Too many people have the mistaken
belief that a nesting box is incomplete
unless it is equipped with a perch.
Omit it when building the bluebird
nesting box since these birds can fly
directly to the entrance. In fact, the
perch will serve to benefit the English
sparrow which must alight before
entering the cavity. The perch will
also aid the sparrow in driving the
bluebird away by giving this nuisance
species a location to stand sentinel.
Once the nesting box is completed,
it is ready to be erected. In order for
the builder’s efforts to be fruitful,
there are several important consider
ations to be followed. First of all, the
box should be mounted low. A height
of three to six feet will make the box
accessible to cleaning and discourage
its occupancy by sparrows. When
mounting the box, fasten it securely.
The bluebird box should not be
suspended from a tree limb. When
mounting the box to a growing tree,
do not drive the nails completely into
the tree. Nails left extended one and a
half inches will allow the box to be
pushed outward as the tree grows.
The “ where” of location is also
important. Like their cousin, the
robin, bluebirds do not nest in the
deep woodlands. Consequently, one
Samuel Skeen, author of “ Birds of
Prey” lives in Ripley, West Virginia.
Illustration by Tom Paiement.

should not erect a box for bluebirds in
any type of heavy growth. At least one
box should be located within view of
the farmhouse so the entire family can
enjoy the comings and goings of their
new neighbors. Other prime locations
include orchards, pastures, roadside
trees and fence posts. Boxes located
near farm buildings are likely to be
occupied by sparrows.
When mounting the nesting box,
face it toward an open area away from
the direction of incoming storms.
Ideally the boxes should face some
nearby low cover which the fledglings
can utilize after they have left the
nest. To avoid damage to those boxes
placed on pasture fence posts, locate
them on the opposite side occupied by
the livestock.
Since bluebirds are highly terri
torial, space the boxes at least 100
yards apart and erect no more than
three boxes per acre. Once the boxes
are erected and the nesting season
starts, make at least one inspection a
week until you are convinced the box
is being occupied by the sky-colored
birds. Inspect the box located in the
backyard daily. If English sparrows
move in, assume the role of a
heavy-handed landlord, and evict
them.
Like all wildlife, some of the
bluebirds will fall victim to predation.
The two most common predators,
domestic cats and raccoons, can be
kept away from the box by several
means. A box mounted on a wooden
post can be protected by a greased
sheet metal sleeve or a conical guard
placed beneath the box. The structure
can also be mounted to a piece of half
or three-quarter-inch galvanized pipe
and extended far enough that it
cannot be reached by these fourfooted predators.
There is not much one person can
do to aid such species as the bald
eagle or peregrine falcon but there is
a great deal an individual can do to
benefit the bluebird. Those who
decide to undertake this worthy cause
will be pleased to know they are not
alone in their efforts. A group of
people recently joined together to
form the North American Bluebird
Society. Anyone interested in contact
ing this nonprofit, educational group
can write them at P.O. Box 6295,
Silver Spring, MD 20906.
The bird carrying the sky on its
back has been the subject of many a
tune and verse. With enough help, it
will be around to inspire future
generations of songwriters and poets.

A B E T T E R LOG
FOR A BETTER HOME
F o r b as ic m o d e ls a n d i n f o r m a t i o n
a b o u t c u s to m lo g h o m e s sen d f o r
fre e b ro c h u re :

sura & m

t r im s

cr

BOSTON CORNERS ROAD
M ILLERTO N , NEW YORK 12546
518-789-3311

Builder/Dealers Wanted

EE! Berry Book
& Planting Guide
lis ts over

28 virus-tree strawberry varieties

Also lists blueberries, raspberries, blackber
ries. grapes and asparagus.

|

BRITTINGHAM

|

D e p tF D - 3

Salisbury, MD 21801 1

I
I

pH COMPUTER TESTS SOIL
IN ONE MINUTE!
Thousands of satisfied farmers
—EVEN U.S. Dept. Agriculture.
No batteries. Nothing to replace.
Permanently
calibrated.
pH
range stated for all U.S. crops
plus fruits, grasses, trees, (350
plants). Tells what to do if soil
not in proper pH range. Simple
directions and sturdy. Guaran
teed. Order today $19.95 +
$1.00 handling.

Dept. FP
Advanced Marketing, Inc.,
POB 21036,
Cleveland, Ohio 44121

Old Fashioned Goods in endless variety. Ceil
ing fans, kerosene lamps, wood stoves, oak
furniture, gardening tools, weather vanes,
churns, water pumps, dairy and farm equip
ment, copper and cast iron cookware, farm
bells, windmills, and all other merchandise
you could expect from an ole time country
general store. All new goods in our big, 250
page “ Wish and Want Book” catalogue.
Order your copy today... only $3.75ppd.
CUMBERLAND GENERAL STORE
Dept FPM1, Route 3, Crossvllle, Tenn. 38555
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SHORT
SEASON

BIG
REASON
to use

Vesev’
s
Seeds
This squash was grown
with short season Vesey's
seeds from Prince Edward
Island, Canada. In forty
years, Vesey’s short season
vegetable and flower seed
reputation has spread from
Canada to Maine and
throughout New Engfand.
T h at’s a big reason to in
clude Vesey’s in your
growing plans. Mail for your
Vesey’s
Seed
catalogue
today.
I t ’s totally free.
Coupon :
Name: __
Address:

City: ----------------------------State: ___________________
Z ip :_____________ ______ _
Mail to: Vesey’s Seeds Ltd.,
York, Prince Edward Island.
CO A IPO
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Bluebird House •

END
SEPTIC-CESSPOOL
PRO BLEM S
W ITH

SEPTICTRINE
W ASTE

DIGESTER

'

SEPTICTRINE is the only waste
digester that contains ALL 5 enzymes
needed to breakdown ALL 5 major
waste groups not totally digested by
the bacteria in your septic system.
Regular use reduces costly tank
p u m p -o u ts . . . e lim in a te s
a ll
odors...restores drainfield percolation.. .does away with soggy lawn
spots.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

CONTROL
WEEDS & ALGAE
on LAKES and PONDS
Explore
the solutions
in this
64-pg. guide
This full-color guide
provides what you need
to know about the
$ . 9S
treatment and control
only 4
of unwanted water weeds and algae.
Experts present recommended control
methods...every aspect of this critical
subject.

MAIL ORDER TODAY TO:
BROWN*DEER CO.T DeptTFS381*
9600 N. Garden Dr., Mequon, Wl 53092
Please send_____ lbs. SEPTICTRINE
Please send_____ copies of book
_____ Please send free product catalog
Name___________________________
Address_________________________
City_____________________________
State__________________ Zip_______
To speed order.
Call 1-800: 558-5106 Toll-Free
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STAY GREEN YEAR ROUND!

G o t h ic s
.A rc h u f
Greenhouses
1564
3663312051432-7529
P o « O ffice Box

. M obile, Alebeme

Green Thumb Garden Tips:

Melons In the North

FREE CATALOG
Superior Quality Seed: Watermelon,
Cantaloupe, Cucumber, Bean, Beets,
Corn, Okra, Onion, Peas, Pumpkin,
Squash, Tomato, etc. Free catalog on
request.
WILLHITE MELON SEED FARMS
Box 23, Poolville, Texas 76076
or Box 85, Weatherford, Texas 76086.

"FREE CATALO G!"
United Farm Agency’s latest catalog is
yours FREE! 296 pages describing

With thoughtful selection of varieties and careful
UNITED FARM A G E N C Y
612-ZM W. 47th St. Kansas City, Mo.
____ 64112 Phone: 1-800-821-2599___

preparation of soil and planting conditions and by
following some of these techniques you can raise

YANKEE
WOOD SAW

bumper crops of ripe melons before frost well north
of the Mason-Dixon.
by Ellen LaConte
hoose early, short season var
ieties of melons. For example:
Nutmeg/Eden Gem Cantaloup
and Sugar Baby Watermelon (Ver
mont Bean Seed); Delicious 51 Can
taloup (Agway, etc.); Sweetheart F
Cantaloup and Honey Island Water
melon (Thompson and Morgan); Swe
et Granite and Earlisweet Cantal
oupes (Johnny’s Selected Seeds, etc.)
and Golden Champlain and Penn
Sweet Cantaloupes (Shumway).

C

NEW RETRACTABLE GUARD
Heavy duty, multi-purpose saw for any
tractor with pto. The Yankee Wood Saw
rests firmly on the ground (on four
sturdy legs) in operation and the frame
has sufficient strength to support
gasoline engine or electric motor, if
desired. Has 3-point hitch for transport
ation. Its 30” blade will take a 12” log
without turning. The Yankee Wood
Saw incorporates ideas from many
experienced New England Yankee us
ers.
IMITATED BUT NEVER DUPLICATED
JAMES F. NELSON
RD 2, BOX 104
HOOSICK FALLS, NEW YORK 12090
Phone 518-686-9557
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Start melons indoors, in a green
house or in a cold frame four weeks
before last frost. Plant melon seeds in
sun-warmed, up-ended sod cubes, in
peat pots or in any container that can
itself be planted or cut away from root
ball so as not to disturb and set back
root systems.
Harden-off seedlings faithfully ev
ery sunny windless day for the last

two to three weeks to prevent
transplant set-back.
Plant melon seedlings out after last
frost in soil that has been warmed
under black plastic. Cut holes in
plastic to plant seedlings in. Or
surround seedlings with black rocks
or slate to collect and reradiate solar
heat.
Use tin flashing or foil reflector
shields around east, north and west
sides of seedlings to concentrate
sunlight. Water seedlings only with
warm water. Let melon vines climb
the sunny south side of a trellis or
fence for more sun heat. (This often
produces larger melons and avoids
bottom rot.) Clip all blossoms, run
ners and new vine shoots after one
month before date of first frost to
concentrate plant on ripening existing
fruits. Clip leaves that shade ripening
fruits.
□

Can Your Melons
Right In the Garden
by Burton Knopps
very gardener grows a
fantastic crop of corn
and tomatoes, zukes
and cukes, beans, squash,
peas and radishes, etc., etc.,
but my specialty is “ None of
the above.”
My pride and joy are
melons-grown right here in
chilly Shoreham, Vermont
and I thought you’d like to
learn about the special care
that will produce honeydews
and cantaloupe in Vermont’ s
short growing season. I plant
in manured soil as early as I
can (around late May). As
each plant runner sets its
fruit, I cut off the fuzzy end
of the runners to prevent the
plant from expanding there
by forcing it to nourish its
established fruit. Because
each producing runner will
start many melons, you need
to select that one baby melon
on the vine as “ your baby”
and pinch off all flowers
and other melons before it so
that all of the runner’ s
strength will go into “ your
baby.” You may actually
snip off ten tiny starters for
each melon you keep but the
keepers will get all of the
plant’s output and they will
then begin to grow fat and
juicy.

E

As each melon gets to the
size of a baseball, I “ can”
it-that is, I gently lift each
melon and seat it on an
inverted tin can so as to raise
it off the cold ground and
elevate it above the shady
leaves where the sun will
warm the can and encourage
quicker growth in the small
fruit. Usually I punch several
holes in the top of the can so
that rain water will drip thru
and keep the cans rust free
and the melons dry.
From then to the end of
the summer it means a bit of
time each day snipping off
the fuzzy ends—snapping off
unwanted buds-sighting the
new melons and raising them
on cans to receive the extra
warmth from the sun.
What a thrill it is to
harvest those beauties! I
used Early Honeydews from
Gurney Seed—All American
Muskmelons from Burpee
and Golden Creoles from
Agway. Some of your neigh
bors may shudder when you
drop over with a few zukes
but when you’ve got melons
tucked under your arms,
you’re welcomed like a good
friend.
□
_____________ * ________________________

Burton Knopps is a retired
gardener in Shoreham, Ver
mont.

DRIP* DRIP* DRIP*
GARDENS
FLOWERS

A BETTER WAY TO WATER
WE WANT YOU TO TRY OUR NEW DRIP-DRIP-DRIP
HOSE FOR GARDENS FOR THIRTY DAYS. IF NOT
PLEASED, RETURN FOR REFUND.
50 ft. - 3/8" Poly Flex Hose with Emitters
on 2 ft. spacing, Flow Control and Garden
Hose Couplings.
ORDER KIT F50-S . O N L Y 5 !
5 °P P D

2

P.0. BOX 246
LUBBOCK, TX 79408

S U B M A T IC
VISA OR
MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

FOR FAST SERVICE, CALL

8 0 6 -7 4 7 -9 0 0 0

FRENCH
SHALLOTS
French sha llo ts to pla n t:
30 large or 50 m edium
(12 oz.) $3.25 ppd. ($3.75
to Canada)
Get acq uainte d o ffe r:
8oz.
of
sha llo ts plus 12 sam ple packets of
herb seeds, in s tru c tio n s , recipes,
catalogue: $3.50 ppd.

Le Jardin du Gourmet
Boxl 5 W.Danville, VT 05873

Catalog ONLY: $ .50

Biological
rertilization

\

An Idea Whose Time
Has Come. ..A n d Gone
... And Come Again!
For millions of years, nature took care of her
self. Fields and forests were lush, healthy
and productive even without 10-10-10 and
0-20-0. Nature composted her wastes and re
turned them to the soil, where a swarm of
helpful micro-organisms converted them to
plant food. Then along came people, who ate
the good parts and threw the rest away, de
pleted the soil and added chemicals, and
wondered why each year's garden was less
productive and more work. Then along came
people like Judd Ringer, with efficient, eco
nomical. easy-to-use biological products that
vitalize plants and restore the soil to its
natural cycles.
Send today for your FREE
CATALOG of Judd Ringer's
guaranteed plant foods and
other products for organic
gardening.

Mail coupon to
J U D D R IN G E R
6860 Flying Cloud Dr., Dept. F1
Eden Prairie, Minn. 55344
Send your new catalog, please, to:
Name
Address

Zip
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SPROUTS
Soybeans
by Rebecca Hinton
ouldn’t it be terrific
if someone would
invent a vegetable
that we could grow indoors
all year round without
tilling, planting, or
weeding a square inch of
soil? One that would cost
only pennies, and require
little, if any, preparation?
And while w e’re asking,
let’ s have it be incredibly
tasty and bursting with
vitamins and minerals and
other healthy goodies,
maybe even a complete
protein to help sustain life.
And, gosh, do we dare ask?
Could it be low in calories,
too? So much for dreaming,
you say?

W

“ Ah, s o !” the ancient
Chinese would say. “ Some
foolish gardener wants to
reinvent the wheel. Let
them eat sprouts! ” The
Chinese people know this
vegetable has been around
for a long time. In fact, the
earliest recorded mention
of sprouting seeds for food
occurs in a book from the
Emperor of China dated
2039 B.C. If that doesn’t
prove they stand the test of
time, nothing does.
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Exactly what are
sprouts? Sprouts are the
beginnings of plants that
grow from germinating
seeds. Because a seed is
the plant’ s way of
perpetuating itself, the
seed contains a greater
concentration of nutrients
than are found in the parent
plant.
Sprouting, or
germinating, a seed will
cause these nutrients to
multiply and others to
develop. The seed wants to
make sure the plant it
produces has the very best
chance of surviving so it
“ feeds” the new seedling
the very best it can. The
sprouting process causes
the seeds to unlock the
tremendous store of
vitamins and minerals that
lay dormant in all seeds,
making them extraordinary
little vitamin factories.
When a seed sprouts,
Vitamin B values multiply
as do the fat soluble
Vitamins A, D, E, and K.
For example, a soybean
sprouted becomes the
most concentrated source
of the vitamin known.
How does all this work?
A seed has two main parts:
an embryo (the miniature

replica of the plant) and the
endosperm (the supply of
carbohydrates, oils and
proteins that feeds the
embryo as it grows).
During sprouting, the
endosperm transforms into
rich vitamins, enzymes and
amino acids before the
embryo has a chance to use
all the nourishment. When
you use sprouts in a salad
or recipe, you’re getting
the nutrients that are now
available.
Besides the obvious
advantage of getting an
inexpensive source of
nutrients, there are other
reasons for sprouting
seeds. It’ s fast, easy and
downright fun to do. It
takes just a minute a day to
check the sprouting seeds
and within three or four
days you can be eating the
fresh sprouts. Sprouting is
fun for kids because they
can do it by themselves and
see the results fast-right
before their eyes! It’ s an
easy lesson about growing
things that kids can
understand. It’s amazing
that something so good for
you can be so easy to grow.
All you need is a container
to hold the seeds and a lid
to allow water to drain from
it.

Alfalfa
Sprouting Equipment

ou can spend many
dollars buying fancy
sprouting containers
or you can use a dime’ s
worth of cheesecloth, a
rubber band and an empty
quart mayonnaise jar.
Personally, I prefer to do ii
the least expensive way.
After all, part of what we
are trying to do is get the
most food value from the
least amount of money.
One improvement I made
on my recycled mayonnaise
jar sprouter was to cut a
piece of wire screen and fit
it inside a canning jar ring
to make draining the seeds
easier. But I had the screen
wire on hand from making
some fruit drying trays.
The cheesecloth held on
with a rubber band works
as well.

Y

Most people try
sprouting mung beans first.
Almost everyone likes the
familiar celery-like t^aste of
mung bean sprouts because
they are often used in
Chinese food. They also
make good-sized sprouts
that are easy to work with.

These storehouses of vitamins
and minerals can be grown
year round indoors anywhere.
Barley
Mung beans are available
from any health food
store. Begin your sprouting
by putting three
tablespoons of mung beans
in the quart jar and fill the
jar half full with warm
water. Put on the lid or
cloth cover and let the
seeds soak overnight.
The next morning drain
the beans by turning the jar
upside down—no need to
remove the lid. Rinse the
beans under the faucet and
drain them again. Set the
jar upside down in a bowl
for further drainage. Put
the jar and bowl in a
cupboard where it is dark.
Beans that develop in the
dark are more tender and
flavorful.

utensils trying my best to
pry out enough of them for
topping a salad!
Don’t underestimate
their growing power!
Rinse and drain the
beans twice daily and store
the sprouting beans in the
cupboard until they reach
eating size. When mung
beans are two inches long,
they’ re ready for the table.
Usually within four days
you can be serving fresh
sprouts. The sprouts can be
stored for up to a week in a
covered container in the
refrigerator. You can eat
the hulls from the beans if
you like—they’re good for
you—or float them away in a
bowl of water. Wash the jar
and lid and you are ready to
start another batch of
sprouts!

Prolific Beans
Those few beans lying in
the bottom of that quart jar
will look like a pitiful little
amount, but don’t add any
more than that. The first
time I sprouted them I
thought if three
tablespoons was good, six
would be better. A few days
later I was attacking this
entwined mass of sprouts
with various kitchen

ow that you have
discovered the
gentle art of
sprouting, it is time to try
other kinds of seeds.
Although many people are
familiar with mung beans,
others favor seeds such as
alfalfa or wheat because
they have a sweet crunchy
taste. Experiment and see
what you like best.

N

Most natural food stores
carry a wide selection of
seeds to sprout. Remember
to use only seed or beans
that have not been treated
with any chemicals.
Almost any seed or bean
can be sprouted with the
method I have described for
sprouting mung beans. The
accompanying chart lists
guidelines for other seeds
you may want to try.

Cooking
With Sprouts
Here are just a few
examples of how sprouts
can be used.
Vegetable Salads—Spruce
up your salad by topping it
with fresh sprouts.
Chow Mein—Try stirring in
fresh, instead of canned,
sprouts next time you fix
your favorite chow mein
recipe.
Beverages— Make a great
“ pick-me-up” by blending
sprouts with various
combinations of fruit juices,
nuts, and honey.

Mung Beans
Sprinkle—on breakfast
cereals.
Creamed Sprouts—Simmer
sprouts in a double boiler
with a white sauce until
tender.
Mix sprouts with fresh
fruits and gelatin salads.
Alfalfa and Wheat sprouts
are sweet and crunchy
when dried and can be used
to replace nuts in baked
goods. Just lay sprouts on a
cookie sheet and place in
250-300 degree oven for
one to two hours until the
sprouts are dry and
crunchy. Leave oven door
ajar while sprouts are
drying.
Grind dried sprouts and use
them as a coating on
chicken, chops or fish.
Add fresh sprouts to:
scrambled eggs, meat loaf,
breads, soups, biscuits or
stews. □ ________________
Rebecca Hinton lives in a
newly built home on her
farmstead in Rockport,
Indiana with her husband
and two teenage children.
Illustrations by Carol Varin.
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F IN E G A R D E N A N D FA R M T O O L S
Smith & Hawken offers the finest durable tools,
forged in England: forks, spades, shovels, hoes,
rakes, scythes, trowels, pruners, shears,
and more,
,u..
FREE
mail order catalog
[P A N Y of durable tools.
68 Homer, Dept. F22, Palo Alto. CA 9 4 3 0 1 '

R e d , W h ite

FREE

and

Another Winner From
UNWINS
The 1981 Seed Catalog

D e lic io u s

• O ver 1,000 V a rie tie s of F low er, V e g e 
ta b le & H ouse P la n t Seeds.
• C a re fu lly se le c te d for A m e rican g ro w 
in g c o n d itio n s from th e w o rld -fa m o u s
U nw in S eed T ria ls in C a m bridge,
England.
• A w id e ran g e of in te re s tin g & useful
g a rd e n a id s and sundries.
• P rizes to be w on in our free c o m p e titio n .
And lo ts m ore — th a t’s w h y we b e lie ve
th e U n w in s 1981 Seed C a ta lo g is a w inner!
W hy not see for y o u rse lf & m ake your
g a rd e n a w in n e r fo r 1981.

Radishes

NameAddress-State-

City—

_Zip_

by Thelma Anderson

W . J. Unwin Ltd.,
P.O. Box 9, Dept. 480
F arm in gd a le , NJ 07727

hen snows melt off and the
spring sun softens the frozen
soil, it’ s time to think about
radish plantings. One of the first
recorded cultivated crops, radishes
come quickly and early to thaw
wintered-over taste buds.
There are enough sizes and shapes
of this delightful vegetable to suit
everyone from the barefoot child to
the gourmet cook. Seed catalogs list
the early radishes in a range of
approximately 20 to 30 days, although
I haven’t found many that stay within
their exact range. However, with
good soil and ample moisture most
varieties will come close. It’s quick
growth that makes radishes sweet,
tender, and so crisp that they crackle
when you sink your teeth into them.

W
40%TAX CREDIT!

Vegetable F acto ry s S olar Panels and
S tru ctu re s w ith o p tio n a l heat sto ra g e
and a ir d is trib u tio n offe rs a to ta l energy
system th a t m ay

qualify for the

.....

—---------

energy tax c re d it
(A greenhouse
/

per se
does not.)

THIS
SOLAR
GREENHOUSE HELPS
HEAT YOUR HOME!
Vegetable Factory® offers you all
the options . . . to heat or to grow, and
best of all it saves you money in every
way.
From Am erica's first and leading
m a n u fa c tu re r o f d o u b le - w a ll s o la r
structures comes a m ajor innovation in
storing and distributing solar heat that
requires no internal floor space.
Exclusive, factory direct only, 5 year
warranty. All m odels and sizes, or
panels only to build your own solar
structure.
Send for FREE COLOR BROCHURE.

SOLAR
STRUCTURES
D IV IS IO N
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VEGETABLE FACTORY. INC.
P.O. Box 2235, Dept. A207
New York, NY1CJ163
Or Call: (212) 867-0113
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These varieties run the gamut from
the extra early Cherry Belle to the
exotic German Giant at the end of the
line. Cherry Belle is one of my
favorites because this little scarlet
gem is such a fast grower. Developed
in Holland, one of its outstanding
features is an exceptional resistance
to pithiness. Anyone who has bitten
into a soft, hollow radish knows what
that means. These beauties stay
crisp, firm, and sweet for a long time.
Scarlet Knight is another round
radish in the 20 to 23 day range. A

vivid red. it is fusarium resistant with
crisp flesh that holds up well under
adverse weather conditions. Then
there is Fire Cracker, the red icicle,
long, slender, and very early. It will
stay crisp longer than other early
types.
In the 23 to 25 day range, you get
the brilliant scarlet, olive-shaped
Cavalier; French Breakfast, red, whi
te tipped, and about two inches long
with a blunt end, a great radish for
the home garden, solid, crisp, and
sweet; Early Scarlet Globe, a mild
tender one; Stop Lite, these sparkling
red globes are the kind you see in the
supermarkets; and sparkler, red with
a white tip.
Among the 26 to 30 day types is
another of my favorites—the White
Icicle. I have raised White Icicles that
were five to six inches long and bigger
around than my thumb that were
crackling firm and delicious. In this
group you will find the really big
radishes. Crimson Giant can grow as
big around as a silver dollar, and I
don’t mean a Susan B. Anthony
dollar, I mean an Eisenhower. White
Prince is a round white radish that
Thelma Anderson writes in Midland,
South Dakota.

period of time and enjoy several types
without having to plant so many rows.
The first planting is made about April
15 or as soon as soil can be worked.
Successive weekly plantings can be
made through to fall.

Seeds should be planted at least an
inch apart or else the plants will have
to be thinned. Since I find it tedious to
space the seeds by hand and I don’t
like to thin and throw plants away, I
use a garlic salt bottle for a planter.
The holes in the shaker lid are just the
right size to shake out the seeds with
about the right spacing along the row.
I have good luck with wide row
planting. I make a row about 6 inches
wide and scatter the seeds the width
of the row.

might get as big as a golf ball.
Something different in color and a
new goliath among radishes is Ger
man Giant. The kids will love this one.
Imported from Germany, these rug
ged mammoths among radishes get
almost as big as a baseball. You can
start eating them when they are the
size of a big marble and keep on until
they look like a red baseball. In spite
of their huge size, these giants are not
supposed to get spongy or woody and
they are not subject to splitting.
Seeds for these radish types are
available from Gurney Seed and
Nursery Company, Yankton, South
Dakota 57079 and Farmers Seed and
Nursery Company, Faribault, Min
nesota 55021.
oil preparation is important for
radishes especially if the gar
den has been compacted by
feet or cold. Our soil is a gumbo type
and can become rather hard. Good
crops demand a good seed bed, so I
work up the ground with the garden
tiller mixing in whatever crop residue
is there until I have a nice, mellow soil
bed.I

S

I like to plant mixed radish seed of
several varieties with differing matur
ity dates in the same row. Then we
can eat fresh radishes over a longer

Now, one has to watch closely for
insects. I have trouble with tiny, black
fleas. I think they stand around in
legions waiting for the first tender
leaves to appear. Then they pounce
on the plants and eat them right off to
the ground, unless I stop them. When
I see tiny holes appearing in the
leaves, I dust lightly with Rotenone.

When the second leaves appear and
the soil is well-warmed, I mulch with
about four inches of straw pulling the
mulch up close to the plants. Radishes
enjoy cool weather and with ample
moisture grow fast. Remember, quick
growth makes crisp, tender, crackling
good radishes. Mulch helps to keep
the soil cool, holds moisture, and
slows weed growth. You might have a
different type of mulch. Any good
organic mulch will work fine. Use
whatever is handy for you. When the
mulch decomposes, it will add nutri
ents to the soil.
Did you know that radishes will
keep for a month or more in the
refrigerator? When my radishes reach
their tender best, I pull the whole
crop. I clean and trim the radishes
and put them in perforated plastic
bags. As bags are stored in the
vegetable bin in the refrigerator, we
enjoy our radishes for a long time.
Sure beats letting them get woody or
pithy in the garden. Choose the type
or types that suit your fancy and plant
them. You’ll be in for a real taste
treat.
□

YOU CAN GROW 500 POUNDS
OF VEGETABLES FROM JUST
A 6-FOOT SQUARE GARDEN.
At ju s t 50® per pound, th a t’s $250.00 you
can save on your grocery b ill th is sum m er!
I’ll show you how! The re volutionary Ringer
grow ing system has been hailed as a m ajor
bre a kth ro u g h by lead ing garden e d ito rs
and h o rtic u ltu ris ts throug hou t the country.
R IN G E R R ESE AR C H
6860 Flying C loud Drive, D ept. F2
Eden Prairie, M N 55344

Send $3.50 today fo r the com plete easy-tofo llo w Ringer System . If you fo llo w my in 
s tru c tio n s and d o n ’t raise 500 lbs. of vege
tables this summer, I’ll send back every cent.
GUARANTEED
NAME _________________________________
ADDRESS _____________ :______________
C IT Y ___________________________________
STATE_________________

ZIP___________

New! One-ton
Farm Wagon for
Garden Tractors

N ow , take the backache out of y o u r
h a u lin g tasks. New 42” x 5 ft.-b e d w agon
attaches to you r ga rden tra c to r, makes
th e tou gh ha u lin g jobs easier. Use to
tra n s p o rt fire w o o d , m u lch , landscaping
m a te ria ls, tools and b u ild in g su p plies,
lu m b e r, much m ore.
H eavy steel chassis w ith pe netrated wood
bed is encased in an an gle iron fra m e.
H ig h flo ta tio n 16 x 6.50-8 tire s.
U n it show n above only $ 3 8 9 .0 0 , fre ig h t
prepaid .
O ptio ns inclu d e : chassis on ly (you b u ild
th e bed), fla t bed, vario us side rack
o p tions, and hand operated h y d ra u lic
du m p.
For m ore in fo rm a tio n contact:

C ountry M an u factu ring , Inc.

P.O. Box 104M
Fredricktown, O H 43019
PH (614)694-9926
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R a d is h

R e c ip e s

by Beatrice Comas
he American colonists grew the tiny red variety of
radishes and probably cooked with them, for
Samuel Pepys, who enjoyed food and often
included comments about it in his famous diary, wrote that
he ate buttered radishes at the home of William Penn.
Here is a recipe that should produce a dish similar to
that served to Pepys.

T

SAUTEED RADISHES

RADISH STUFFED EGGS

6 hard-cooked eggs
cup mayonnaise
teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
3 tablespoons minced radishes
Va

Va

Slice eggs in half lengthwise. Gently remove yolks and
place in small bowl. With fork, finely crumble yolks. Stir in
mayonnaise, salt and pepper, and minced radishes until
smooth. With spoon, pile into egg centers. Refrigerate,
covered. Makes 12 stuffed egg halves.

3 bunches radishes
2 tablespoons butter
V2 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
Wash radishes. Trim roots and tops. Slice and fry in
butter about 15 minutes, turning frequently. Season with
salt and pepper. Serves six to eight. Serve as a garnish
with roast meats, steaks, chops and poultry.
CELERY AND RADISH REMOULADE
10 ice cubes
6 stalks celery, washed, dried and cut into 1 V2 inch
matchstick pieces
1 cup sliced red radishes
l/3 cup mayonnaise
V3 cup commercial sour cream
1 tablespoon Dijon-style mustard
Va teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
Place ha’ f the ice cubes in the bottom of a large bowl.
Add the sliced celery and radishes and place remaining
cubes on top. Cover tightly. Combine remaining
ingredients in small bowl and cover. Refrigerate
vegetables and sauce °everal hours or overnight. Drain
vegetables; Pat dry with paper towels and transfer to a
serving bowl. Just before serving, stir mayonnaise sauce.
Pour over vegetables and toss gently to mix. Serves four.
A good accompaniment for baked ham or meat loaf.

CREAMED RADISHES
4 cups radishes
salt
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
2 tablespoons flour
1/8 teaspoon pepper
V2 cup half-and-half or evaporated milk
1 tablespoon lemon juice
chopped parsley
Prepare radishes. Remove tips and tops. Do NOT pare.
Soak in cold water 10 minutes. Scrub well. Slice Vi-inch
thick, or cook whole. Place radishes in medium saucepan.
Add Vi teaspoon salt and one cup cold water. Bring to
boiling. Reduce heat and simmer, covered 10 minutes for
whole radishes and five minutes for sliced, or until
tender-crisp. Drain radishes, reserving one cup cooking
liquid. Melt butter in medium saucepan. Remove from
heat. Stir in flour, Va teaspoon salt and the pepper until
smooth. Gradually stir in half-and-half or evaporated milk
and reserved liquid. Bring to boiling, stirring constantly.
Boil gently one minute. Add lemon juice and radishes.
Simmer two minutes. Turn radishes into serving dish.
Sprinkle with chopped parsley. Serves eight.
□

B UY R O T O -H O E ’S R EA R T IN E T IL L E R A N D A D D Y O U R C H O IC E O F T H E S E F IN E A T T A C H M E N T S
1. C u t ’ N S hred S h re d d e r

A m e ric a ’ s o u tsta n d in g sh re d d e r w ith these fea ture s:
R oto -H oe’s side feed is fastest fo r vines, stalks, and sm a ll lim b s. W id e top
hopper allow s m ore s h re d d in g and m ixin g of a v a rie ty of m a te ria ls.
Low ro to r R .P .M . generates m ore to rq u e to shred even th e heavy jobs. Low
R .P .M . also means less th ro w -b a ck.
G ra te bars are stan dard on discha rge to m in im iz e clo g g in g of dam p
m a te ria l. Screens are o p tio n a l; also T A IL O R E D C A T C H E R P AN .
2. S n o w -D e n s a -T h ro w e r - C om pacts snow, u n clo gga ble on w et snow; insta nt
d ire c tio n a l co n tro l; in sta n t ch u te h e ig h t.
M u ch m ore sim p le and practical than tw o-stage sn o w -th ro w e rs. (No shear
pins needed)
3. S ickle B ar M o w e r - M a d e
T ra n s-A m e rica Power). Can

w ith farm
be shipp ed

im p le m e n t pa rts (b u ilt by
w ith R oto-H oe e q u ip m e n t.

4. F u rro w in g and h illin g tools to m eet m ost all co n d itio n s.

T H E R O T O -H O E C O M P A N Y
D ept. FP N ew bury, O H 44065
N a m e _________________ ,...................... ........... ...........
A d d re s s _____________________________________
C ity ______________________S ta te ------------------Zip.
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5. A e ra tin g Disc or A tta c h m e n t - b u ild s oldH aw n over in to new; de-thatches.
M o st practical fo r all b e tte r law ns.
6. A d a p ta -C a rt - M o u n t you r ow n ge nera tor, pu m p , or any o th e r device - use

the R oto-H oe pow er un it.
7.

R o to -H o e ’s 910 R ea r T in e T ilie r - P riced to sell fo r about $579.00.
R o to -H o e ’s 990 R ear T in e T ille r w ith 8 HP (shown in p ictu re ) priced to sell

fo r about $720.00.

MELLINGEP’6

IS THE NAME TO REMEMBER"
2378AW. SOUTH RANGE ROAD
NORTH LIMA, OHIO 44452
Phone: (216) 549-9861

M E L L IN G E R ’ S C A T A L O G - BIGGER & BETTER Than Ever
104 PAGES . . . 4,000 EXCITING, INTERESTING ITEMS
★ ★ ★
FREE By Regular Mail — First Class Mail $1.00 ★ ★ ★

A F A M IL Y O F H E L P F U L
M E T E R S For PLA N T G R O W E R S
For INDOOR & OUTDOOR PLANTS, LAWNS,
GREENHOUSES, NURSERIES
No Battery Required • Durable Construction
Permanently Calibrated • Simple Directions
Instantaneous Readouts • Handy Compact Size
Easy to Follow Directions • One Year Warranty
Gift Boxed • Performance independently Validated

FERTILITY ANALYZER
In 10 second test measures amount of
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash in
the soil and tells you whether it is time
to fertilize. Too much fertilizer can be
as harmful as too little............... $ 1 9 .9 5

MOISTURE A LIGHT METER
GROW BETTER TOMATOES AND
VEGETABLES with Our Growing Aids

tomato™
ladder

AN D TALL PLANT SUPPORT

FOR HEALTHIER
MORE PRODUCTIVE
TOMATO PLANTS!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully Assembled
Promotes Healthier Plants
Lasts For Years
Made of Heavy Gauge Wire
No Stakes • No Tying
Rust Resistant
Collapsible tor Easy Storage

No assembly requ.red . . . it’s ready to use. COL
LAPSIBLE for easy storage. No need for tying or
staking — the results are healthier, more productive
plants. Do not confuse this HEAVY DUTY plant
support with the light weight supports offered by
some firms. Our HEAVY DUTY support may be
used year after year.

MELLINGER’S TOMATO LADDERS are made of
HEAVY GAUGE, Rust Resistant Galvanized Wire
and provide perfect continuous support for Tom a
toes and other Heavy Vine Vegetables, Beans,
Eggplant, Grapes and Flowers. Ladders are 12" sq.,
46" tall. Prices PREPAID East of Mississippi River.
3 f o r .................... *15.33
6 f o r .................... *27.00
12 f o r .....................................................................*51.26
For Prepaid Shipment West of the Mississippi add
15% to above prices.

— BIRD MESH —
Save Fruits

&
V e g e ta b le s '
d * A
o i O p DirO

Dam age!

Not a P|astic Film . . . Not a
Webbing. Does not cling or
damage fruit. Lightweight,
e a S y (0 install. Reuseable for
many years. DUREX is the on
ly 100% nylon anti-bird net
ting. Field tested and approv
ed. DUREX is available in five
sizes. PREPAID.

TOMATO WEB
“ The 50 Cent TOMATO CAGE”
T o m a to W e b is a 5 ft. long
fu n n e l of tu b u la r w e b b in g
w ith a 4 ” m esh p a ttern . It
e x p a n d s in to a 1 4 ” d ia.
tu b e .
T o m a to W e b ta k e s m o s t
o f th e w o rk o u t o f to m a to
c a re a n d la s ts fo r y e a rs .
A v a ila b le in ro lls 30 fe e t
long. M a y be cu t in to a n y
length for your needs. Shipped Prepaid.
30 ft. r o l l ...................................e a c h $ 3 .98
3 r o l l s .................................................... 9 .70

A1ILKYSPOREBACTERIK
NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY

TO CONTROL LAWN GRUBS &

Beetle Grubs hatch about 10 -12 days after eggs
are laid by mature beetles. Grubs feed on your
lawns all fall and spring.
Milky Spore applied now
w ill begin elim inating
th e grubs now ! NO
G RUBS...NO BEETLES.
Milky Spore is effective
up to tw en ty years!
D e v e lo p e d
by U .S .
Department of Agricul
ture. Apply only on grass
or sod areas. Harmless
to Fish, Animals, Pets, and Children. Do not apply
on frozen ground. Controls many other white
grubs. Use 1 pound per 4,000 square feet.

1 1 b ............ $ 1 4 .9 9
2 1/2 lbs . . . 3 5 .99

5 l b s . . . . $ 6 5 .95
25 l b s . . . 3 1 9 .0 0

Add 5 % 'fo r Shipping and Handling.

PLANT B U C K W H E A T
All Prices Prepaid

5 lb s ............ $ 4 .9 5

25 lb s ..............$ 1 4 .9 5

T o p o in ts w e s t o f M is s is s ip p i R iver
5 lb s ............ $ 5 .9 8
25 lb s .............. $ 1 8 .3 5
Seed* for Ground Covers . . . Green Manure . . .
^Erosion Control. See our 1981 Catalog for p r ic e s .^

pH SOIL TESTER

SOIL SALTS METER
In 5 second test the Soli Salts Meter
measures the concentration of soluble
salts. Indicates concentration as "Safe"
or “ Danger". Based on Dept, of Agricul
ture criteria. Tells user what to do if
soluble salt level is too high. . $2 1 .9 5
Include *1.00 per order for Handling & Shipping

SAVE: T w o

or m o re m eters 1 0 % O ff.
A L L F o u r M e te rs — $ 6 5 .5 2 P re p a id .

GARDEN
M ONSTER
SAVES AND
PROTECTS
W HAT
YOU
PLANT
The Garden M onster’s weird noises, movements,
reflections, & vibrations eliminates BIRDS, RAB
BITS, SQUIRRELS MICE, and MOLES from your
garden vegetables and fruits. The GARDEN
MONSTER has eight tentacles of super strong
black plastic film which fan out around aluminmum
grommet. Fasten to the top of a light stake The
Monster is activated by the slightest breeze and
the tentacles set up a crackling tiny chatter which,
along with the motion of the tentacles and vibra
tions created, drive away garden and fruit predators
GARDEN MONSTERS ARE PREPAID:

T w o f o r . . . .$ 5 .0 0

The OLD TIME Favorite
AMERICAN ELDERBERRIES
Delicious Pies . . . Preserves
Home Made Wine

(Sambucus canadensis) Easily grown shrub that
rewards you with an abundant supply of fruit and
attractive clusters of creamy white blooms. Per
fectly hardy in all areas of U.S. Attains an average
height of 6 to 8 feet. Two or more plants should be
grown for cross pollination. SHIPPED PREPAID.

T w o P la n t s ....................................... $ 4.25

VISA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED.
Please Include Card No. & Exp. Date.

nnr

In one minute test the pH Soil Tester
determines the acid/alkaline composi
tion. Directions include desired range
for 350 plants — grass, crops, fruits,
shrubs, tre es, v e g e ta b le s , herbs,
spices, indoor/outdoor plants. Tells
user what to do if soil is not in desired
pH range............ ........................ $ 1 9 .9 5

Japanese Beetles

1901 4 1/2 x 3 6 ’ $ 7.50
1903 4 1/2 x 7 5 ’ ' 12.20
1902
9x21’
8 .00
1904
9x45’
13.20
1905 2 0 x 2 0 ’
14.79

HONEY, FLOUR, SOIL IMPROVEMENT

In 5 second test the Moisture & Light
M ete r m easu res the w ate r level in
planter. Another 5 second test deter
mines light level where the plant is
standing. Simple directions tell user
whether plant needs watering and if
plant has enough light...............$ 1 0 .9 5

F ive f o r . . . . $ 7 .9 5

25 f o r . . . .

3 3 .7 5

F o u r f o r . . . .$ 9 .0 0

Birds Away Repeller
Will Eliminate
Birds From
Your:
Fruit Trees, Gardens,
Strawberry Patches,
Berry Bushes, Barns
and Attics.
This 5 Foot Long
"Natural Enemy"
Snake with tie-down
tabs will do a good
job for you! And it
lasts for years.

PREPAID
Each . * 4.95
2 tor
7.96
5 for
17.50
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New Life
for an Old House
Part D
Mr. Stahr began work on his
dilapidated dream house, lovingly
termed “ Sow’s Ear,” in the Holiday
1980 issue, beginning in the cold
with inside work-ripping up old
linoleum, removing old plaster and
wallpaper, repairing walls, refitting
old doors and replacing floorboards.
Now as the weather thaws a bit, our
determined retrofitter attacks the
outside--roof, chimney and window
frames. He tears down an old wing
and adds a porch; firms the founda
tions and brightens his restored
dwelling with coats of paint.

by Alden Stahr
nce the inside work on my
house was completed, I had to
start outside in the warmer
spring weather and work down from
the chimney to the ground. I left the
wing until last so I cou’ d use its roof
as a platform for getting to the high
roof. I carried materials up through
the house, out the opening in the
gable and up a stepladder to the
roof peak.
For working on the roof I made a
platform astride the peak. The plat
form consisted of two 2” x 4”
brackets designed to fit the angle of
the roof, as shown in the photo. I set
these over the peak, one on each side
of the chimney and nailed 2” x 8” s to
them for a working scaffold on which I
could walk all the way around the
chimney. Getting ready to repair the
chimney took as much time as fixing
it, but without safe and workable
scaffolding you risk breaking your
neck. Also time consuming was the
carrying of all material — tools,
mortar, etc., piecemeal from ground
level.
The chimney was so rickety I didn’t
dare lean against it. I had to hold it up
with one hand while I removed bricks
with the other. I stacked the old bricks

O
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End of “ Sow’s Ear” with wing removed and clapboards replaced.

carefully on the scaffold, and when I
got the chimney down to roof level, I
went down inside the attic and tore
bricks down to where they had been
solidly pointed up, about halfway
between attic floor and roof.
I got a bag of dry mortar mix at the
lumber yard, assuming that it was
complete and ready for use with the
addition of water. It seemed un
usually smooth, and I discovered it
was without sand! I should have
specified “ sand mix.” To complete
the stuff I had bought I got a load of
sand in the Jeep from a friend who
had a gravel pit. I hauled the sand in
empty nail kegs so I could handle it
easily and mixed the mortar in a big
canning pot.

From my plumber friend I learned a
trick in rebuilding old chimneys.
Instead of going to the complication
and expense of setting copper or
aluminum flashing into the bricks or
stones to wed them to shingles, he
showed me how to flash directly with
mortar and then cover the joining with
roofing cement. This method worked
out fine and was bone dry through a
very wet spring.
To make the chimney in keeping
with the rest of the house, I rebuilt it
on slightly irregular lines and was
glad when the last brick was laid. The
inside of the chimney was of rough
brick, which catches a lot of soot. It is
possible to reline a big, old chimney
with terra cotta flue lining, but the

bore of my chimney was too small and
too crooked for this. (The relining is
done by lowering two-foot sections of
flue-tile into place.)
I had to settle for cleaning the
chimney. Since there was no chimney
sweep in the neighborhood, I cleaned
the chimney myself. My scrubbing
action brought down a couple of
bushels of soot and crumbled claymortar.
I pulled the split roof together with
a piece of heavy wire passed around
the end-most rafters, about four feet
from the top, driving nails to keep the
wire from slipping up, and twisted it
with a short piece of pipe. I could have
used a big tumbuckle and cable and
eyebolts, but that would have cost
money. Then, as the last job before
coming down off the roof and out of
the attic, I replaced a few split
shingles and nailed sound clapboards
along both sides of the peak to make it
rain-tight.
Rebuilding the Gable
he next major project was
rebuilding the gable above the
wing. The wisteria had not
only split the roof open but had
broken out several clapboards in the
gable, and the rain had rotted the
window frame and the cross-timber
under it. I had to rebuild the window
frame completely, and had to cut out a
five foot section of the 2 lA ” x 6”
timber below it. I removed the
clapboards in the gable and took out
the window frame and studs. Old
clapboards split very easily, not only
because of their age, but for the
reason that they’re usually made of
highly splittable cedar. It’s best to
remove such clapboards by driving
the nails all the way through with a
nailset and hammer, or by undercut
ting the nails with a frameless
hacksaw or special nailcutter. Driving
the nails through is easier and faster.
I sawed the rotted timber away,
using a slanting cut to give the
replacement piece a purchase on the
studs underneath. I could not find a
2 lA ” x 6” , an unusual size, so I made
one by spiking two pieces together—a
2 V2” x 3 V2 ” and another of 2 1/j " x
2 V2 ” . I found these odd pieces among
the rafters in the old porch.
Rebuilding the window frame re
quired a lot of measuring and
ripsawing, for here again the boards
were of antiquated sizes. Part of the
frame was so rotted that measure

T

ment was impossible, so I checked the
other attic window and took sizes from
that. As with everything else in the
house, this one was different, and I
had to do some revising after I had
built the frame. One thing to remem
ber, especially in redoing an old
house, is to measure each item
individually, if possible — and then
again — and not to count on anything
being normal or plumb, level or
square. Another thought—in older
times, lumber came in sizes as stated.
That is, a 2” x 4” was full measure,
not 1-5/8” x 3-5/8” up to a few years
ago, or IV2 ” x 3 V2 ” today. This is
part of the merchandising dishonesty
of our times. (The short-measure
policy applies to all sizes of lumber.)
The attic window was unpainted
and unputtied, and the panes were
held in place with rusty wire brads. I
got some glazing points and a can of
glazing compound (better than putty)
in the hardware store and put the
window back into proper condition,
first applying a coat of priming paint
before reglazing, and again after,
ward, to keep the compound from
drying out.
The attic would have been insuf
ferably hot in summer if the windows
were left in (they could not be raised)
so I made louvers for both, one from a
section cut out of an old exterior
window-blind and immobilized the
flaps with wire brads. I built the other
out of scrap lumber — 1” x 3 ” s for the
frame and V2” x 5” s for the*slanting

rain deflectors. I tacked screen wire
on the inside to exclude birds and
insects. Later, I insulated the spaces
between the attic beams with six
inches of pellets when funds allowed.
When I started work on the outside
of the gable, I had to operate
backwards again. The right way to
nail on clapboards (weather boards)
is, of course, to start at the bottom
and work up. But I had to start at the
top and work down because I had not
yet removed the wing and would have
to clapboard the wall when that was
absent. So I left the bottom of each
clapboard unnailed as I went along,
slid the next lower one in under it,
using a level, and measured the
exposed part each time.
The clapboards on this house had
been put up without building-paper
underneath, so I wanted to remedy
this while rebuilding the south wall
when the wing was removed. Again, I
wanted to do this without cost. A
large roll of linoleum had been left
behind by the previous owner, so I
used that for “ tarpaper” under the
clapboards. It helped to make a fine
weather-proof defense against wind
and rain. The gaudy appearance of it
before I covered it with clapboards
must have startled passersby.
Previously, the clapboards had
been fastened with large, squarecut
iron nails. Ordinarily I would have
replaced them with 8-penny (8d)
nails, but due to the fragility of the
clapboards I used 6d nails — they
caused less splitting. I caulked the

High wire trick for pulling together a split roof or bracing a
wobbly old attic. The short piece of pipe is used to twist
the wires, the rod to hold the pipe in place.
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clapboards around the windows and
at the ends.
When I had replaced the clap
boards as far down as the peak of the
wing, I painted the trim with white
primer and second coat, and applied
two coats of bam red to the clap
boards before tearing down the wing.
The effect was startling. It was like
the Phoenix rising from the ashes,
this shining new paint above a
crumbling wing. Passersby stopped
their cars to look: the old eyesore was
becoming an eyeful.

clouds of fine dust. Deplastering the
ceiling was slow and tedious until I
figured out an easier way to do it. I
removed the floorboards above it and
thumped down the laths with the
sledge hammer. Then I had to pull
down all the laths on the walls and
denail the sound lumber, for I
intended to reuse it. Finally, I pried
loose the 2” x 10” s supporting the
floor and got down and tugged at one
wall. The whole frame collapsed in a
heap and the wing was down at last,
leaving the main wall of the house
clear.

Tearing Down the Wing

The wing had been 1 Vi stories
high, and a peculiar small door had
led into it from the head of the stairs.
This door would now serve no
purpose, so I replaced it with a 2’ x 3’
window and frame I had found at the
dump a couple of weeks earlier. If a
renovator is free of false pride, he can
find many pieces of lumber by visiting
the local dumps or asking when he
sees a house being torn down. A
regular source of supply for low-cost
lumber is, of course, a second-hand
dealer. The prices are usually about
one half the cost of new lumber.

he house was far from comple
tion though. This was just the
beginning of the outside work.
Thus far the inside work had taken
three months, and the outside would
take three more. Now I began the
tedious and sometimes dangerous
work of tearing down the wing. I had
to remove each shingle. Then I pried
loose the stringers underneath with
the wrecking bar. Leather gloves were
essential here for handling nailstudded and splintery lumber. I
shoveled the compost heap and sumac
tree off the roof. Hundreds of small
black ants scurried away with their
eggs from under the rotted shingles. I
had to sit on these shingles while
working, and the entrance of a certain
number of ants into pants was
inevitable. The wasps, too, resented
my intrusion and buzzed angrily
around my head as I worked. After
rains, the shingles were as slippery as
if greased. One time when I had to
work up there immediately after a
rain, I went up barefoot and got the
best traction possible, short of spiked
shoes.

T

The roof yielded slowly to my
prying and banging, and I threw all
the debris down into a heap for later
disposal. I saved the zinc flashing that
joined the roof to the wall for future
use (cut into pieces it served to
remedy split shingles in the main roof
when I slid them up underneath).
Once all the wide boards and narrow
cleats were off the wing roof, the log
rafters fell over and the greasestained floor was open to the sky.
Evidently someone had smoked hams
in that little attic.
Now I had to remove the plaster
walls and ceiling at the first-floor
level. The walls were not difficult.
The claw of the hammer or wrecking
bar pulled the plaster down fast, in
72
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The house had no screens, but I
found five at the dumps. These were
not the right size but by cutting down
one dimension, I made them fit. The
wire was broken in two of them, so I
got new alum mum screen wire at the
hardware store. Incidentally, I see no
point to making or buying full screens
when only half of a double-hung
window can be opened at one time.
And a note on using aluminum
screen wire: use aluminum tacks in
stead of iron, because when iron
tack-heads become wet they react
electrolytically with aluminum, dis
solving around the tacks and coming
loose.
In the wing I encountered an
arrangement often found in old
houses. There was a chimney starting
at the second floor and going up
through the roof. This chimney had
probably been installed so a hired
man could have heat on the second
floor without having to build a full
chimney. It was easy enough to knock
apart, as the bricks had been laid up
with clay mortar.
For salvaging lumber I set up a
rough bench on a pair of sawhorses in
the back yard and endlessly pulled out
nails, using the wrecking bar for large
ones and the claw hammer for smaller
ones. (For pulling out large or
stubborn nails, put a small block of

wood under hammer or bar to provide
a higher fulcrum.) Then I made one
pile with denailed lumber and another
of unusable trash and eventually
hauled it all away with a trailer behind
my Jeep. I stored the good lumber in
the chicken house and cut and stacked
the other wood for future stove use. I
dumped plaster rubble into the pit for
the drainage sump.
Not until all this stuff was cleared
up could I get at the floor of the wing,
which had been laid right at ground
level and was partially rotted. I pried
up the boards with the wrecking bar
and removed the heavy log beams
underneath. This disclosed a house
foundation on the wing side made of
loose stones, some of them square^cut. It had to be rebuilt.
New Wall for Old
ne comer of the wall was
already established by a good
square stone, and I used this
as a starting point. I pried out the
stones beside it with the crowbar for a
distance of about three feet so the sill
of the house would still have support.
Then, below grade, I dug out rubble
until I found solid footing and filled
the ditch with flat stones and mortar,
mixed in the same large pot I had
used for doing the chimney.

O

There were enough square-cut
stones scattered around to rebuild
this foundation, and I had to trim only
a few of them with stone hammer and
cold chisel. (When you cut stone be
sure to wear safety goggles to keep
chips from cutting your eyes.) Cutting
and trimming stone isn’t as difficult
as it’s cracked up to be. Just make
your cut where you want it to be and
keep pounding at it long enough with
heavy hammer and cold chisel, and
chances are the stone will break
where you want it to, unless it’s
exceptionally hard or ill-grained. It’s
also possible that a few will shatter.
For building stone walls, mix the
mortar almost dry (1 part cement to 3
or 4 parts sand, with a little lime and
less water). You can then pack it in
hard by hand and it won’t dribble
across the stones. I used to start out
using a trowel but inevitably ended up
using my bare hands. That’ s why I
now use heavy plastic gloves — saves
skinned knuckles and sore fingertips
and dried-out skin.
Each time I worked on the wall, I
opened up a few more feet of the old
foundation and set the new stones
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anyone who gardens is
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undertake a small section at a time. I
could have done it from the ladder,
but that is awkward and hard on the
arches. I made two scaffold brackets
out of 2” x 4” s and pieces of board
and laid two 2” x 10” s on them for a
comfortable walkway. It’s hardly ne
cessary to suggest that you look every
time you move your feet when you’re
on a scaffold. I once committed the
folly of walking off the edge of a flat
roof, and this made me very safety
conscious. Also, don’t ever bend over
when you’ re facing outward on a
scaffold. Your rump against the wall
will bump you right off, head first.

Rotted sill under old house. The kitten liked this easy
access to mice.
plumb, just under the clapboards, so
drip would not run in and rot the sill. I
had cut the bottom edge of the bottom
board on the bias so the lowest edge
was toward the outside, allowing
water to drip freely.
Repairing and Painting Outside of
House
Alternating with work on the found
ation I started repairing and repaint
ing the outside of the house. I found
that preparation of the surface of the
old boards took more time than
painting them. When I pulled away
the bottom clapboards at the south
west comer, I found that the sill had
rotted and the side of the house had
bulged out and settled several inches.
I had a screw-jack for the Jeep and
tried raising the comer with that. It
did not have enough power, so I
borrowed a house-jack and blocked it
up solidly. I forced the com er of the
house up enough so I could cut away
the rotted piece of sill and insert a
new one I built up of old but sound
pieces from the wing. When this was
in place I pried the wall in with the
crowbar and it settled neatly into
place. There had been so much
crackling and groaning from the wall
that I didn’t know what might
happen. It felt good to have the
swinging comer settled down, even
though I now had to saw about an inch
off the bottom of the front door to
make it function properly again.
In repairing the outside of the
house I found that the only replace
ment necessary, other than two
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sections of sill, was a section of
molding under the eaves that had
been tom loose by the wisteria and
accumulations of ice. This was part of
a 16’ length, so instead of prying the
whole thing loose - awkward working
alone high on an extension ladder - I
cut away the splintered end with
hammer and chisel and rip-sawed a
piece to match and nailed it in place.
nce I had fixed these items and
a few clapboards, I could get
to the long grind of preparing
the surface of the entire house for
painting. Every square inch had to be
scraped and then wire-brushed to
remove loose old paint. This is too
tedious and arm-wracking to des
cribe, but it isn’t too bad if you

O

I recommend wearing cap and
goggles to keep flying paint-chips out
of hair and eyes, also for painting
overhead under the eaves, the drippiest operation I know. Some of this
drip may be prevented by using thick
paint and not putting too much on the
brush at a time. And you can put a
paper funnel around the brush handle
to cover your hand.
I painted the trim white and the
house a bright barn-red, one coat for
the moment and another later. The
barn-red was so thick that one coat
covered, except for a few boards that
had never known paint. Rainy days
delayed the painting now and then,
but there was always something else
to do. The grounds had to be cleaned
up and weeds hacked down. I got a
good lawn mower, the prehistoric
type that you push, for $5.00 at a junk
yard, and at last I had a lawn in the
back yard where once had been a
jungle. The total renovation took six

Two by six lagbolted to frame of old house to provide
push-point for house jack. New section of sill in place.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
Redecorate • Restore
New foundation pursuing old, which is removed a few feet
at a time.

Remove and hang wallpaper, patch walls, do
masonry projects, remove paint, etc., 32 pages
of drawings and easy to follow instructions.
Write today for your copy.

ENJOY AND SAVE MONEY TOO!
months, working every day but a few,
at an average of four hours a day, to
do the job. There were still a few odds
and ends to do, but the basic house
was finished.
The Porch
The hole left by the shallow wing
excavation had been one of those
long-term problems that were not
acute enough to do anything about
right away but which had to be
tackled sometime. Now that every
thing else was done there was no
excuse for further procrastination.
The lines of the house on the wing
side were rather stark since I had
removed the mess, they needed to
be relieved. A porch would do it, I
decided, so I undertook to build one. I
made a form for a concrete floor out of
2 ” x 10” s and filled it nearly to the
top with the large stones left over
from the foundation work. Next I
filled in between these with Jeep
loads of smaller stones I picked up on
the fence rows, and used a pile of coal
ashes from the yard to even things up
to within several inches of the top to
keep the liquid part of the concrete
from dribbling down through the
stones. Then I mixed concrete (one
part cement, three parts sand, five
parts gravel) and poured it to the top
of the form, I finished the floor by
puddling (tamping with an iron rake)
and a board for leveling and an edger
for trimming up the sides. To get a
rough, nonslip finish I brushed the

floor with a broom before the concrete
set.
As a base for three posts to support
the roof I dug holes two feet down and
filled them with stones and concrete.
On each of these footings I set one
concrete block with the holes filled
with small stones and mortar and set
a bolt on top to hold the post in place.
I could have made piers by building
forms and filling with concrete, but
that would have been a lot more work
than filled blocks. The purpose of the
piers was to keep the feet of the posts
dry and thus prevent rotting.
From a supply of used 4” x 4” s in
the chickenhouse I selected three
good ones (logs would have served as
well) and drilled a 3 /4 ” hole in one
end of each to accept the bolts. I
painted the bottoms and the inside of
the holes with roofing cement to
prevent rot. I cut the posts 6’x6” long
to allow headroom above the porch
floor.
In order to erect the posts and plate
(the cross timber for supporting the
rafters) I used a trick my father taught
me. Before raising the first corner
post, I nailed two short pieces of 1” x
3” to opposite sides of one end so
they extended beyond the upper end
of the post. Then I nailed two 6’
boards at right angles to the post
about 4 ’ up (with a single nail each),
set the post on the bolt protruding
from the pier, and with the aid of a
level, checked the post for plumb on
two sides. Finally, I nailed the
braces to the form for support.

!“ % « SENHOW-TO-BOOK
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Next I put one end of the plate (4” x
4” in this case) between the brackets
on top of the first corner post, set the
other com er post and braced it,
climbed up the stepladder carrying
the other end of the plate and nailed it
in place on top of the post. I then
removed the brackets from post
and nailed the plate to it. Setting the
middle plate was then simple, on to
the bolt, checked for plumb and
nailed to the plate.

s a preliminary to putting up
rafters for the roof I spiked a
2” x 4” the full width of the
house onto a clapboard and into the
studs underneath, about 2 feet higher
than the plate. The ends of the rafters
would rest on this cleat, so I nailed
them securely. I would have preferred
2” x 6” s for rafters but had none, so I
had to settle for 2” x 4” s. There
weren’t enough of these in 12 foot size
so I almost had to spoil my record by
buying some lumber. But rather than
buy a single stick I tore down a small
chicken-brooder house out back and
got not only some short rafters but
some roofing and siding to fill in the
triangles (gables) on the sides of the
porch roof. Four of the rafters I
already had were long enough to
reach the plate but not long enough to
match the overhang of the other
rafters. So, I notched the too-short
rafters and spliced short lengths of 2”
x 4” to them by overlapping. I then
alternated the spliced rafters with
one-piece rafters.
There were enough boards from the
old wing to cover the porch roof. It
was exasperating to work with five
widths of boards, but by a little
ripping here and there and careful
fitting I finally matched them up and
nailed them down. I allowed the ends
of the boards to protrude at random
beyond the edge of the roof, and then
sawed them off in two long cuts to
make an even edge. Making the two
12 foot cuts with a handsaw on a
90-degree day was warm work, espec
ially sawing uphill.
To keep the roof in harmony with
the rest of the house I should have
used wood shingles. But this would
have looked drab, so I used white
asphalt shingles to blend with the
red-and-white color scheme of the
house. I doubled the first course of
shingles (the first course backward,
the second regular), and nailed the
rest on in courses kept straight with
the aid of a chalkline and blue chalk.

A
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New foundation completed and form set for pouring porch
floor. Rock-and-rubble base in place.

Pier for porch post. Cinder block filled with small stones
and mortar, bolt in place.

FREE! I

SOIL SAMPLE i
TEST K IT
;
Our Free Soil Sample Test Kit shows
you how fast and easy it is to test and
balance your soil’s pH and fertility the
same way professional gardeners do.
Kit includes a sample pH test, instruc
tions, our fact-filled soil testing brochure
and details on the full line of Sudbury
Soil Test Kits.

Author Stahr building new cover for well.
The Well
he water supply for the house
was from a dug well in the back
yard. Neighbors reported that '
in spite of drought years when other
wells had dried up, this one had kept
flowing. A double layer of boards
covered it, but before I used the water
I made a thorough inspection. The
stones around the top were loose and
had spaces between them where
animals could get in, and the boards
were so rotten that even a small child
would have fallen through them.
The first immediate and obvious
step was to throw off the lid and
replace it with sound planks weighted
with stones. The water level was
about five feet below ground, and it
was littered with dead leaves, sticks
and the corpses of a couple of small
animals. Work was needed here, but
at the time I could do only the
minimum. I fished out the debris and
animals with a rake and an old screen
suspended from wires, and then
covered the top with planks until I
could get at the job again.

T

Later, when pressure of other work
permitted, I borrowed an electric
sump pump and suspended it by a
cable from a log across the top of the
well. Sounding with a string and stone
revealed a depth of 25 feet, and I
wanted to pump the water down as far
as I could, not only to determine the
recovery rate but to replace stale and
possibly contaminated water with

fresh. The pump sucked out the water
rapidly, and I lowered the pump to
follow the water level by taking a
couple of turns of the cable around the
timber and rolling it as necessary.
Meanwhile, I held onto one end of
the cable, with my hands encased in
plastic gloves to prevent shocks. In
about half an hour the level had
descended 15 feet, as far as the cable
would reach, and the water poured
out pure and clean.
To prevent surface water and
animals from contaminating the well,
again I dug down around the outside
about three feet and plastered up all
the spaces between the stones with
mortar. I refilled the excavatior
with earth, banked up to deflect
surface water. I filled between the
surface stones with mortar to leave ;
flat surface for a tight cover to rest
on.
I framed the cover with 2 ” x 4”
and boarded over them with 1” x 6’
subflooring, covering the deck wit1
linoleum so dirt and rainwater woul
not dribble down through the crack
Then I nailed legs underneath t
extend down inside the well about 6
so children could not push the cove
off. Finally, I set four heavy stones o
the corners as a further safeguard. '•
Alden Stahr, the Robinson Crusoe c
retrofitters, lives and writes article
on woodscrafts and shelters in Colun
bia. New Jersey. Photos by tl
author.
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So don’t waste money on hit-or-miss
fertilizing. Find out how much lime,
how much and what kind of fertilizer or
organic nutrients your soil needs for
bountiful gardens, lush lawns, beautiful
flowers and shrubs. Send for your Free
Soil Sample Test Kit today.

SEE FOR YOURSELF !
how Sudbury Soil lasting
guarantees bigger. H itter, ■
better-tasting v*
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Hardy Perennials, Rock Plants, Flowering
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DISCOUNT
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ASPARAGUS:
THE SPARROWGRASS COOKBOOK. By Autumn
Stanley. Pacific Search Press, 222
Dexter Avenue North, Seattle, Wash
ington 98109. $5.95 plus $1.00 postage/handling.
by Ellen LaConte
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am an asparagus fancier. I love
the notion of a generation of
annually multiplying feathery
ferns teasing me into spring. I love
the crunch and snap of asparagus
spears just pushed through a springherbed dip. I love the tender green
promise of a bouquet of asparagus
Irooling melted butter.
Now my husband would eat Frittate
I’Asparago (asparagus omelette Litle Italy style) everyday throughout
ie asparagus season. But w e’ve
ever had a solid hundred feet of
sparagus row before. I think even he
dll welcome Autumn Stanley’ s Asaragus to our cookbook collection.
It is a fine, varied collection of
Bcipes ranging from appetizers, soup
rid salads, through vegetable course
^cipes to main dish recipes involving
leeses, meats, sauces and eggs,
here is even a recipe for Emerald
reme, a dish in which sugar and rum
ce invited to raise the ancient veggie
> the status of elegance.
The recipes do not supply ways to
ask asparagus’ royal flavor—that job
undertaken by most all-purpose
ikery books. This offers seasoning
zhniques, sauces and companions
iolent of asparagus or compli

I

mentary to its unique taste. There are
over a dozen sauces (over 100 recipes
in all)—none would offend the as
paragus lover’s pallette. There is a
gourmet sound to many of the
recipes-but all are relatively simple
to prepare. Throughout, Ms. Stanley
offers ways to self-prepare or sub
stitute for store bought ingredients.
In addition to the recipes and to the
cultivation and preparation hints pro
vided by the excerpt in this issue is a
fascinating history of asparagus that
makes my spirit as well as my taste
buds feel in good company.
□
PERMACULTURE TWO:
Practical
Design for Town and Country in
Permanent Agriculture. By Bill Mollison. Tagari Books. Stanley, Tasmania
Australia. 1979. $9.00
by Lynn Ann Ascrizzi
ermaculture Two by Austral
ia’s Bill Mollison, is a book
which lays down the ground
work for a refreshing and innovative
system of consciously designed agri
culture—a system Mollison began
developing at the University of Tas
mania several years ago and which is
essentially self-perpetuating.
The author looks upon the stabiliza
tion and utilization of landscape as a
moral issue with global implications.
The term “ permaculture” itself im
plies this sense of commitment and
relationship to land-one profoundly
practical rather than cosmetic.

P

COUNTRY DESIGNS

In order to bring home this concept,
consider the typical “ front yard’ ’ of
America-that sacred and formal strip
with its stiff path to the door, correctly
aligned shrubbery and close-shaven
lawn. What a stir a row of potatoes or
cabbages would create if planted
there, or if a plot of unruly pumpkins
was seen sprawling about the polite,
wrought-iron lamppost! After all,
in “ better” communities, even the
energy-efficient clothesline is judged
as a horrid thing, and outlawed.

A COT J F C T I O N O F D E T A I L E D
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26’ x 30’

In Mollison’s opinion, this strip of
turf the homeowner wastes his or her
energies keeping “ just so” —is merely
a pale imitation of the formal lawns
surrounding palaces and estates,
whose landscapes bend and twist
nature into “ a salute to power.”
Church and school grounds demon
strate the same senseless and waste
ful use of land, reflecting the idea that
“ status is all and usefulness has no
place or meaning in the world.”
Where can we the home gardeners,
begin to change our attitudes and
incorporate a practical and valued
land utilization? Mollison says the
place to start is right at your own
doorstep. “ Anybody who hasn’t plan
ted a garden at the back doorstep,
hasn’t started a permaculture. If you
do not have the doorstep controlled
there is not much hope for the back
paddock or back fence.”
One of my favorite of his proposed
garden plans is one for a spiral
shaped earth ramp for culinary herbs
which coils usefully at the kitchen
door. Of course! You are cooking
dinner and need the inspiration of
rosemary, or perhaps some chives or
parsley for the salad. You merely step
outside with the shears—and there
you are! How much more sensible
than trotting 100 feet or more away
from the house while soup is in
progress (you did remember to lower
that burner, didn’t you?), to where
your herbs crouch like exiles in their
remote location behind the flower
bed.
Bill Mollison breaks down his
designs into a system of “ Zones,”
Zone One being nearest the dwelling.
The questions you must ask are: a.)
How frequently do you visit a plant,
animal or structure on your farm
stead? b.) The number of times the
plant, animal or outbuilding needs
you to visit it. One may visit a nut tree
only twice a year. The poultry shed,
on the other hand, may be visited: for
eggs, 365 times; for manure, 20
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MAINLINE

THE WORLD’S MOST
ADVANCED TILLER DESIGN.

CONVERTIBLE TILLER!

Not just the world's most advanced Rotary Tiller, but
designed to convert and capably perform 15 other
jobs with all the MAINLINE Attachments available.
Thousands ot American Gardeners have recognized
and invested in MAINLINE Advances, its unequalled
value, superb engineering and MAINLINE’S exclu
sive convertible design. We ask you to ...
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PULLEY DRIVE
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You use the MAINLINE Power
Unit with more than
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24" Snow
Thrower

Here, the engine engage
ment takes place by slip
ping a belt on a pulley.
NOW AVAILABLE— The new Rotary Tiller comparison chart
Compares competitive tiller makes using factual specifi
cations and features. Write for your free copy today!
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times; for watering, 50 times, etc..
This qualifies the henhouse for a
nearby location.
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Send for copy today

Dean Foster Nurseries
D e p t. FS

Rt. 2, H artfo rd , M ich. 49057

D ads
Dibble.
Works the hardest ground, makes
dozens of garden jobs fun & easy!
Plant «eeds, seedlings and make
furrows with this 6 W spike, Ada
an exira green thumb with DADs
solid steel dibble. Garden green
color, lifetime guarantee.
Send $7.95 for each
DADs DIBBLE to:

EARTH WIZARD
P.O. Box 418, Dept. E381
Merlin, OR. 97532

SAVE MONEY
Assemble our Mintlzi OAHLCO
Crawler Tractor Kit Buy factorydirect Catalog of Kit
construction and uses -75c.
"Build-it-yourself" Plant —
$7 00 (refunded on any
purchase)
Cedarburg, Wl 53012

OAHLCO

D ept. FS31

But the Mollison homestead is
charming besides being practical. We
are overwhelmed by the kind of native
simplicity shown here, reminiscent of
the “ dooryard gardens” found in
rural Mexico, for example, whose
little “ groupings” with naturally
curving paths are in direct contrast to
the “ strict ordered, linear, segment
ed thinking” so common in Western
landscape. Here is a more natural
polyculture, along with its semi-nat
ural order of plants in their relation
ship to each other. Mollison continues
to explain:
“ The house and fence form essen
tial trellis for the garden—so that it is
no longer clear where orchard, field,
house and garden have their bounda
ries, where annuals and perennials
belong, or indeed where cultivation
gives way to naturally-evolved sys
tems.”
The above concepts are just the
beginning of Permaculture Two, the
authors second book on the subject.
Every page and chapter is prolific
with innovation. There is a marvelous
chapter on “ Soil Improvement” de
scribing a type of soil cultivation
introduced in Australia by two men—
P.A. Yeomans and Geoff Wallace, of
whom Mollison comments dryly:
“ Neither have been knighted,made
national heroes, nor even invited to
take up chairs at leading universities
concerned with the environment, but
that is to be expected. Australia
ignores her innovators and sends
instead for overseas experts.”
Both these men have developed
tools by which concreted, unproduc
tive and sterile soils may be quickly
rehabilitated—a method by which the
soil is lifted gently (not turned over or

reversed), aerated and loosened. By
this method, these men have both
shown “ that in a matter of two or
three years, soils which take a century
to evolve under forest can be re
created by man.”
In the face of our present soil crisis,
this innovation is phenomenal. So far,
a third of our nation’ s topsoil has been
lost since cultivation began on this
continent. Increased use of chemical
fertilizers have only served to mask
the effects of this steady loss. The
weakening of the family farm with its
rich diversity of crops and livestock,
the take-over of big machinery which
discourages sound soil conservation,
and absentee land ownership, has
further contributed to this steady
decline of our basic resource—fertile
land to grow our food. As one soil
conservation officer recently pre
dicted: “ ...it’ s highly unlikely that
our great grandchildren will believe
there ever was a surplus of food in
this country.”
Such reports are frightening, but in
cheerful contrast, the how-to reme
dies in Permaculture Two are most
heartening. In other chapters the
author tackles structures (earth hous
es, plant houses, sod roofs, sewage,)
and covers waterworks (aquatic poly
culture, solar ponds, earth tanks,
water filtration, pond culture, mariculture ) There’s a whole section
devoted to free range poultry de
sign.
Most readers in this country will
have to translate many of these plans,
in terms of climate and vegetation,
from Australia’ s, to ours. But this is
all possible because the concepts
behind the designs are so universal.
There is throughout the pages the
thrill of growth and experiment—a
high sense of evolution, hope and
humanity. We have certainly not seen

D E L T A G A R D E N S T A R T E R K IT Essential fo r th e h o m e o r h o b b y g re e n h o u s e e n th u s ia s t

O

HORSE & MULE
OWNERS

IN C L U D E S

(T) th e

r e m a r k a b le Todd® g ro w in g tra y
c /w 2 0 0 g ro w in g spaces
( 2 ) o n e b a g a ll p u rp o se
g ro w in g m ix

W e manufacture Singletrees , x
Doubletrees, Hames, Neckyokes

( 3 ) g ro w in g
instru ctio ns

and many other items needed for
horse or mule drawn equipment.
Send $3.00 for complete catalog

ID E A L F O R

and price list. Send to:

• VEGETABLES

D ad e S pecialty Co.
PO Box 106
W ild w o o d ,G A 30757
-V V '
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or heard the last of Bill Mollison and
his eminently sensible permaculture
concepts.
THE EARTHWORM BOOK. By Jerry
Minnich. Rodale Press, Emmaus,
Pennsylvania, 1977. $10.95.
by Millie Halpern
erry Minnich begins The Earth
worm Book--How to Raise and
Use Earthworms for Your Fa
rm and Garden with a quote from
Charles Darwin, who studied earth
worms for more than forty years:

J

“ The plough is one of the most
ancient and most valuable of man’s
inventions; but long before he existed
the land was in fact regularly plough
ed and still continues to be thus
ploughed by earthworms. It may be
doubted whether there are many
other animals which have played so
important a part in the history of the
world as have these lowly, organized
creatures.’ ’
Minnich, who has written about
gardening for over twenty years,
proceeds to present a fascinating
compendium of information about
earthworms. He covers everything
from how to use earthworms in indoor
containers as household composting
“ garbage disposals’ ’ to the benefits
of using earthworms for strip mined
land reclamation.
In addition to their role in repairing
damage we have done to the earth,
worms may also be used to measure
the extent of that damage. Scientists
at the University of Wisconsin have
developed methods for using earth
worms to monitor the amount of
heavy metal pollution in the soil.
Minnich has brought a vast amount
of information about earthworms
which previously was available only in
books for commercial earthworm gro
wers or in scientific works together in
one interesting and well written book
for laymen. He includes a listing of
suggested readings for earthworm
growers (titles and brief summaries of
their contents). He also gives a sixty
page bibliography of his sources.
Despite this lengthy bibliography,
Minnich says that there is a dearth of
research about earthworms. He says,
“ It would seem that, after the
brilliant start that Darwin gave us
nearly a century ago, we have
dropped the ball and never quite
picked it up... We need more activity
in nearly every area of earthworm
research.”

The Ken Darby family says:

“We built a HAHSA® and cut
our heat & hot w ater bills to
$0.00 safely. So can you!”
Yes, you can stop
paying gas, oil, or
electric bills to heat
your home and hot
water! Imagine a
safe, simple, lowcost system that be
longs to you and
works 24 hours a
day, year-round in
any weather or
climate. If you have a backyard you can
build your own HAHSA® and cut your
heat and hot water bills to $0.00.

7. Simple. The HASHA ties in directly
to your hot water radiators, hot water
baseboard or hot air systems via a heat
exchanger.
8. Quality Engineering. The HAHSA de
sign— from structure to fire box and door,
heat exchanger and draft control— all sym
bolize our dedication to quality. You get
the benefit of years of hard work and
proven performance.
1
9. Long-Lasting Return.
A correctly built and well
maintained
HAHSA will
last for many
Like a Backyard Gold Mine
years. Imagine
the money
A HAHSA (Heating and Heat Storage
, ......
Apparatus) is basically a burner or furnace you'll save!
located outside your house in its own little 10. You Can Do It Yourself. According to
8' by 10' block structure— a self-contained your skills and your budget. You can also
heating system connected to your house
have someone do it all for you. We are
by 4 pipes buried underground. Safe,
licensing franchised dealers— a terrific
practical, and far better than any coalopportunity. Write or phone todav.
or wood-burning stove.
You can order a set of plans and go
It takes anything that bums and stores
from there. For only $20.00 we supplv
heat until you need it. Chances are that it drawings, step-by-step instructions and
will pay for itself in 12 to 18 months. That's material and cost lists. The cost of all
what users tell us. After that, it's like hav required materials is about $1600 bought
ing a little gold mine in your backyard.
new (not used, which saves plenty).
11. You can also purchase our kits and
assemblies. Save time and aggravation.
Order key parts at reasonable costs, as
listed in the plans.

Start Saving Now

H A H S A is 11 Ways Better

Mail the coupon today! Don't delay.
Prices are going up every day. Send $1.00
for general information or $20.00 for com
plete plans and everything you need to
know to go HAHSA. Tell OPEC and the
gas or oil companies where to go. Forever.

1. Safe. Unlike a woodstove, it's outside.
No fear of fire, explosions or asphyxiation ■ Call 717-388-6172.
while you're sleeping. And no gases to
choke you.
To: H A H S A , Box 112-B
2. Clean. No smoke, dirt, ashes, termites
Falls, Pennsylvania 18615
or bugs inside your house.
I w a n t to go HA H SA . Please send me:
r J C om plete plan s, draw ings, instructions, m a te r
3. Efficient. Uses less wood than a stove
ial costs lists, plu s general inform ation. $20.00.
and more of anything else that bums—
n G eneral inform ation about HAHSA.
paper, refuse, cardboard, scraps. Because
$1.00 to cover p rin tin g and m ailing.
1D M y c h e c k e r m oney order is enclosed
it's uniquely insulated, cold snow or rain
.J VIS A o r F ] M aster Charge
won't affect a HAHSA.
(please p rin t or type)
4. Stores Heat. You can damp down the
fire and still get heat for hours, even days.
Use it only a few hours every other day in
Exp. date.
Interbank (MC)
spring or summer— yet your water always
N
a
m
e
_
_
stays hot.
5. Works With Solar Systems for Even
A ddress.
Bigger Savings.
C ity ___
6. Healthy Heat. Not the dry, irritating
heat of a wood stove or the smoky heat of
State___
Zip
a coal stove.
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SLASH

60%

off Your

Power Bills

Kent Saturn’s water heater
uses dry household rubbish
(or coal, coke, wood) to heat
180 litres (40 gallons) of water
boiling hot in under 2 hours.
Cast aluminium heat exchanger

For full details contact :

JIN G L E

ENERGY

D is t ri b u t o r

1801 N.W . Upshur
Portland, OR 97209
[ 5 0 3 ] 2 9 5 -0 1 2 1

KENT SATURN

IK<€Mir

WATER HEATER

THE UVWMQ WARMTH

WHHKKKtKBt/BtKBBk

.id

maaami
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Buy Direct from the factory!
Eliminate the dealer’s commission. Save headaches and delays
during construction. And . . . end up with one of the highest quality
log homes on the market! From design modifications through shipping and
construction follow-up, you’ll be in direct control. Northeastern Log Homes are
precision manufactured and can easily comply with the leading building codes.
We are proud members of the Log Homes Council and the National Association of Home
Manufacturers. Northeastern sells complete packages, not log "shells” . Your home will be
cut-to-order of beautiful Eastern White Pine, and your Northeastern factory
representative will follow your project carefully every step of the way.
Detailed floor plans for 39 homes, including new passive solar models, are in
our new 70-page planning book. Send $6, today Or, request a free flyer.

Write or call Northeastern Log Homes
Box 126-F, Groton, Vt. 05046 (802) 584-3336
Box 46 F, Kenduskeag, Me. 04450 (207) 884-7000
Box 7966 F. Louisville, Ky. 40207 (502) 228-0127
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The historical theory of French
researcher Andre Voisin is partic
ularly interesting. Voisin, in his 1960
book, Better Grassland Sward, pro
posed that, were it not for earth
worms, civilization might never have
developed.
Voisin explains that after the last
Ice Age, lumbricids, the family that
includes the two active, soil-building
species of earthworms, were to be
found only in one narrow band on the
globe. This was about 10,000 years
ago. This band coincides exactly with
the area in which the first great
civilizations developed - the Indus,
Euphrates, and Nile valleys.
The growth of civilization depends
on an agricultural fruitfulness that
allows people to do more than subsist,
and the sites of these three early
civilizations had just this productivity.
Other areas with equally good soil and
climate, like the West Coast of the
United States and all of New Zealand,
failed to produce civilizations in
antiquity. They had no native lumbricid earthworms.
European colonists to the New
World and New Zealand brought
more than new agricultural methods
with them. In the rootballs of plants
aboard their ships and in the shoes of
colonists’ horses were egg capsules
for species of active, soil-building
lumbricids. These earthworms grad
ually transformed rich but dormant
soil into highly productive land.
These soil building earthworms are
now spread across our country so
usually there is no need to implant
earthworms into fields, orchards, or
gardens.
But there are fields and orchards
where repeated heavy chemical appli
cations have destroyed all the earth
worms. An organic farmer attempting
to reclaim such areas could speed up
the rate at which the soil improved by
implanting one of the two active
lumbricid species, field worms or
native night crawlers. Neither of
these species are usually available
commercially. (Commercial worms
are mostly red, brandling worms, or
African night crawlers - worms that
live in composting or manure pits.)
The Earthworm Book also includes
several short pieces written by earth
worm growers, among these are
rabbit raisers who use earthworms
below their rabbit pens to transform
the rabbit droppings to compost.
It’s not a “ who-done-it,” but The
Earthworm Book is full of surprises
and hard to put down.
□

T he E a r t h w o r k s
C o m p o ste r
Easy to use, makes unlimited quantities of rich
humus, costs less and works better naturally.
Turn kitchen, yard and garden waste into
nutrient-rich, sweet-smelling soil with the simpleto-use Earthworks Composter® . To grow bounti
ful and more nutritious crops you must invest in
good soil. Nature’s own compost is the very finest
fertilizer and soil conditioner available and it’s free
for the making.
We all have large quantities of organic waste
(uncooked kitchen garbage, leaves, grass clip
pings, weeds and manure) to dispose of all year
long. Most often this valuable resource of nutri
ents and trace elements is left for the trash man.
To reclaim this valuable resource of nature’s own
best fertilizer and soil conditioner, all we need do
is compost. The Earthworks Composter® makes
it simple and easy to do. The reward is better soil
which will reap more nutritious food and bountiful
crops from our garden.
The making of compost requires five ingredients: 1) Organic waste (leaves, grass takings, manure
and uncooked kitchen garbage); 2) The proper amount of moisture; 3) The right temperature;
4) Oxygen; 5) and time.
All composting systems require each of the above. In mid-Summer, with nice soft, moist organic
matter and long, warm days, the composting cycle is short, 14 to 30 days. In Winter, the cycle is
dramatically slowed to months. This is true with all systems. It is our conviction that most of us
have more organic waste to compost than the average composting system permits. Not so with the
Earthworks Composter® . Our system will not only handle all of your Spring and Summer com
posting, but come Fall, continue to handle all the leaves and garden waste you produce. Each lowcost, reusable composting tube holds 16 cu. ft. and you can have as many of these low-cost EarthWorks composting tubes as you need. No other composting system offers this valuable feature. As
you weigh the merits of one composting system with another, carefully assess the features.
Remember the five essential elements in composting and then consider the volume of organic waste
you will have each year. — By the way, the Earthworks Composter® is also the least expensive.

ADD VALUABLE NUTRIENTS AND TRACE ELEMENTS TO YOUR SOIL.
Here’s What You Get —
The Earthworks Composting System consists of a sturdy, yet light, 36” high plastic mesh frame,
3 dark-green reusable, 4-mil plastic tubes that each hold 16 cu. ft. of organic waste, 3 bag ties, 3
anchor stakes for the mesh frame and a booklet with easy-to-follow directions on making and using
compost. Additional low-cost plastic tubes are available (see order form below).
Here’s How It Works —
Place the plastic mesh frame in a convenient location where it will get sun daily. Next, stretch the
bottomless, 4-mil, plastic tubes inside the frame (as a plastic bag fits in your trash can). Now, add 6
to 10 inches of organic waste, then an inch or two of soil. Repeat this layering until the tube is full.
Tie off the top of the tube with the plastic wire ties provided. You are now composting. Next, remove
the frame to a new location and repeat the process with another tube. The Earthworks Composter®
makes unlimited quantities of valuable humus all year long.

ORDER YOUR EARTHWORKS COMPOSTER® TODAY.
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- M a i l T o : ........■■■ ■■_______________________________________
E a r th w o r k s C o m p o s t e r ® , P .O . B o x 6 ,
Q
N e w Ip s w ic h , N .H . 03071
ui

P le a se s e n d _______E a rth w o rk s C o m p o s te rs in e lu d in g fra m e , 3 re u s a b le 4 m il tu b e s , tie d o w n s ,
"H o w t o ” c o m p o s tin g b o o k le t □ a t $39.95 p p d .
□ 2 at $74.95 p p d . S A V E $5.00.
O R e p la c e m e n t T u b e s (5 /p a c k ) at $8.95 p p d .
name
________ _____________________________
s t r e e t ______________________________________
c i t y ________________ s t a t e _______ z i p _______
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SATISFACTION 100% GUARANTEED
Use your Earthworks Composter® for 30
days. If you are not delighted with the results
and the rich, natural plant food you are
making, return the unit for full refund of your
purchase price.

E a rth w o rk s C o m p o ste r
New Ip sw ich , NH 0 3 0 7 1
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The FARMSTEAD BOOKSTORE
Now, it’s easy to shop by mail for
those special interest books . . .
How-to do-it information on
everything from wood heating to
gardening to raising livestock . . .
Valuable, useful additions to
your collection of data on living
more self-sufficiently.

NOTE: Look for the ★
to find
NEW TITLES on the shelf!
OF SPECIAL INTEREST FOR GARDENERS!

Pruning ★
Simplified

A Com plete Guide to Pruning Trees,
Shrubs, Bushes, Hedges, V ines, Flowers,
Garden Plants, Houseplants and Bonsai by

Lewis Hill
R-74 Since the firs t shaggy tre e was pru n e d , n e ith e r
tre es nor the tools of th e a rt have changed a g re a t deal.
H ow eve r, th e re was room fo r a b e tte r p ru n in g book,
and Lew is H ill rose to the occasion. Team ed w ith
illu s tra to r D aryl H u n te r, he has produced a g u id e th a t
is both com preh ensive and easy to fo llo w .
A stre n g th of P R U N IN G S IM P L IF IE D
is its
usefulness to those w ho need a stre a m lin e d course in
m a in ta in in g th e v a rie ty of p la n tin g s fou nd on the
ty p ic a l law n. People are in cre a sin g ly inte reste d in tre es
and bushes th a t yie ld a crop of fr u it or nu ts, and H ill
shows how to p ru n e w ith both appearance and
p roductio n in m in d . 192 pages, 80 illu s tra tio n s , index.
H a rd b a c k ............................................ ............................ $ 9 .9 5
P a p e rb a c k ...................................................................... $12.95

• E asy-to -follow in s tru c tio n s fo r all
•ty p e s of p ru n in g
•H o w to m a in ta in and p rune subDurban p la n tin g s
• H ow to prune fo r both appearance
•a n d n u t/fr u it p roductio n
• F in g e rtip p ru n in g fo r leggy or lazy
•h o u s e p la n ts

G E T T IN G T H E M O S T F R O M YO U R G A R D E N -U slng
Advanced Intensive G ardening Techniques - by the editors of

Getting
the Most

Organic Gardening M agazine

fro m Y o u r

Garden,

R-72 GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR GARDEN
“ T h is is re ading m a te ria l fo r the hom e (or m a rket) g a rd e n in g pro and those
who asp ire not on ly to s e lf-s u ffie c n y , b u t self s u ffie n c y w ith style . T h is is
d e fin ite ly a w o rth w h ile book and a fin e a d d itio n to th e serious g a rd e n e r’s
reference lib r a r y .” F.S.
H ard cover; 496 pages; 60 photos; 150 illu s tra tio n s .....................................$14.95
i,

H

E a rth w o rm

1?“! * £ * * '* * * * '

The Earthworm Book

Book

H o w t o R a is e a n d U s e E a r t h w o r m s
fo r Y o u r E a rm a n d Q a rd e n

by Jerry Mirmich
As reviewed in this issue!
R -6 1 T H E

EARTHW O RM

BOOK

is th e m o s t c o m p le te , u p -

to -d a te b o o k av a ila b le to d a y o n e a rth w o rm s a n d th e ir use,
b rin g in g to g e th e r all th e latest in fo rm a tio n o n e very a s p e c t o f
this v a lu a b le a n d u sefu l c re a tu re .

Hardcover
$ 10.95

i

“ A fa scin a tin g com pend ium of in fo rm a tio n about e a rth w o rm s: fro m
how ot use e a rth w o rm s in in d o o r con tainers as household com posting
“ garbage d isp o sa ls” to the b e nefits of using e a rth w o rm s fo r s trip
m ined land re cla m a tio n . M in n ic h has b ro u g h t a vast am ount of
in fo rm a tio n about e a rthw orm s w hich pre vio u sly was ava ila b le o n ly in
books fo r com m ercia l e a rth w o rm g row ers or in s c ie n tific w orks
to g e th e r in one in te re s tin g and w ell w ritte n book fo r la y m e n .” M H

Fruits and Berries for the Home Garden
by Lewis Hill

G 49 F R U IT S A N D B E R R IE S FO R T H E H O M E G A R D E N by Lewis
H ill—Let exp ert o rc h a rd is t Lew is H ill g u id e you to ho m e-g row n

A p p le s, P lum s, Peaches, B la ckb e rrie s, S tra w b e rrie s, S tra w b e rrie s,
E ld e rb e rrie s , N u ts ...a n d m ore. 288 pages, 6 x 9, 80 illu s tra tio n s and
photos.
He shows you:

f

I HEI
1

FARMSTEAD!

* W h a t fru it to grow and w here.
* H ow to o u tw it Jack Frost.
*H o w and w hen to pla n t trees and bushes.
* H ow to care fo r fru it trees and b e rry oushes th ro u g h o u t the
g ro w in g season.
* H ow to co n tro l diseases, insects and a n im als.
* H ow to prune, th in and propagate.
* S p ra y in g -fr u it by fru it.
* How to harvest, preserve and store.
* O u ts ta n d in g reference sections.

!& ®

T rade p a p e r..................................................................................................$6.95

Unusual Vegetables:
Something New for This
Year's Garden
by the editors o f O rg a n ic G a rd e n in g ® m agazine
edited by A nne Moyer Hatpin
R -54

UNUSUAL

VEGETABLES:

S o m e th in g

N ew

for

W IN T E R S Q U A S H
A N D P U M P K IN S
T h is

by M a ry A . Du Sablon

Y e a r ’ s G a r d e n -F o r ad ventu rou s novices as w e ll as vete ran
ga rdeners, U N U S U A L V E G E T A B L E S con tains all the in fo rm 
ation needed *o grow 79 o u t-o f-th e -o rd in a ry vegetables. A w id e
range of vegetables is covered in the book, in c lu d in g som e
fro m o th e r pa rts of the w o rld w hich can be grow n in th is
c o u n try . The book also lists seed s u p p lie rs and provides good
values and recipes. 464 pages, 72 illu s tra tio n s .

H a rd c o v e r............................................................... ..................... $12.95

Secrets of Companion Planting
F o r S u c c e s s fu l G a rd e n in g

New Country
Wisdom Bulletins!

Y o u ’ ll savor the doz
ens of recipes fo r these
na tive A m e rica n fru its . T h e re are cooking
and storage tip s , and in fo rm a tio n for
p re p a rin g these c u c u rb its : baked, b ro ile d ,
steam ed, fro zen, canned or d rie d . Y o u ’ ll
w ant to try p ickled p u m p k in pieces, p u m p k in
conserve, squash w ith sausage s tu ffin g ,
p u m p k in soup and p u m p k in bread.
A -5 5 P aperback, 32 p a g e s ..............o n ly $ 1 .0 0

by Louise Riotte

G-14 SECRETS OF C O M P A N IO N P L A N T IN G FOR SUCCESSFUL
G A R D E N IN G by Louise R io tte -P e o p le seem to “ blosso m ” around
some people, and fa lte r around oth ers, so w hy not plan ts too! Fact is,
plants can h in d e r or help o th e r plan ts by d e te rrin g bugs, weeds;
b u ild in g soil. Learn here to p la n t y o u r veg etab le , fr u it and flo w e r
gardens around p o s itiv e p la n t re la tio n s h ip s, like kn o w in g w hich
plan ts flo u ris h to g e th e r. IT R E A L LY W O R K S ! 240 pages, 6 x 9, 75
illu s tra tio n s .
T rade p a p e r..................................................................................................$5.95

“ W h e th e r you buy o r grow yo u r ow n, you
w ill ne ver fin d a n ice r v a rie ty of w ays to
pre p a re m ushroom s. F o rty -th re e recipes
fro m soup to sauce, fro m Egg Fu Y u n g to
F e ttu cin e P arm esano, in eggs or p ickle d . Jo
M u e lle r’ s m ushroom cookery w ill tic k le y o u r
p a lle tte and tra in you r ta le n ts fo r m ushroom
c u is in e .”
E LaC
A -4 0 P aperback

★

Heating With Coal
C O M P L E T E C O A L -B U R N IN G K N O W H O W !

bv J o h n W . B a rto k
y

Coal b u rn in g m ay be the one en e rg y op tio n in
e ve ryo n e ’ s grasp. I t ’ s a va ila b le and a ffo rd a b le !

’

G -8 5 H E A T IN G W IT H C O A L by John W . B a r to k -T h e r e are a lot of im p o rta n t

qu estions fo r po te n tia l coal b u rners and John B arto k c le a rly e xp la ins the
present “ s ta te -o f-th e -a rt.” He includes d e ta ils on the special problem s
w ood b u rn e rs face since m ost present w oodstoves do not re a d ily co n ve rt to
coal. He also discusses the la rg e r e n v iro n m e n ta l issues facin g the
c o a l-b u rn in g in d u s try today. H e a tin g W ith Coal is a v ery th o ro u g h tre a tm e n t
in p ra c tic a l, how -to term s of a m ost im p o rta n t c u rre n t e n ergy o p tio n . 160
pages, 6 x 9 , illu s tra tio n s , photos, cha rts.
T rade p a p e r............................................................................................................. $ 6.95
• E s tim a tin g you r co a l-b u rn in g cost e ffe c tiv e 
ness...can you save?
• C hoosing the coal stove or fu rn a ce fo r your
needs.
• In s ta llin g and op e ra tin g coal b u rners.
• S ta rtin g and m a in ta in in g a coal fire .

•
•
•
•
•

Coal b u rn in g safety.
C e n tra l h e ating w ith coal.
Coal and yo u r fire p la ce .
C om p lete source and e q u ip m e n t catalog of
ava ila b le coal stoves and furnaces.

o n ly $ 1 .0 0

Building and Using
Our Sunheated Greenhouse
Helen and Scott hearing
AMD USlMf;

Our
Sun-Heated
Greenhouse
G ro w Veqetablps A ll Year R o u n d

G F -2 0 B U IL D IN G A N D U S IN G O U R S U N H E A T E D G R E E N H O U S E by H e le n and
Scott N e a rin g -- The N earings give a

personal eye view of how they planned, b u ilt
and use th e ir inexpensive, e a sy-to-build
greenhouse.
. Uses old storm w indo w s and stone w alls.
. C o m p letely sun-heated th ro u g h even b itte r
cold w in te rs . No hidden heating costs.
. Fresh vegetables year ’ ro und!
. Easy care g ro w in g m ethods! The N earings
te ll how they have nailed th e ir greenhouse
up w h ile they le ft home fo r home fo r m onths
in the w in te r and re tu rn e d to harvest th e ir
crops!
156 pages, 8x10 w ith photos and illu s tra tio n s .

H a rd c o v e r.................................................. $11.95
Paperback

Organic Gardening Under Glass

................................................ $ 7.95

The Rodale Guide to Composting
R -73 T H E R O D A L E G U ID E T O C O M 
P O S T IN G by J e rry M in n ic h , M a rjo r ie H u n t,
and the e d ito rs of O rg a n ic G a rd e n in g

F ru its , vegetables, and o rnam e ntals in the
greenhouse - an exce lle nt book! A ll the
d e ta ils fro m w hat size and type of g re e n 
house is best fo r you; how to make the best
use of it and in d iv id u a l cha pters on g ro w in g
each typ e of p la n t. 320 pages, photos and
illu s tra tio n s .

M a g a z in e -C le a r exp la n a tio n s of the b iolo
gical and chem ical processes involved in
com posting p rovide u n d e rsta n d in g of w hat
com post is and how it w orks. The authors
e xp la in vario us m ethods of c o n stru ctin g a
heap and in s tru c t readers on how to
custom -m ake a com post especially fo r th e ir
p a rtic u la r soil needs. Readers w ill also learn
how to b u ild s tru ctu re s to contain the heap.
416 pages, 91 photos, 63 illu s tra tio n s .

H a rd c o v e r................................................... $10.95

H a rd c o v e r....................................................$12.95

R -70
O R G A N IC G A R D E N IN G
UNDER
G L A S S by G e o rg e and K a ty A b ra h a m —

Growing and Saving Vegetable Seeds
by M a rc R og ers
A n im p o rta n t a d d itio n to any g a rd e n lib ra ry !

H ere, fo r the firs t tim e , is ste p -b y-ste p in fo rm a tio n on ra isin g
vegetables fo r seed-how to grow , harvest, and store the m . W ith spe cific,
fa c tu a l, how -to in s tru c tio n s fo r m ore tha n 50 vegetables. A n d , most
im p o rta n t of a ll, how to im p ro v e the q u a lity of hom e garden crops over the
years. 114 pages; 6x9; 75 illu s tra tio n s .
G -1 3

P a p e rb a c k ....................................................................... ......................................... $4.95

The Draft Horse Primer
A G u id e t o t h e C a r e a n d U s e o f W o r k H o r s e s a n d M u le s

by Maurice Telleen .
R -16 T H E D R A F T H O R S E P R IM E R by M a u ric e T e lle n e — For people
who w ant to learn the fu n d a m e n ta ls of using w ork horses on the fa rm .
T h is book c le a rly illu s tra te s the econom y of using d ra ft horses and
e x p la ins the basics: how to buy a d ra ft horse; how to feed and care fo r
the an im als; how to fin d and re p a ir ho rsedraw n m a chinery; how to
harness and hitch a team ; and how to breed th e m . H ard cover, 400
pages, ph otog rap hs, illu s tra tio n s and index.

Hardcover
$ 10.95

Writing clearly, econom ically, and w ith good com m on
sense, he distills the best o f the old, adapting and adding
from h is o w n expertise for to d a y's c o n d itio n s a n d
possibilities. — L ib ra ry J o u rn a l

R-37 DUCKS AND GEESE IN YOUR BACKYARD by
Rick and Gail Luttmann • This book presents all the
basics of domestic wildfowl husbandry in an
enjoyable, easy-to-read manner. It covers breeding,
hatching, feeding and health maintenance; how to
get eggs, meat and down from the backyard flock;
how to construct ponds and use wildfowl for insect
control, pets, and show birds. 252 pp„ 75 drawings.
Paperback
$5.95

0 - 9 * G A R D E N W A Y 'S P R A C T IC A L
B E E K E E P IN G by tlw C a r to n W ay Staff
This Is a book that we know from ex
perience w ill work In the field , a book that
we know fro m experience is necessary to
fill the need for easily grasped, practical
know -how In the ever-grow ing field of
beekeeping. 224 pp w ith 100 illustrations.
P a p e rb a c k .............. ...................................S5.95

R-26 A V E T E R IN A R Y G U ID E FOR A N IM A L
O W N E R S by C .E . Spaulding, D .V .M . — H ere's a
book th a t's long been needed on the farm stead — a
handbook for specific preventive measures and
cures for all common pet and livestock ailm ents.
It's organized by anim al, and each chapter gives
health-care inform ation for that p a rtic u la r anim al.
A book th a t a nim al owners w ill use tim e and tim e
again. 432 pp. 60 illustrations.
H ardb ack ............................... ...................... $12.95

G-92

G-24 RAISING A CALF FOR BEEF by Phyllis
Hobson - Enjoy superior beef for less than half the

supermarket cost. In 15-18 months you can have
600-700 lbs. of beef with just V4 hour of care per
day. Includes com plete info rm atio n fo r care,
feeding and housing Also complete photos of home
butchering. 128 pp., 100 illustrations.
Quality Paperback
$4.95

LIVING ON
THELAND

R-2S T H E H E R B A L H A N D B O O K FO R F A R M
A N D S T A B L E by Juliette t o B e ire d i Levy — This
book brings inform ation to fa rm e rs and owners of
dom esticated anim als in treatin g their livestock
w ithou t chem icals. Separate chapters on each
a n im a l include herbal care for diseases, delivering
young, and keeping anim als healthy. 320 pp.
P a p e rb a c k ..........................................................$5.95
H ardb ack ......................................................... $9.95

GF-04 R A IS IN G S H E E P T H E M O D E R N W A Y by
P a u la S im m o n s — M o d ern sheepraising has
shown a tren d tow ard the small holder, with e m 
phasis on profitable, self-sufficiency. This book
provides the sm all flock owner with inform ation
on the fundam entals of sheep m anagem ent. It
stresses sheep health and preventive care, and of
the la te s t in m ed ical tre a tm e n t, should th a t
become necessary. 234 pp. with illustrations.
Q u ality p a p e r b a c k ......................................... ..$ 6 .9 5

RAISING
M ILK GOATS
THE
MODERN
WAY
b y J e rry B elanger

THE FAM ILY COW by Dirk van Loon

— P e rfe c t fo r th e sing le-co w f a m ily o r fo r
s em i-c o m m e rc ia l needs. H ig h ly in fo rm a tiv e ,
usable in fo r m a tio n o n b u y in g a c o w , han
d lin g te ch n iq u e s, housing, feeds and fe e d in g ,
m ilk in g , h e a lth c are, b re ed in g , calving, land
use, a ll a b o u t h a y and ro o ts .
E x c e lle n t
illu s tra tio n s . 2 0 0 p p .
Q u a lity p a p e rb a c k
.................................... $ 6 .9 5

G-35 R A IS IN G T H E H O M E D U C K
F L O C K by Dave H olde rre ad - This
book covers in cub ation of eggs, how
to rear d u c k lin g s and m anage the
ad u lts, possible health problem s and
how to co n tro l the m , and how to
bu tch e r the ducks - w ith recipes fo r
both the meat and eggs. Plus the re
are practical suggestions on the use of
the fea thers and dow n, p re p a rin g and
g ro w in g feed, b u ild in g low -cost
housing. 200 pages plus illu s tra tio n s .
Paperback ......................................$5.95

G-8 SMALL-SCALE PIG RAISING by Dirk van Loon

Raising a piglet for pork is a short-term
commitment. Between spring and Thanksgiving
you can raise a family’s supply of bacon, pork and
ham - enough for the winter. Here van Loon covers
ail the basic information of buying a piglet,
handling, penning, nutrition, feeding, butchering
and curing. 180 pp., 100 illustrations.
Paperback
$ 6.95

G-7 LIVING ON THE LAND: AN APPROACH TO
SM ALL-SCALE F A R M IN G SUCCESS by Karl
Schwenke "Somewhere at the common root are

the universal ties of man to the soil.” Karl
Schwenke turns to these ties as the explanation for
the necessary return to the small-scale farm. He
has written this book to serve these new farmers
as a practical resource. Included are in-depth
discussions of soils, farm crops, farm machinery,
surveying, rough carpentry, and revived farm lore.
144 pp. over 100 illustrations and appendix with
charts.
Paperback
................ $8.95
R-14 T H E S H E P H E R D 'S G U ID B O O K : Raising
Sheep fo r M a a t, Wool and Hidas by M a rg a ra t
B radb ury — For anyone contem plating raising
sheep. The author discusses what to look for in
buying a flock w ith emphasis on m arketab le pro
duction. She talks about breeds and even gives in
structions for preparing wool for spinning, direc
tions for tanning sheepskins, recipes for lam b,
and soma tips on butchering. 200 pp. w ith photo
graphs.
H ardb ack ............................................................. $ 8 .9 5

G -2 5 K E E P IN G LIVESTO C K H E A L TH Y : A
VETERINARY GUIDE - by N. Bruce Haynes. DVM

Dr. Haynes’ emphasis is on prevention and early
detection of farm animal disease problems. For
horses, cows, pigs, sheep and goats he provides
information on how and what to feed, shelter,
reproduction, diseases and much more 160 pp., 70
illustrations.
Paperback
$10.95
R -13 R A I S IN G T H E H O M E S T E A D HOG by
J e rm o n e D . B elan g e r — R aise a pig in the
backyard? W hy not, challenges the author, as he
explains th a t properly m aintained pigs are not
sm elly or d irty . It covers the full range of hog
raising including feeding, diseases and related
m an ag em ent topics. 224 pp. 36 illustrations.
H ardb ack ............................................................. $ 8 .9 5

G -8 0

R A IS IN G

PO ULTRY

THE M O DERN W AY
G - 4 3 C o m p le te , u p -to -d a te coverage
b y th e leading a u th o r ity . Illu s tra te d
chapters o n s ele c tio n , housing , fe n c 
ing, b re ed in g , k id d in g , c h e v o n , goat
m ilk p ro d u c ts a n d m o re . P le n ty o f
"h o Y v-to " diagram s and p h o to s T e r 
r ific insight I 1 5 0 p p .
Q u a lity p a p e rb a c k
................... $4.95

G -2 9

R A IS IN G

R A B B IT S T H E

M ODERN W AY
b y R o b e rt B e n n e t—

_

For

h o m e a nd

s e m i-c o m m e rc ia l p ro d u c ers . In clu d e s c hoo s
ing p ro p e r breeds, housing, fe ed ers , w a te re rs ,
fe ed in g a n d d ie ts , r a b b it m a n a g e m e n t, disease
p re v e n tio n , m a rk e tin g .
E x c e lle n t “ h o w -to ”
w ith diag ram s, p h o to g ra p h s a n d plans. 1 4 5 p p .
Q u a lity p a p e rb a c k
.................................... $4.95

b y L e o n a rd M e r c ia C overs, s to c k s e le ctio n , fe e d in g , b r o o d 
ing, ree rln g , m a n a g e m e n t, c u rre n t dis
ease p re v e n tio n , tr e a tm e n t fo r L A Y 
IN G F L O C K , M E A T C H IC K E N S , T U R 
K E Y S , D U C K S , G E E S E . A ls o housing
plan ts, processing, p re se rv atio n and
m o re .
2 4 0 pp .
Q u a lity p a p e r b a c k .............................$5.95

"\
G-17 NUTS FOR THE FOOD GARDENER by Louise
Riotte - C are, cultivation, propagation, grafting,
budding,

harvesting,

and

recipes

for

15

nut

v a r ie tie s . A lso g ro v e im p ro v e m e n ts , fo ilin g
predators, source lists. 192 pp., illustrated.
Q uality P aperback
$4.95

G-18 GROWING BERRIES AND GRAPES by Louise
Riotte - Luscious homegrown berries are the best
treat in the garden! Learn how to order varieties,
planting care, pruning, safe pest control, nursery
sources for every berry and grape. 142 pp.,
illustrated.
Quality Paperback................................................$4.95
G-23 IMPROVING GARDEN SOILS WITH GREEN
MANURES by Alther Raymond Increase fertility,
help rid gardens of weeds, prevent soil erosion,
allow easier and e a rlie r planting. Step-by-step
procedures for sowing these special cover crops.
4 8 pp., illus. & photos.
Q uality P aperback
$2.50

R -22 S T E P - B Y - S T E P TO O R G A N I C
V E G E T A B L E G R O W IN G by Samuel Ogden —
T h is w e ll-k n o w n guide to raising vegetables
without chem ical fertilizers and insecticides is
based on the author's 40 years of personal ex
perience. M r . Ogden's book represents a solid re
ference source for beginners who need the basic
in form atio n on caring for the soil, organizing the
garden plot, collecting the necessary tools, con
tro llin g pests, and growing two dozen of the more
popular vegetables. 192 pp. 95 illustrations.
P a p e rb a c k ............................................................... $3.95
H ardb ack ............................................................... $7.95

GP-OS P R O F IT A B L E H E R B G R O W IN G A T
H O M E by B etty E .M . Jacobs — The author of this
book w rite s fro m experience, having run an herb
fa rm in C anada for eight years. H ere she shares
knowledge on growing, harvesting and m arketing
herbs. The te x t is well-organized and the illu s tra 
tions a re delightful. 225 pp.
Q u ality p a p e r b a c k ................................................. $5.95

R-40 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ORGANIC GAR
DENING by the staff of Organic Gardening and
Farming Magazine - A revised, up-dated version of
one of Ro dale’s all-tim e best sellers, this is the
most a u th o rita tiv e handbook of organic m ethods
yet to be published. O ver 2 ,0 0 0 topics listed in
c o n v e n ie n t e n c y lo p e d ic fo rm p r o v id e r e lia b le
answ ers to alm ost any question. C o m prehensive
and concise. >20 0 pp., 27,5 photos, 100 illu s tra 
tions.
Hard cover
$21.95

R -65 T H E
RUTH
S T O U T N O -W O R K
G A R D E N B O O K by R uth S tout and R ichard
C le m e n c e - T h is w elcom e book presents Ruth

S to u t’s un iq u e advice on org a n ic g ro w in g
tech nique s th a t can help the garden er avoid
m any chores and s till achieve a p ro d u ctive
g a rden . How to com bat insects, grow tasty
veg etab le all year, fo il both d ro u g h t and fro st
- these and many o th e r g ro w in g secrets of
the a u th o r’ s year-ro und m ulch m ethod are
revealed. 234 pages, photos, index.
H ard back .....................................................$7.95
P O O O g Q O O O O O g O O O O O C

R -23 H O W T Q G R O W V E G E T A B L E S A N D
F R U IT S B Y T H E O R G A N IC M E T H O D by J .l.
Rodale — This hefty volume is actually seven
books in one, covering general organic gardening
techniques, vegetable growing, the home fru it
garden and orchard, organic fru it culture, organic
nut cultu re , herb gardening and growing unusual
fr u it s . T h is re m a rk a b le book is the organic
vegetable and fru it grow er's bible. M ore than 600
charts, tables, how-to-illustrations and photos. 926
PP
H a r d b a c k .................................................................$ 1 5 .9 5
R-11 T H E G A R D E N E R 'S G U ID E TO B E T T E R
S O IL by G ene Logsdon — How to develop rich,
fe rtile soil and keep it that way year a fte r year.
E very gard e n e r, novice and veteran, can derive
down-to-earth tips on ensuring bountiful harvests
of ta sty and nutritious fru its and vegetables,
beautiful flow ers and m ajestic trees. 260 pp. 33 Il
lustrations.
P a p e rb a c k ................................................................. $4.95
H ardb ack ................................................................. $7.95
R-15 S M A L L -S C A L E G R A IN R A IS IN G by Gene
Logsdon — For every gardener and homesteader
who wants to increase both the quantity and q u ali
ty of his homegrown food supply by growing and
using whole grains. Individual chapters are devot
ed to corn, wheat, sorghum, oats, soybeans, rye
and b a rle y , buckwheat and m illet, rice and their
m any v e ritie s. Also included is a section on un
common grains — w ild rice, tritic a le , safflowers,
and legumes. 320 pp. with illustrations.
P a p e rb a c k ................................................. ..........$ 5.9 5
H ardback .............................................................. $ 9 .9 5

G-6 THE COMPLETE GREENHOUSE BOOK by
Peter Clegg and Derry Watkins Everything from a
sim ple cold fram e to an a ttra c tiv e window
greenhouse to an elaborate solar Structure is
thoroughly covered here. Heavy emphasis on
energy conservation, solar considerations, small
greenhouses and attached greenhouses. Complete
details on designing, building and using; ways to
save and produce heat; progressive designs to fit
every budget, every location; excellent details on
construction, foundation, floors, structure, framing,
materials. Also included are operating and growing
details with special insights into the greenhouse
environment, soils, growing conditions, pests and
diseases. 176 pp. with 120 illustrations and photos.
Paperback...................................
$ 1 0 .9 5
Hardcover
$ 1 4 .9 5

> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
A -4 0 M U S H R O O M C O O K E R Y by Jo M u e l
le r. Y o u ’ ll never fin d a nicer v a rie ty of ways

to prepare m ushroom s. F o rty -th re e de licio us
recipes. P ape rback...........................only $ 1 .0 0

G-16 VEGETABLE GARDEN HANDBOOK by Roger
Griffith - Every good gardener knows the impor
tance of careful record-keeping, especially when it
concerns seeds, quantities, varieties, crop rotation,
yields. This planter’s handbook and gardener’s
record book could well make the difference
betw een a " f a ir ” garden and a successful,
money-saving garden. 120 pp.
Quality Paperback
$ 4 .9 5

G-41
DOWN-TOEARTH VEGETABLE
GARDENING KNOWHOW by Dick Ray
mond - We h o n e stly believe if y o u have a
vegetable garden y o u o u g h t to have th is b o o k !
A b s o lu te ly
u n iq u e , o th e rw ise unavailable
pra ctica l advice fro m a gardener o f 4 0 years.
E xte n d in g vegetable p r o d u c tiv ity , " w id e -ro w "
p la n tin g fo r tr ip le yie ld s, p ic k in g at peak
fla v o r, saving and s to rin g seeds.
H eavily
illu s tra te d . Succession p la n tin g , in -d e p th in 
fo r m a tio n , e x c e lle n t regional advice. M any
gems o f garden w isd o m .
160pp.
Large.
Q u a lity paperback ................................. $7.95

^

Soid Over

^

1 0 0 ,0 0 0 C opies!

R-52 STOCKING UP: HOW TO PRESERVE THE
FOODS YOU GROW, NATURALLY edited by Carol
H. Stoner
O n e -th ird larger than the original
edition, w ith m any m ore illus'ratio ns and alm ost
100 new recipes, the new edition has expanded
directions for jams and jellies w ith honey; for
drying fruits, vegetables, and m eats; and for
m aking a variety of soft and hard cheeses An
excellent reference w ork on all aspects of p re s e rv 
ing. 5 5 2 pp., illustrations.
H ard cover
H ard cover D eluxe

$13.95
$15.95

G-18 GROWING BERRIES AND GRAPES by Louise
Riotte - Luscious hom egrown berries are the best
tre a t in the garden! Learn how to o rder varieties,
planting care, pruning, safe pest control, nursery
sources for every berry and grape. 142 pp.,
illustrated
Q uality P aperback
$4.95

GF-07 SUCCESS W IT H S M A L L FO O D G A R D E N S :
Using Special Intensive Methods by Louise Riotte
— This unique vegetable gardening book has been
developed for everyone who has little land but
would like to grow an abundance <jf vegetables.
This book details the m any techniques developed to
insure bo untifu l crops in sm all spaces. Some
techniques discussed: e interplanting • growing
fences • tie r plots • chatch cropping • hanging
gardens • te rra c e gardens • succession plantings •
raised beds • kitchen and herb beds • vertical
gardening • pyram ids • French intensive beds.
U nique to this book is the concept of landscaping,
w herein the entire home landscape is planned to
accom m odate food production a ttra c tiv e ly and e f
fe ctive ly. Fence-row growing, border plantings,
m u ltip le -u s e trees and shrubs, and sm all de
corative vegetable plots can be combined for a
stunning landscape, w hile providing a luscious
fresh fru it, vegetable and b e rry supply. 192 pp. w ith
70 illustrations.
P a o e r b a c k ...............................................................$5 95

START OR COMPLETE YOUR

F A R M S T E A D L IB R A R Y
W e o ffe r fo r sale a lim ite d n u m b e r of back issues of F A R M S T E A D
M A G A Z IN E . Each issue con tains a w ealth of in fo rm a tio n fo r gardeners
and sm a ll fa rm e rs eve ryw here. You can use th e coupon at rig h t to send
us yo u r o rd e r. Back issues are $2.00 each, ppd. P aym ent m ust be
inclu d e d w ith order.
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A B e g in n e r’s G uid e to R aising
Bees
F irs t A id fo r F ru it Trees
The Sweet and Sour of S ugar
S u b stitu te s
H oney C ookery
W IN T E R ’79

H ow To G row G reat Tom atoes
Can You Be S e lf-S u ffic ie n t W ith 
ou t A Cow
C om p lete H om e In s u la tio n G uide
H o t C h ili Peppers
S haping Up For G arden Chores
S P R IN G ’79

The Farm stead Buck Goat
H ow To G row E g g p la n t and
Peppers
A ll A b o u t B u y in g and R aising Pigs
W eeds Can T e ll You A b o u t Y o u r
Soil
C arin g For Y oung Fow l
E A R L Y S U M M E R ’ 79

H orses On The Farm stead
H ow To B u ild Y o u r O w n U n d e r
g round H om e
Bees—F in d A S w arm and M ake A
H ive
C om panion P la n tin g - Fact or
F ictio n
H ow To M a rk e t Y o u r Farm Pro
ducts

Box 111, Freedom M e. 04941
Please send m e th e b o oks a n d /o r
back issues o f F A R M S T E A D m agazine
as in d ic a te d b e lo w .

HOW M A N Y

3

COST

E astern C oyote--N ew T h re a t to
W ild life
H ow to Raise T u rkeys
1980 Seed C atalog Review
In Praise of the Sauna
How to Get H ot W a te r fro m Y our
W oodstove
W IN T E R ’ 80

H e a lth and The H om e G ardener
G row P erfect Peas
Let Y o u r C hickens Range
G a th e r Ye Syrup
H ow to M anage a C opice W o o d lo t
G A R D E N ’ 80

A n n u a l P la n tin g G uide
M u lc h H elps O u r G arden
Ten Rules fo r R hubarb
H ow To H a rve st Y o u r G arden

Total A m ountof Books

$___1_____

M a in e Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

FARMSTEAD BACK ISSUES

S P R IN G ’80
H O L ID A Y ’ 78

TO : • • • • «

F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E

S tart Y o u r Own B ackyard O rchard
A B e g in n e r’ s G uide to C hain Saws
W ild Bee H u n te r
H ow to M ake G reat G arden Soil
C hoosing the R ig h t Shovel

BACK IS S U E

HOW M A N Y

$2.00

COST

E A R L Y S U M M E R ’80

Bees: A re T hey E ndangered?
Bee S ting Rem edies
B lue R ibbon B lack Sheep
The H e rb a lis t’ s Notebook
C a rin g fo r O rphan Lam bs
Cash In On Capons
A n Easy to M ake R abbit H utch

i

S U M M E R ’80

S w in g in g T o w ard th e Sun
How To In s ta ll W in d o w s
M a ke Y o u r Own Solar W in d o w
Box & A Solar Food D rye r
T ip s on Feeding Y o u r Goat
G row M o re In Y our S m all G arden
A ll A b o u t G ro w in g Sweet Corn

T o tal Amount of Back Issues

H A R V E S T ’ 80

H arve st K itc h e n C hecklist
G uid e to W o o d b u rn in g Cookstoves
P art 1
F reezing and D ry in g
A Peck of P ickle Recipes
H arve st In v e n to ry
F A L L ’80

R aising Pigs and M a k in g Sausage
B u ild in g M a s o n ry F irestove s
P lant O nions and G a rlic Now
L iv in g In A n U n d e rg ro u n d Hom e
Tasty T u rn ip Recipes

*
S
^

$-----------------

M a in e Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

-------- --------------------

T O T A L B O O K & B A C K IS S U E O R DER

_______________

O rders under $10 please add 60«
for postage and handling.

-----------------------------

N O TE : Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Any titles tem porarily
0IJt of stock w ill be shipped when available. Due to book publishers'
price increases, our prices are subject to change without notice

f
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MAKE CHEESE

bacterial oil

AT HONE
• C O TT A G E CHEESE
• CHEDDAR
• GOUDA
• RICOTTA
• FETA
AND MANY, MANY MORE.
For illustrated catalog on
N e w E n g la n d
cheesemaking supplies,
Cheese Making
send$l .00 (Refundable) to:
S u p p ly CO.
N e w E n g la n d C h e e s e 
m a k in g Supply
C o m p a n y , Box 85F ,
A s h fie ld , M a ss . 0 1330.

1981

4

Catalog

Phone 413-628-3808

S M A L L IS B E A U T IF U L
when it comes to packets o f vegetable seeds
because you SAVE M QNE'A REDCJCE W ASTE, and
get to try m ore varieties. W rite for our free catalog
of sm all seed packets at low, low prices, from

l i d a pack.

PINE TREE {jlEED COMPANY
P.O. Box 1399 P orten d , Maine 04104

Premium quality leather palm
and knuckle strap, sturdy cotton
back and safety cuff. Perfect for
carpentry and construction jobs. Ideal for heavyduty chores, gardening and woodcutting. Proudly
made in America. One size designed for women.
Money-back guarantee.
NY. State resident;- add sales tax.

ppa'

Morris Wayman and his colleagues
at the University of Toronto have
discovered a purple flower on a salt
lake in Saskatchewan that could
produce, by the hectare, “ the equiva
lent of 50,000 barrels of crude oil a
year’ ’ providing an “ alternative fuel
source with greater potential than the
currently popular gasahol.”
The purple flower houses and is fed
by two bacteria. The first one uses the
process of photosynthesis to convert
carbon dioxide into energy-rich org
anic compounds. The second bacter
ium feeds on these (thus feeding the
plant) and builds up high concen
trations of oily material’ ’ in the purple
flowers.
These flowers—and ones with the
even more productive strains of
bacteria being worked on by Morris
and his colleagues—could be grown
over large areas of otherwise unfarm
ed land or sea surfaces, offering no
competition for arable land or edible
crops. Bacteria like those in the
purple Saskatchewan flowers can
work in weak light, making them even
more efficient, full-time oil producers
than crops raised for gasahol product
ion.
--Science News

Send 25« for brochure of other products.

A m erican cWorking Afomen’s gupply 6o.“
Box 1 0 0 - F, D e e r Park, N ew York 11729

[be{till farm

Tl\e
S e c re t

- r
O l

. .

H ERBS

t n e il

They choose from 8 different basils, 27
thymes, 16 mints, 7 rosemaries...some of
gOOd
the 250 + varieties of herb and scented
°
1 •
geranium plants described in our inforCOOKlllg mative catalog.
Send $1. for your copy. (Price list, s.a.s.e.)
BOX 7fm
. 440 W. M ich ig a n Ave . Parma, M l 49269
1

GIRARD NURSERIES

1981 Catalog
Listing many varieties of Azal
eas, Rhododendrons, Hollies,
Flowering Shrubs, Flowering
Trees, Tree Seeds, Seedlings,
Transplants, Trees suitable
for Bonsai Culture.
W rite fo r fr e e c a ta lo g

GIRARD NURSERIES
P.O. Box 428
Dept. F. Geneva, OH 44041
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dutch lights
They were a product of the imagin
ations of garden-loving Dutchmen of
the early 20th Century. Now, Dutch
lights are staging a come back
through the efforts of researchers like
those at the Coolidge Center for the
Advancement of Agriculture in Topsham, Massachusetts. Dutch lights
are not lights at all, but single-pane,
double-tempered, wood-framed glass
“ windows” of a manageable size (eg,
2 Vi feet by five feet) which can be
used as portable cold frames or mini
greenhouses.
They have the advantage of total
flexibility. They can be laid over
reusable frames along a row of very
early or very late hardy crops (in
Massachusetts, brocolli can be set out
in warmed soil under Dutch lights in
February). A Dutch light tent can
encourage warmth-loving crops (eg,
melons) in a cold spring or early fall.
Double-stacked against a north wall
they make a temporary greenhouse.
One set of Dutch lights can rotate
around a garden time after time doing

multiple duty and expanding the
limits of a microclimate or short
season.
Tests with scrap lumber framing,
and with scroungeable, light-weight,
or cheaper glazing (fiberglass, plexi
glass, heavy clear plastic) will make
Dutch lights more available to back
yard and serious gardeners than
passive solar greenhouses or perman
ent cold frames.
--Maine Organic Farmers & Gardener

fuel alcohol soon urban
The National Family Farm Educa
tion Project offers several reasons
why production and use of alcohol as a
liquid fuel, particularly by farmers, is
likely to increase in the near future.
Production of alcohol is possible on
many scales using a wide variety of
organic materials making it a fuel that
can be produced privately or commer
cially nearly anywhere in the nation
from matter that can be used for at
least one other purpose after fuel
production (eg., livestock feed, com
post)
Unlike coal, sand, or shale oil, the
feasible technologies for which are at
least a decade away, fuel alcohol
production can provide a petroleum
alternative fairly rapidly. Because it is
a sustainable fuel it does not have a
limited future.
The Energy Act of 1978, removed
the four percent federal tax from
gasahol at the pump and 16 states
have lifted their taxes on gasahol so
that there is considerable incentive to
produce and to buy gasahol. The
increase of requests for full alcohol
distillation permits from 400 in 1976
to over 6,000 since then, indicates the
success of the incentive. Other direct
funding incentives are being given
consideration.

solar info service
The collection and use of solar
energy for domestic purposes is often
still a trial and error situation. Many
home and farm owners have ques
tions about solar applications for
which answers are hard to find.
The National Solar Heating and
Cooling Information Center was creat
ed precisely to provide answers to
consumers’ questions. They publish
an extensive collection of fact sheets,
pamphlets and books about all as
pects of solar from passive solar
design to solar hot water systems
equipment descriptions.
On request they will send:
the names and addresses of energy
groups in your area that might have
lists of dealers
a list of builders and designers in
your area; they may be able to help
you to find what you want
a list of builders who fabricate
site-built systems
a list of the manufacturers of any
specific equipment you are interested
in; these manufacturers can tell you
who sells their products
a list of commercial directories,
some of which give names and

addresses of solar dealer/distributors
a list of mail-order houses whose
catalogs include solar energy equip
ment.
Contact the National Solar
Heating and Cooling Information
Center by writing: P.O. Box 1607,
Rockville, Maryland 20859. Or call the
HotLine toll free: 800-523-2929. In
Pennsylvania,800-462-4983. In Alaska
and Hawaii, 800-523-4700.

worms closer to home
Mary Appelhof of Flowerfield En
terprises (121 E. Van Hoesen, Kala
mazoo, Michigan 49002) and a re
search team at Western Michigan
University have received a $25,000
grant to explore the potential for
using earthworms in programs of
home solid waste management. By
duplicating the processes that allow a
composting toilet to turn solid food
and human waste into soil condi
tioners, participants in the study will
use earthworms to turn discarded
organic wastes (down cellar, for
example) into useable castings. Ap
pelhof and the WMU team will
compile the information and make
suggestions for using earthworms on
a broader scale in waste manage

ment. Anyone who has experience
with or information about this use of
earthworms should contact Mary
Appelhof at Flowerfield Enterprises.
--Compost Science/Land Utilization-

Presidential award
Tom Butterworth, owner/operator
of the Butterbrooke Farm seed ex
change and nursery (See “ Feedbag,”
Garden issue) was designated one of
the recipients of President Carter’s
awards for energy efficiency. Carter
distributed the awards in a ceremony
in Washington on January 12. Butterworth who views his own contribution
to agriculture ,as being in the seed
library and exchange field has be
come known in the northeast for the
efficiency and seriousness with which
he has explored intensive gardening,
seed collection and variety preser
vation. Carter selected Butterworth
for the energy award because of his
design and implementat:on of passive
solar greenhouses which he uses to
extend his Connecticut growing sea
son. Butterworth’s book How To
Build A Passive Solar Plant Growth
Chamber is available for $1.75 from
Butterbrooke Farm, 78 Barry Road,
Oxford, CT. 06483

fD U IL D N O W . . . SAVE F O R E V E R ")

New England Log Homes' 45 models
are designed with NELHI's Total
Building and energy-efficient
All-Weather TripleSeal Insulating
Systems to meet all national
building codes. They're easily
adaptable to solar energy.
,

Residential or com m ercial.. .
there's one to fit your budget with
either hand-peeled logs or the
automatically-planed Panelog
design.

I

New England Log Homes. We're building
them across the country again. Only better.

^mail 'N'save
Vf

I want to save on my new home.

[ □ Please, send me your FREE COLOR BROCHURE ’

NEAREST MODEL HOMES fit DEALERS
ARE LISTED IN OUR BROCHURES

H®(§
General Sales Office
2301 State Street
P.O. Box 5056Q
Hamden, Connecticut 06518
(203) 562-9981
AUTHENTIC LOG HOMES

caawair
t .m .

eve

illustrated, step-by-step
Construction Guide, engineered
blueprints and 4 hours of on-site
assistance. . . and save.

Manufacturing facilities in
Lawrenceville, Virginia •
Great Barrington, Massachusetts '
Houston, Missouri

*

© Copyright 1981 by NELHI
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MAINE PROPERTY

~/S

M O R R IL L :
Lovely farm
house w ith
attached shed and barn; detached tw o car
garage. E leven cleared acres; fiv e w ood
ed acres. O w ne r fin a n c in g ava ila b le .
$49,500.
S E A R S M O N T : Sm all Cape w ith attached

barn on ten acres; fa rm pond, garden,
b e rrie s, and woods. C re a tive fin a n c in g
ava ila b le .
$34,500.
F R A N K F O R T : 75 acres - 2,000 feet road
fro n ta g e , good exposure, w ooded, se
clude d, yet on ly fiv e m iles fro m Penob
scot Bay.
$17,500.
J A C K S O N : 60 plus acres - S outh erly
exposure, fie ld s and woods. Good spot fo r
solar hom estead. Pow er and tele phon e at
site. A s k in g
$25,900.
S E A R S M O N T : O ld Cape on e ig h t cleared
acres. B arn, fa rm pond, long set-back
fro m road. S outh erly exposure. $45,000.
B E L F A S T : E a rly cape w ith S outh erly
exposure. F ie ld s and woods. T h ree m iles
from Penobscot Bay. Possible ow ner
fin a n c in g .
$52,500.

FIELD &QUIMBY, INC.
P.O. Box 403F
Belfast, Maine 04915
m
REALTOR1
[207] 338-1360

Country
L IT T L E D EE R ISLE

Homes
&

Farms

For rates & closing dates
please contact:

Advertising Department
Farmstead Magazine
Box 111
Freedom, Maine 04941
[207] 382-6200

LAND/VEST, Inc.
76 Main Street Dept. FP
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
207/846-5111

Pendleton House»The Elm s
Blue Hill, M aine 04614
207-374-2766
207-374-2236

HOMES

E A S Y --T h is 4 room hom e is easy to heat
and ow n. F e rtile garden spot on 2V i ac. in
T ro y ...................................................... $16,900.
H O M E M A D E --lf y o u ’ re lookin g fo r your
firs t hom e th is one is m ade fo r you. S m all
cape, e ll/g a ra g e , ba rn, 1 ac. lot in
U n i t y ................................................... $20,000.
H O M E S T E A D -E a rly New E n g la n d farm
house on 25 ac. in Freedom , some
cleared, fa rm p o n d ..........................$39,900.
B E G IN -a new life w ith end of road
seclusion. Im m a cu la te m odern hom e on
197 ac. in T h o rn d ik e w ith fie ld s , woods,
stre am s, ponds, v ie w s ................. $110,000.
Land

Restored Mill Home

$135,000.

Madeline Mattson

If you have real estate
to sell--homes, farms or
property-advertise here.
Your offering will be
seen by 300,000 readers
across the country.

N e w fie ld - W atch the stream flo w by your
d in in g room w in d o w in th is fa scin a tin g
re stored 1800's m ill home. The ow ne r has
m e ticu lo u s ly re tained the cha racte r of the
m ill w ith m any o rig in a l fea ture s inta ct. It
boasts 4 bedroom s, 2 fu ll baths, screened
sun porch, large liv in g
room w ith
fire p la c e and basem ent w orksh op. A b u ts
m ill pond and includes 700 feet of tro u t
stream fro n ta g e .
S how ings by a p p o in tm e n t.

A typical M aine house with 3
bedrooms, large family type
kitchen, diningroom, livingroom.
Nearly 2 acres with shore front
age. A good family home.$39,000

10 ac. B U R N H A M - secluded, w ooded,
rig h t-o f-w a y to s tre a m ....$4,000.
32 ac. B U R N H A M - w ooded, exce lle nt
fro n ta g e on paved road and Lake W in n e co o k....$3 2,40 0.
40 ac. F R E E D O M - Lake fro n ta g e of
1,000 - m akes th is wooded parcel an
exce lle nt o p p o r tu n ity ....$45,000.
63 ac. U N IT Y - e xce lle nt H om estead site,
1 0 ac. fie ld s , balance w ooded, seclusio n..
$21,500.
#12A - T h is 125 acre fa rm in M o n tv ille
has been v ery n icely re store d. Has e igh t
room s plus storage, w ith an attached
shed and a detached barn. A b o u t 30 acres
of fie ld s . W ood and oil furnace . 600’
ru n w a y ....... Low $80’ s.
THE C LA R K AGENCY
8 9 High S treet, Belfast, M aine 0 4 9 1 5
207 - 3 3 8 - 4 6 1 0

O r t u K j,
tf

H

nn rZ I

M cG IL L Y
REALTY

M a in Street, Box 535
U nity, M a in e 04988
[207] 948-6359
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The F A R M S T E A D Peddler
R A ISE C H IC K E N S (also B A N T A M S ) fo r
m eat and eggs. Send 50 cents fo r big p ictu re
catalog. Shows over 35 rare and exotic
breeds and all stan dards. Five FREE chicks
w ith each ord e r. C lin to n H atch ery, Inc., Box
548-57, C lin to n , M is s o u ri 64735. T elephone
816 885-8500._________________________ SP3P

N E W ! SUPER H A R D C H A IN S A W FILE S.
Free C u ttin g , long la s tin g , n o nskating , nonc lo g g in g . Speeds s ha rpen ing to the keenest
edges y o u ’ve ever used. 5 /3 2 ” , 7 /3 2 ” , I*1A ”
round and 6 ” fla t file s . $3.50 each (N .Y .S .
re sid e n ts inc. 4 percent sales tax). E dgetech
P roducts, RFD#2, Box 188, F u lto n , NY 13069
____________________________ SP1P

F E R R O C E M E N T W A T E R T A N K S : sim p le
to b u ild , low cost, in c re d ib ly stro ng and
chem ical fre e. Plans and in fo rm a tio n $5.00
to: W o rc e s te r’s Plans, P.O. Box 644, W illits ,
CA 95490_____________________________ SP2P

R E A L E S T A TE W A N T E D : C entral PA,
ce n tu ry , fa rm , cabin, o th e r. 15616 T ra fa lg a r,
C levela nd, OH 44110___________________ G2P
H O W TO O B T A IN F E D E R A L F IR E A R M S
LIC E N S E and How to ob ta in concealed gun
p e rm it. $3.00 each. Both fo r $5.00. H om e
steaders, Inc. Box 747, C o rb in , K Y 40701
______________________________________SP2P
B R O A D B R E A S T E D LA R G E T U R K E Y po
ults, w h ite -b ro n z e . Free B roch ure; M a s te r
C harge, V isa A ccepte d, orders before M ay 1,
R eceive fre e T u rk e y R aising Dooklet 814774-4926 L a u g h lin T u rkeys G ira rd , PA 16417
______________________________________SP2P
A B S O L U T E L Y !! BEST W H O L E W H E A T ,
PLUS, bread ever tasted! Fool Proof recipe.
Becom e fam ous fo r Y o u r B re a d !!! Send
$1.00, plus stam p to: G ideon H o llo w , 484
P lu m tre e Lane, G ra nts Pass, O regon 97526
SP2P
H O M E S T E A D IN G W R IT E R S E E K S CASES.
H um a ne Society inco m p e te n ce / A n im a l in 
ju r y / u n ju s t c o n fis c a tio n / etc.. P.O. Box 775,
C hico, C A 95927______________________ SP1P

f

O N E ID A H E A T E R C O M P A N Y ,IN C .

I

Please see o u r ad on the back cover and
use th is coupon to send fo r in fo rm a tio n .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
]
I
I
I
I

I W o u ld Use:

□ W ood O nly
□ W o o d /C o a l O nly
□ W ood Plus O il/G a s
M y P resent H tg . System :

'□ W a rm A ir

□ H ot W a te r

• N a m e ______________________________ ____
•A d d re ss ___________ ._____________________
■C ity_________________________ ___________
IS ta te _____________ Z ip C ode---------------------iP h o n e __________________________________
I M a il to: O n eid a H e a te r C o m p a n y , Inc.
■ 109 N. W a rn e r S treet, O neida, NY
[ 13421. Phone: (315) 363-5500

""

S U B M A T IC IR R IG A T IO N S Y S T E M S

"J

Please see our ad on the inside back
cover.
□ S hip me one K it G, fre ig h t prepaid ,
fo r o n ly $33.75
□ S hip me one K it F-100, fre ig h t
p re p a id , fo r on ly $26.25
□ S hip me one K it H , fre ig h t prepaid ,
fo r on ly $115.00
□ I enclose m y check in the a m o u n t______
□ Please cha rge to m y c re d it card:
□ V IS A
□ M a s te r C harge
A cct. N o.____________ E x p .______ __________
Send me the 1980 S ubm atic C atalog
free.

|

B A R N -S ID IN G P IC TU R E F R A M E , catalog
of c ra fts m ade fro m
barn lu m b e r of
yeste rda y, enclose 25 cents fo r postage. T & J
H e d ric k W o o d w o rk in g , R#4, Road 150N,
C on n e rs v ille , I N 47331_________________SFMP
FR E E ! 75th A N N IV E R S A R Y COLOR C A T 
ALO G OF V E G E T A B L E PLA N TS . Since
1906 we have shipp ed m ore than th re e b illio n
fie ld -g ro w n veg etab le plan ts. 31 po pular
h y b rid and stan dard v a rie tie s, in c lu d in g ;
tom ato, pepper, e g g p la n t, cabbage, onion,
lettu ce, broccoli, c a u liflo w e r. M o ney back
guaran tee . These deep-rooted plan ts are
h a rd ie r than hothouse or potted plants.
W rite today o r phone 912-435-0766. P ied
m ont P lant Co., Inc., D ept. 317, A lb a n y , GA
31703
W 3P
S T E A M E N G IN E S , w oo d fire d b o ile rs, tu r 
bines, stove powered g e nera tors, gasoline
en gine conversions, com plete system s, parts
plans, catalog $5.00. U.S. Steam Power
P roducts, D ept. F, RR 2 K oshko non g, M O
65692_________________________________^ 4 P
P A T TE R N S FOR FR O N T IE R Rag D olls.
“ M a rth a and Linsey W o o ls e y ” and th e ir
fro n tie r c lo th in g . $5.00. S im ba, Box 99D,
Lo nqlake , M N 55356.”
G2P
FR EE B E A U T IF U L C O LO R E D C A T A LO G .
O ver 67 v a rie tie s of baby chicks. E v e ry th in g
fro m G iants to B antam s. Rare B lue C ochins,
Gam es, Frizzles, C han tecler, Phoenix. R ain
bow and old fashioned brow n egg layers,
setters. Ju m b o meat crosses fo r b ro ile rs,
capons. O rd e r as few as one Of a k in d . Safe
sh ip m e n t e n tire U.S. Rare breed head
qu a rte rs since 1917. M U R R A Y M C M U R R A Y
H A T C H E R Y , A124, W E B S T E R C IT Y , IA
50595
SP1P
LONG W O O L E D B L A C K S H E E P . $2.00 fo r
b rochure and in fo rm a tio n . Jones Sheep
F arm , R R 2M , Peabody, K a n s a s 66866 Sp2P
C O U N TR Y L IV IN G : H om e stead ing, fa rm in g
b u ild in g , g a rd e n in g , livestock ra is in g , old
c ra fts , coo kin g. Free C atalog. Lato E n te r
prises 4320 Q-3 G an nett, St. Louis, M O
63116
SP1P

C ity -------

I
;

.Z ip -

M a il to: S U B M A T IC , D ept. 381S, P.O.
Box 246, Lubbock, TX 79408
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TR EES FOR A P E R M A N E N T A G R IC U L 
T U R E , s e lf-su ffie n cy; h y b rid poplars, n u t,
forage , fire w o od species. O rg a n ic a lly grow n.
W in d y H ills Farm , 1565 E. W ils o n Road,
S co ttville , M l 49454
G2P
LOG C H IN K IN G . Looks G re a t--ln su la te sStays p u t! Step by step in s tru c tio n s . Send
$3.00 plus self-addressed stam ped envelope
to; C h in k in g , Box 3504, Van N uys, CA
91407_________________________________J32P
FREE C A T A LO G , q u a lity chicks, w holesale
prices. New H a m p sh ire Reds, B arred Rocks,
C orn ish Cross W h ite Rocks., Leghorns,
Ducks. Reich P o u ltry Farm s, R oute 1,
M a rie tta , PA 17547____________________ G4P
CO ZY K N IT SLIPPERS: Y u m m y Fresh
A p p le Cake. SASE $1.00 each gu id e. D arla
Lew is, 528 SE 6th, C ollege Place, W A
99324
G2P
K E N T U C K Y F A R M S , $225-375 per acre, se
clude d ho llo w s, wooded ridg es, no zon in g,
low taxes, hom esteading ne ig hbo rs, free
brochure, H a rt C ounty R ealty, Box 456 W .,
M u n fo rd v ille , K Y 42765 (502) 524-1980 SP1P
FR E E D E T A IL S ! C ollege level hom e stu d y
progra m in G reenhouse G ro w in g . G row ers
A ssociated, Box 58 5F M , C alistoga, CA 94515
______________________________________SP2P
N A T U R A L L Y R A IS E D H A R D Y GOSLINGS.
Rare, unusual d u cklin g s. C hicks. Illu s tra te d
catalog and book list 50 cents. P ilg rim Goose
H a tch e ry, D ept. FS-81, W illia m s fie ld , OH
44093________________________________ SP4P
FOR SALE above K euka Lake, NY. House,
barns, 29& acres, stocked pond. $35,000.
W rite J u ry , Box 199, A shokan Road, RFD 3,
K in g s to n , NY 12401
sP IP
NO N E E D TO K N E A D --S eve n easy yeast
bread recipes. $2.00 cash to Bates, 1605
Jenson Road, F ort W o rth , TX 76112
SP1P
W A T E R L E S S TO ILE TS : No need fo r expensive sep tic or p lu m b in g . O dorless, com post
ing M o u lb a n k to ile ts. $650.00 FOB M c H e n ry
IL or M a y s v ille A R K . S pavinaw V a lle y, 1117
Rocky Beach Road, M c H e n ry , ILL 60050
______________________________________ SP1P
TOYS FOR B A B Y fro m household item s.
O ver a dozen ideas, pa tte rn s. $3.00, W ild e
H aere F a rm , Box 5144, L im in g to n , M E
04049
SP1P
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Farmstead Magazine,

TO

.S ta te .

H O W TO H A V E YOUR G A R D E N FOR
FR E E . T rie d and Proven. Send $3.00 to
G arden, 4101 East T e nth S treet, In d ianap olis
Ind iana 46202J________________________ G2P

—---------------------------------- Su b scrip tio n
m o v i n g ? p l e a s e l e t us k n o w .. .
S ervice I

Name___
A d d re ss .

FREE SOLAR H E A T ! $100. attached g re e n 
house easily b u ilt. Plans $2.00 SASE. D arla
Lew is, 528 SE S ixth, C ollege Place, W A
99324________________________________ SP2P

o

<

ut
c

RENEW :

Q new s u b s c r ip tio n

O

1 Year

$12.00

□

re n e w a l

□

2 Y e a rs

$24.00

□

P aym e nt enclosed

ED 3 Years

$36.00

PLEASE ATTACH
MAILING LABEL HERE

I

The F A R M S T E A D Peddler
ALADDIN KEROSENE HEATERS, lamps,
wicks, part for most brands. Prompt service,
discount prices. Kerosene/LP refrigerators
and freezers. FREE catalog. Simpex, 115C
Midtown Plaza, Syracuse, NY 13210
SP1B
2 FREE CATALOGS: SICKAFUS SHEEP
SKINS, minnetunka moccasins, beautiful
sheepskin and leather products, please
include $1.00 for postage. Box 84F, Strausstown, PA 19559____________________ SP1P
FUMES EXTRACTOR. Embarassed by odor
when toilet is used? Build cheap simple
system. Attache’s toilet. Works 100 percent.
$2.00 and SASE plans. Olson, Meadowlands,
MN 55765 (Box 19)____________
SP1P
HERBS! Hardy, organic, healthy live herbs
by A ir Mail. Also herbal products. Informa
tive catalog $1.00. Lost Prairie Herbs,
Marion, MT 59925_________________ SP1P
LARGEST CATALOGUE OF ORGANIC gar
dening and biological farming supplies.
Fertilizers, foliars, pest controls, bio-ag
tools, soil consulting, bulk shipments, more.
Send $1.50 to Neccessary Trading Company,
308 Main, Newcastle, VA 24127_______SP1P
SPINNING WHEELS $110.00. Quality, New
Zealand made. Free brochure-wheels, lo
oms, fleece and accessories. Spring Creek
Farm, Box 466-F, Mound, Minnesota 55364
_________________________________SP3P
WEEPY MERINGUE? Make meringue that,
stands up as long as pie lasts. Send $2.00
SASE to Wood, Route 1, Box 211-A, Arthur
City, TX 75411 ____________________ SP1P
DELICIOUS COTTAGE CHEESE recipe with
derivative recipes for bread and pancakes,
one each. SASE and $2.00, BF Harr, 323
Jordan Avenue, Montoursville, PA 17754
____________________________
SP1P
SUPER DELICIOUS POTATO SOUP, Cod
fish chowder, Tomato Pot Roast, Old
Fashioned Potato Salad, Cornmeal Scrapple,
Pear-Onion Relish, Applesauce Fruitcake,
$1.00 each. SASE. PME Box 3247, Lakeland,
FL 33802_________________________ SP1P
HOMESTEAD in the beautiful Ozarks for
peaceful living, low taxes, clean air. Home
stead Realty, 611 Bus. 60 West, Mountain
Grove, Missouri 65711.417-926-6422 SP1P
ALGIT NORWEGIAN KELP MEAL. One of
the W orld’s richest sources of natural
organic minerals and vitamins for all
livestock and poultry. Also for soil use. Free
literature. P.B Ohrstrom and Sons, Inc., P.O.
Box 964F, Arlington Heights, IL 60006 SP1B
HEAL PROSTATE at home for penneys. No
drugs. $3.00 Walter Krusch, P.O. Box 127E,
Wyoming, M N____________________ SP1P
TAN YOUR OWN Deer-Goat hides into
leather. Easy simplified method. $2.00
Moore Ideas, Box 3774F, Fort Smith, AR
72913____________________________ SP1P
FREE WHOLESALE CATALOG- Full of
motorcycle, snowmobile, other small engine
parts and accessories; firewood making and
burning supplies. Manufacturer's Supply,
Box 157-F4, Dorchester, Wisconsin 54425
_________________________________SP2P
ANCIENT CONTAINERS: GOURDS. Learn
how to grow food storage containers, musical
instruments, art objects, and much more.
Beautifully illustrated booklet. Seeds includ
ed. $3.25 ppd to Gourdjus, Box 884F, Alamo,
CA 94507_________________________ SP2P
TEN WOODSTOVE RECIPES. A irtight and
Cookstoves- 5 recipes each. $1.00 plus SASE
to: Granny’s Cupboard, Box i8 6 Dept. F,
Villas, NJ 08251____________________SP1P
SAVE... up to 50 percent on home, auto
energy consumption: Kit $3.00, National
Energy Institute, 1942 E. Main, Rochester,
NY 14609
SP3P

TWENTY POTATO RECIPES, all different,
simple, tasty. $3.00, Massengill, 3423 Old
Jonesboro, Hapeville, GA 30354_______ G2P
FOURTH ANNUAL HOMESTEADERS
FESTIVAL! July 23-25. “ W e’re impressed!”
- Helen/Scott Nearing. W rite: Homesteaders
News, RFD2, Addison. NY 14801
SP3P
POSITION WANTED. Young R. Ph. seeks
central PA employment. W ill consider
partnership, all options open, incl. pay.
Retail experience. 15616 Trafalgar, Cleve
land, OH 44110
G2P

Raise BANTAMS
for Pets, Food and Profit
Beautiful small birds. Easy to raise.
Can be raised in your backyard.
Take little food. Will supply eggs for
your table and eggs you can sell to
neighbors. We hatch over 20 popular
breeds of Bantams as — Blue Por
celain Antwerps, Black Tailed Japanese, Golden Seabrights, Aracuanas and many other breeds.

25 assorted Bantams only $30.00 fob
Order direct from this ad. Send 50C for Big
picture catalog. With catalog, we send
coupon good for 50c when ordering Bantams.

GRAIN BELT HATCHERY
Box 12&-1180, Windsor, Missouri 65360
GET IMMEDIATE COMMISSIONS. Take
orders for quality Mason Shoes from friends
and neighbors in your spare time. No risk,
No investment. W rite today, Mason Shoes,
K-566, Chippewa Falls, W l 54729_____ J33P
LET THE WOODSTOVE THAT WARMS
your house cook your dinner. Woodstove
Cookerybook, $4.00, Money back guarantee.
Tulip. Press, Box 2705-E, Truckee, CA
95734 ___
G2P
ORIGINAL AMISH AND PENNSYLVANIA
DUTCH RECIPES. Chicken Bot Boi, Snitz
and Knepp. $2.00 SASE. Dutch M ary’s, Box
935, Reading, PAj[9603^___
G8P
BABY EVERGREENS, seeds, seedlings,
rhododendron, azealeas, flowering shrubs,
shade trees, large assortment of rare and
standard plants. Catalog free. Girard Nurser
ies, Geneva, OH 44041
G3P
FREE CATALOG OF REVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOG ICAL/ORGANIC plant foods for
indoor and outdoor gardeners. Users report
yield increases of 400% - call product a
miracle. Hailed as a major horticultural
breakthrough. Send today to: Ringer Re
search, 6860 Flying Cloud Drive, Dept. F5
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
G2P

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT news
letter! Colorado, Idaho, Montana & Wyom
ing! Current openings - all occupations!
Permanent and temporary - skilled or
unskilled! W rite today for FREE details to
lntermountain-5U, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne,
Wyoming 82001.
G3P
MAKE YOUR OWN BEER, wine, cheese,
soda naturally. Free catalogue. Bacchanalia,
Box 51CJ., Central Village, Mass. 02790 G2P
GROW GINSENG! $50/Pound. Have seeds,
roots. Goldenseal. Comfrey. Complete grow
ing, marketing information. F.B. Collins,
B50, Viola, Iowa 52350______________ SP3P
BEERLOVERS! Save $1.00 every sixpack —
Drink homebrew. New York, Free handbook:
Duane’s Department FM031C 508 Canal,
New York 10013____________________ G3P
WEATHER VANES - Free brochure W ildwind - 24 E. Euclid Spokane, Wash.
99207
G2P
BIGGS OREGON PICTURE ROCK. Beaut
iful scenes, great for belt buckles, necklaces,
and rings. Slabs only, $4.25 per square inch.
M in imum order, 5 square inches.
G2P
THE SPROUTLETTER. Sprouting, Raw
Foods, Indoor Gardening. $1.00 sample
issue. Sproutletter, P.O. Box 10985, Eugene,
0^97440 _________________________G2P
DELICIOUS DIET SOUP only 300 calories
per 4 quart pot and poor mans lobster you
never know ifs fish. $1.00 each. C.J.'s, 2687
BernanjJRoad^New Vienna, OH 45159 G2P
TRANSFORM POLLUTION INTO BETTER
HEALTH AND PROFITS. For descriptive
guide, airmail $10.00 to Christian K.
Hansen; Posto de Correio de Monnerat, RJ;
Brasil; CEP 28.650.________________ SP1P
DAY LENGTHS (sunrise to sunset & twilight
to twilight) included in fifteen pages of data
showing solar energy received by surfaces
(horizonal, south vertical, & tracking) at
fifteen latitudes every week of year. $6.50 to
Stanley Flagg, RFD 3, Box 250, Fort Kent,
Maine 04743____________
SP1P
CORNED BEEF RECIPE use any boneless
beef. $2.00 SASE to Robertson 6140 N.
Sherman, Indianapolis, IN 46220______SP1P
LEARN SALESMANSHIP!! Send name,
address, telephone: Retail Sales Institute, 7
South 5th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55402Dept. 14, Acquire RSI Diploma. Bigger
income guaranteed!!________________SP1P
FREE FRUIT CATALOG. Color catalog with
82 strawberry varieties, plus all other fruits.
W rite for free copy. Grower since 1837. Dean
Foster Nurseries, Dept. F-1, Hartford, Ml
49057 616/621-2419
SP1P
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Here's how to advertise in
THE FARMSTEAD PEDDLER:
Your ad in this section costs only $1.00
a word. You get a 10% discount if you run
the same ad in two or more consecutive
issues: Garden (Jan. 15), Spring (March
1), Early Summer (April 15), Summer
(June 1), Harvest (July 15), Fall (Sept. 1),
Holiday (Oct. 15), Winter (Dec. 1). Copy
must be received six weeks before
publication date.
You may use this coupon to submit
your ad; however, payment must be
included.

Send your ad to:
F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E

Box 111 Freedom, Maine 04941
N a m e ____________________________
Address----------------------------------- --—
______________________ Zip________
N u m b er of words--------------------------C o s t : $__.________________________

For issue(s):
□ Winter □ Garden 7 Spring
□ Early Summer □ Summer
□ Harvest D Fall . Holiday

..Grow with

F A R M S T E A D M A G A Z IN E is a
storehouse of practical, commonsense inform ation. Eight great is
sues a year will bring you expert
advice on growing a terrific garden,
meeting energy needs economic
ally, building and m aintaining your
home and caring for your livestock.
In addition to the variety of articles,
th e re ’s a bookstore section, inter
views, book review, plenty of ori
ginal illustrations and a touch of
humor now and then. So if you’ re
looking to become self-reliant and
im prove your lot Farmstead belongs
in your home.

Farmstead Magazine!

Get started on next year’s garden
now...even while winter storms
rage outside...with your subscrip
tion to FA RM STEAD M A G A Z IN E !

FARMSTEAD

Money back guarantee: If at any time you’re
not completely happy with Farmstead, you
may cancel your subscription and receive a
full refund for all undelivered copies.

M ail Coupon or Card Today

M AGAZINE

Home Gardening & Small Farming

.

Sp81

Farmstead Magazine
Box I ’l l , Freedom, Maine 04941

Please enroll me as a subscriber
to Farm stead.
I enclose payment for:
□ $12.00(One Year) □ $24.00(Two Years)

Subscribe Now & Save

□ $36.00 (Three Years)

For just $12.00 a year you get eight
BIG issues (you’d pay $16.00 on the
newsstand). O r SUB SCR IB E for two
years for only $ 2 4 .0 0 ...that means
even B IG G E R S A V IN G S off the
single copy price!

N am e.................................................
Address............................................
C ity .....................................................
State...................................................
Z ip .....................................................
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□ Bill me later.
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WATER UP TO 50 CONTAINERS, HANGING BASKETS.
AND OTHER PLANTS WITH MICRO-TUBING KIT G.
200 feet of Heavy Wall Micro-Tubing. Twist Punch. 60 Heavy
Ends. 100 ft. of 1/2" Poly Hose, coupled, with Hose Y and extra

C,U!>li"BS

KIT G...only $33.75

TREES • FLOWERS • VEGETABLES

FULLY ASSEMBLED
DRIP IRRIGATION KIT

KIT H - GREAT FOR LARGE GARDENS!
Submatics most complete drip irrigation k i t . . . contains enough
water ten 50-ft. garden rows . 300 Emitters. Insert Tool. 100 ft.-l I T
for headers, with extra couplings. 500 ft. - 3 /8 " Poly Hose. 1/2"
Swivel Tee. 10-1/2" Male Hose Tees. 12-3/8" Female Hose Coup-

material to
Poly Hose
nu| v
UN LY

Provides a continuous wetted strip. 2 feet wide. 100 feet long.
Lay in straight line or weave from row to row. Nothing to assemble.
Kit F-100 contains 100 ft. of 3 /8 " Poly Hose with 2-g.p.h. emitters
on 2 ft. spacing, coupled, with Hose Screen. Hose Cap. Flow Con
trol. and Hose Y with 2 valves.

KIT F-100...only $26 25

lings. 12-3/8" Male Hose Couplings with Hose Caps. 4 Repair
Couplings, Hose Y, and Hose Strainer with stainless steel screen.

□
□
□
□
□

Ship me one Kit G, freight prepaid, for only $33.75
Ship me one Kit F-100, freight prepaid, for only $26.25
Ship me one Kit H, freight prepaid, for only $115.00
I enclose my check in the amount of _____________
Please charge to my credit card:
□ VISA
□ Master Charge
Exp.________
Acct. No.

IN A HURRY?
C all fo r the nam e o f y o u r n earest dealer,
o r p la ce y o u r o rd e r d ire c tly w ith S ubm atic.

806-747-9000
YV E

l/K A*

ACCEPT W m f ,

Month/Year

□ Send me the 1980 Submatic Catalog free.

SUBMATIC

N A M E ________________________________
ADORESS
C IT Y ___

STATE

ZIP

IRRIGATION
SYSTEMS

Texas Residents add 5% sales tax.
P O BOX 246 • LUBBOCK. TX 79408

M ail to SUBMATIC. Dept.381S. P.0. Box 246. Lubbock. Texas 79408

If you d o n ’ t w ish to tea r th is cover, please use the coupon on page 94

Presenting....the

Family

CW OGB Series Boiler

ACG O Series Furnace

A W G O Series Furnace

(W ood /C oa l & O il/Gas)

(W ood /C o a l & O il/Gas)

(W ood Only & Oil/Gas)

W ood, or C o al, can be the primary fuel with the combination
units above, as indicated.
ACWB-100
Add-On
Boiler
(Wood/Coal)

Our Add-On Family:

One of these add-on unit will convert your present
heating system to a 2-fuel, combination system.
For further information, fill in, clip & mail coupon to:

JC Series
Furnace
(Wood/Coal)

ONEIDA HEATER COMPANY, INC.
109 N. WARNER ST. • ONEIDA, N .Y. 13421
PHONE: AREA 315 -3 6 3 -5 5 0 0
Please send me information
NAME
on central heating, ONEIDA
ROYAL equipment.
ADDRESS
Lumberjack
100

Furnace
(Wood Only)

I Would Use:

CITY ___

□ W ood Only
□ W ood/C oal Only
□ W ood Plus O il/G as
My Present Htg. System:

□ Warm Air

□

Hot Water

STATE _
ZIP CODE
PHONE _

If you d o n ’ t w ish to tea r th is cover, please use the coupon on page 94

M

